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Faculty senate approves changing school name
Gilbert D. Martinez
Editor

The faculty senate passed a proposal last month to change the name of
the school to The University of Texas at Edinburg and will submit the
proposal Tuesday to the SGA student senate.
·
Dr. Gary Mounce, associate professor of political science, said he and
Juanita Garza, lecturer of history and philosophy, will submit the proposal
which passed 18 to 1 at a faculty senate meeting Feb. 26.
In addition to the name change, the proposal calls for a new logo to
replace the current one, which depicts a rising sun. The report states that
a logo change should be done with or without a name change. This
section of the proposal passed unanimously, 19 to 0.
Mounce said he hopes the student senate agrees with their proposal
Tuesday.
"We'll submit the proposal to the administration and we hope they take
quick action," Mounce said.
While UTPA President Miguel Nevarez was out of town and unavailable
for comment, Mounce said Nevarez indicated in a talk earlier that he didn't
have any objections as long as the students and faculty members
supported the change.

Garza said the committee ·was taking the proposal to SGA was "to ask
for student input."
According to the Faculty Senate Committee on University Name/Logo,
there are several reasons behind the proposed name and logo change.
One reason the proposal cites for changing the name is "most
universities in the system use more obvious, simpler designation by host
city," like UT -Austin and UT - San Antonio. However, the proposal notes
the exception of UT - Permian Basin because it names a place or region. ·
Another reason for the change, according to the committee report, is
that the term 'Pan American' is considered "a negative term throughout
Mexico and Latin America.
"It has always been seen as a symbol of U.S. imperialism, something
akin to Pax Americana," the report stated. "This has caused difficulty for
researchers from our institution in countries of that region. It is important
to eliminate this confusion, since our ties and research in Mexico and the
rest of Latin America are increasing."
Other reasons cited:
• the name change will help prepare the university for the challenges
of the 21st century;
• the change will increase prestige for the university;
• the current name causes confusion with 'Pan American Airlines,'
the country, 'Panama,' the 'Pan Am Games,' and with a private Jesuit

university in Mexico City, 'Universidad Panamericana';
• the university should follow The University of Texas at Brownsville
by making the host city a part of the school's name;
• the university's current name is partly the "result of the wording...
of the merger bill in the state legislature, rather than from serious study
or discussion of its appropriateness;"
• the current name seems to have resulted from forces outside the
university; the proposed change comes from the inside, subject to
approval from the UT System.
The proposal also states that the current name is "cumbersome and
confusing in any arrangement" and that the proposed name, UT at
Edinburg, is "the only real possibility existing... other previous possibilities (like The University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley) are too long or are _
now inappropriate."
Concerning the logo change, the report recommends that the Art
Department, in conjunction with the Committee on University Name/
Logo and other student and administrative representatives, should
produce the new design.
The committee consists of: Mounce; Garza; Frank Manuella, associate
professor of art; and Dr. Nancy Moyer, professor of art.

Presid~ntial candidates _to debate,
discuss views on issues Tuesday
Arminda Munoz
Staff

Students need more input on the upcoming SGA
elections, particularly on the SGA executive branch,
according to the president of Solidarity.
Erik Toren, president, said the Solidarity organization plans to give students that opportunity by sponsoring a debate between the presidential candidates
and following it up with a question and answer session
with students.
The debate will be held at noon, Tuesday at LA 101,
where all those who have filed for SGA president and
vice president will have the opportunity to present

their platforms and views and to field questions from
the audience.
The goal of this debate is "to have the student body
more informed about what the issues are...who is
running for president, and what each candidate thinks
about the issues," Toren said.
Questions made up by the Election Committee, Elvie
Davis, assistant dean of students, and Solidarity will be
presented to each candidate, who will have two to
three minutes to answer. During the latter portion of
the debate, the floor will be open for audience
questions.
Confirmed candidates scheduled for the debate are:
Errol Glazer, Robert Mangel, Robert Martinez and
Martin Torres.

More than 20 students file for office
Five tickets for the executive branch have been filed
for campus elections as well as 11 other candidates for
various positions. Elections will be held during April
14-15 at the CAS and LRC.
Candidates for SGA president and vice-president
tickets will be: Senior Errol Glazer with Senior Enrico
Garza; Sophomore Robert Martines and Senior Pablo
J. Almaguer; Senior Robert Mangel and Senior Francisco R. Cantu, Jr.; Senior Martin Torres and Junior
Rene Estrada; and one write-in ticket ofJunior Dennis
Hernandez and Junior Robert Scott Mullis.
Students running for UPB president are Senior
Maribel Carrizales and Junior Esmeralda Carrizales
Salinas; for UPB vice-president, Graduate Student
Rene De La Rosa and Freshmen Sandra E. Rodriguez.

Students running for senatorial positions are: graduate students, Rene de la -Rosa; seniors, Antonio A
Mercado, Marla Arleen Garcia and Dale Russell; sophomores, Cecilia Guerrero; and write-ins, David R. Perez.
Also running are Freshmen Ignacio Almaguer and Jose
A Menchaca.

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Odie Ortiz, education junior from Edinburg, purchases a quick lunch snack at the Science Quad
from
Emma Garza, who tends the concession stand run by Morrison's Custom Food Service. Garza
In response to the large number of candidates Elvira
Davis, assistant dean ofstudents, said, "people feel like said the fajita taco, which costs $1, Is the most popular Item sold since the stand opened last month.

sen ate to make appointments;

they can do more, or they are interested in making sure .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __j
that some of the programs started are carried through
to the next year."
"The student body is going to come out ahead no
matter who wins," Davis said in reference to the five
tickets running for president.
■

REGISTER FOR..
Summer I through April 24; Summer II
through June 12; and Fall through July 3

ACTION CODES
Summer I-733923#
Summer II - 733924#

Fall-733931#
LINES OPEN
Monday through Thursday
8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(512) 381-3000
(

1

ot a toll-free number.)

Students can register anytime
after their assigned day.
For more information,
see course schedule.

want to see Carlos ge_t treated unSGA is scheduled to make apfairly.'"
pointments to the student court in
Later Garza told The Pan Amerian emergency meeting today durcan this was not entirely true.
ing activity period in UC 307.
"What I said," Garza said, "is that
Although 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - what we don't
a pp 1i Cants
What I said is that what we don't want is someone who who
want is someone
made
the
is totally for
deadline last
is totally for Carlos or against Carlos.
Carlos or against
Friday to be
Carlos."
Humberto Garza, Jr.
Garza said askconsidered for
:=: the three open
Senidr senator ing how people felt
positions on
about Carlos was a
screening process.
the student
f court, at a meeting Tuesday the supposed to be interviewed" as part "I think (Berlanga) has done a
senate motioned to table appoint- of the application process, Lange great job," he said, "but that doesn't
mean I am going to pick someon'e
ments to the student court until said.
"The only reason I knew that I who is going to be right on his side."
Thursday.
The senate had not interviewed needed to be interviewed," Lange
In other business the Senate voted
all of the applicants and needed said, "was because Elvie (Davis)
announced to the CSO (Council of to make Junior Senator Gill Guevara
more time.
"We need to give everyone an Student Organizations) meeting that chairofthesenate. GenoRodriguez, equal chance," Sergeant-at-arms applicants needed to· be inter- the former chair, was dismissed from the senate as well as Carmen
viewed."
Tania Narvaez said.
Guajardo, Iris Altamira and Monica
At
the
interview,
Lange
said
her
Elvie Davis, assistant dean of stuRodriguez because they failed to
interviewer,
Senior
Senator
dents, said the Senate does need to
meet the requirements, Davis said.
Humberto
Garza,
"wanted
to
know
interview all applicants.
about
Carlos
(Berlanga
SGA
presi"There are only three spots," Davis
Also new members were voted
said, "and there are more than three dent)."
into
the election commission and
applicants that have been interShe
said
she
was
not
asked
about
the
senate
also voted not to have a
viewed or that are available to be
banquet
this
year.
her
qualifications.
interviewed.
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University needs purpose and aim to serve the community

T

he question of whether this
university should stay with its
open admission policy or if it
.
should have it closed has been
a topic floating around campus with little
discussion other then a few guest columns in The Monitor and one editorial
and one guest column in The Pan American. The few people who have taken time
to express their view in the media have
talked about limited space, budget cuts,
and whether the university is a place to
teach to students who would have a hard
time getting into another institution of
higher education because of entrance
scores or because of economic reasons.
The question that has been of focus in
these articles is the amount of space
available for students and the stress on
professors which one article states will be
detrimental to the quality of education.

Before we speak on what's going to be
detrimental to our education, let's first
figure out why we need education and
what purpose does education serve. I
also have yet to hear any one explain the
purpose and aim of this university.
The assumption in the articles is that
education in itself is a good end and not
a means to something. This, I believe, is
wrong thinking or lack of, and within this
point of view the university is seen as a
church isolated from the rest of the world.
The university should not be a church but
be an intricate part of society, and education should be a means to something.
How education here will be a means to
something will be determined by what
this university plans to emphasize. Is this
university going to key in on certain
departments over others, or is it simply
going to make cuts across the board if

our community benefit? What is this
community like so that the university can
better seIVe it?
This community is very diverse with
both rich and poor people who attend this
school. There is also a large influx of new
arrivals to this community which makes
for an exchange of ideas as well as a
clashing of them. This community is
growing and expanding with the possibility of a new world trade center and with
free trade. This diversity makes a challenging problem for this university if it
does not wish to isolate itself from the·
world. The opportunities for research
both in the fields of economics and sociology are growing as well as the need for
engineers for construction of new plants
and roads. Another aspect of these changes
is that there will be a large amount of
people who will get lost in the shuffle of

From· The Corner
Trinidad Gonzales
there is a lack of funds. Before we start
cutting departments and adding to others
or just simply cutting all departments this
university should make an aim for itself.
he direction of this university
· can no longer be one of just
providing education for everyone. What I mean by this is not
that admissions should be open or closed
but what type of curriculum should be
offered. Should the business department
get more money and emphasis than the
English department? Should the education department get more professors?
What do we want to teach and how will

T

things. The future seems bleak and hopeful, relative to where you stand in this
changing ·community and how well one
adopts to the changes.
ith these changes happening in our community the
university is at a p~int .
where it must examme ·
what is needed in this community. Keeping open admissions may be what this
community needs but the community also
may need more help with its high schools.
The community may need more doctorate
programs other than business or education. The community may need a university that caters more toward the liberal arts
than the sciences. The community needs
are not just education but the type of
education that is going to be offered and
the philosophy future leaders learn and
apply to the world around them.

w

Editorial

UT at Edinburg:
it's
about
time
•A

report from the Faculty Senate Committee on University
Name/Logo, dated Feb. 20, proposed to change the school
name from The University of Texas-Pan American to The
University of Texas at Edinburg. Already, the Faculty Senate
has approved the proposal and is optimistic of student and.
administrative approval.
The name change proposal is a refreshing idea which not only
makes sense but is backed up with sound reasoning. When the
merger with the UT system was worked out, no one gave much
thought to the school's name. 'Pan American' was just put together
with UT and everyone accepted it in order to complete the merger.
Perhaps at the time someone had argued that we needed to keep
part of the old name so we would not lose our identity or our past.
· Perhaps someone could use that same argument now.
But changing the name to The University of Texas at Edinburg does
not change the school's educational goals, nor does it change the
students who attend. The UTPA name would become but another
facet of our school's history. And our history shows that our .name
. lH~,. in~c;.:e1,., ,g<;>n,e .~~ough ma_~Y. c12~~n~e~,;... ~ Uh ~ ...
.>r ~..)~&.r;ib}l-.,( gJun.ipr 9?llege, f9'27.., r <, 0., r-, • 2 ..-:ii, ur,~
• Pan American Regional College, 195'1
• Pan American College, 1965
• P~n American University, 1971
The latest change came in 1989 when we merged with the UT
System thus giving us our current name. How much inside and
he other day I was with my
· outside pressures influenced the name is not certain. But we are
brother laying brick on an
now out of the spotlight and have had time to evaluate the situation.
addition to my church. It was
We are a commuter college, however, this does not mean we cover
· afternoon and beginning to get
a large region. When a student sa-ys he attends UTPA, he is not
hot. Even though we were 15 feet in the
referring to the region, he is referring to the Edinburg campus.
air on a scaffold, there was no breeze. I
By changing the name to The University of Texas at Edinburg, there knew that when the sun pushed away the
·c an be no question as to the location of the school. With UT - Pan
shadow we were·working in, it would be
American, as we have discovered, that uncertainty will always exist.
almost unbearable.
It is easier to see what name better suits our needs. Let's change
"Summer is here,• I thought The exterior
of the building was almost complete.
the name to The University of Texas at Edinburg and get on with
With the brick finished and the rest of ~e
more pressing issues.

A Bronc... is a Bronc ... is a Bronc
•

I

Life's complexities drive some to the woods

T

The University of Texas-Pan American

Edinburg, Texas 78539

roofing nailed down, we could move to
the shade of the interior; only a few more
days. BrotherJoe interrupted my thoughts
with the simple, clear statement, "When I
finish the roof, I quit.•
He had given me his notice and he was
returning to the mountains. A friend asked
him at lunch the next day, -"Where are you
going?''.
"North,• he replied, as he paused to
brush crumbs out of his unkempt beard.
"It's hot." Those at the table waited,
expecting more, but nothing came. My
brother is a man of few words.
I have often heard my brother described
as stoic and quiet.
"He doesn't talk much, does he?" they'll
say. That's what happens to you in the
wilderness. It's not that you forget how to
communicate, rather a cynicism develops
in you toward the civilized world, and to
keep from offending everyone who dwells

Voice in the Wilderness
Bruce Peterson

nevertheless; I'm staying here to finish
building another church while playing the
university game of accumulating the
knowledge needed to analyze life's
problems.
very time Joe leaves for the
woods, I'm torn between my
desire to follow him and my
ardor to tell the people of
civilization that Jesus really is alive; that
it's not morality or hard work that will fix
the world, but faith that Jesus has already
paid the penalties for our rotten behavior
and He is returning to put an end to all
problems. Somehow my commitment to
Him usually wins out, but if you see me
walking across the grass instead of on the
sidewalks, it's because I'm fleeing the
concrete of civilization for a moment of
freedom in the grass. If you find me asleep
under a tree somewhere on campus, please
wake me up. I'm probably having that reoccurring nightmare where I climb the
last mountain, in the last wilderness, only
to find a shining new church with a
preacher telling me how I should live next
to a university turning out analysts and
lawyers doing the same thing as the :
preacher.-

E

there, you learn to keep your mouth shut.
You don't talk about how foolish the
pursuit of money and social position
seem to you. You refrain from commenting
on the insanity of the idea that politics
could fix anything. You learn to ignore it
when people complain about the behavior
of their neighbors while they fail to
acknowledge their own failures and
weaknesses. After all, living on the fringes
of society, you rarely encounter such
things. Money and fame won't help you
build a fire in the snow; politics is reduced
to its simplest form: power; if a bear
wants your fish, you don't try to negotiate
a compromise, you give him the fish.
You don't complain about his behavior;
you say, "That's the way bears are," and
your own weakness is clearly evident.
That's the problem with spending too
much time in the wilderness. Life's
problems are reduced to simple forms
with simple answers. The complexity of
life in civilization seems foolish and
unnecessary.Joe may say that he's leaving
Farewell brother Joe. I'll see you when
because it's too hot, but the truth is our "friend that sticks closer than a brother"
probably closer to, "It's too stupid."
sends you back, or releases me to join
I'm inclined to agree with him; you.

Letters to the Editor
Faculty needs
to voice opinions

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must
be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed. An address and
phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages,
double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than three pages, double spaced
and typed. Those that are coo long will not run. Letters and guest columns can be edited for
style length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be
chan'ged. Lette rs can be b_rought to Emilia.Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The
Pan American at 1201 Umvers1ty Onve, ESRH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

In response to the editorial appearing
on March 26, I would like to add my
thoughts. Basically, I agree with the
editorial. I am also saddened and disappointed by the apathetic response by first,
the student body, second, the administration and finally, the faculty.
I can forgive the students for not writing
in. After all, it is difficult to learn how to
arrange and articulate your thoughts when
scantrons play·a major role in the education of the students here. I can also
forgive the administration for adopting a
wait-and-see attitude regarding.the open
admissions policy.

What I cannot forgive is the silence of
I would now like to address the Iambs·
the faculty. Or should I refer to their I mean the faculty. Faculty Forty, wher~
silence as the silence of the lambs?
are you? You want freedom? Hey, how
It has been said that a person's worth . about throwing some freedom towards
can be measured by the kind of battles the open admissions policy? After all, no
that person chooses. Several of the one is free until everyone is free. Right
students have chosen to speak out against guys?
Student Government. Nothing wrong
What's the matter guys? Ca~ cut your
with that. Some students prefer to voice to?gue? You haven't been doing some-;
their opinions in regards to the type of thmg unscriptural with that tongue of
music played on campus. The viewpoint yours, or worse yet, put it up some
appearing on the March 26 issue of The unhygienic neighborhood? WHERE ARE
Pan American wanted to discuss the pass- YOUR VOICES? You are suppose to be the
ing away of a dog. To each his own.
examples for the students. Is it any
Nevertheless, if funds are cut to the wonder the student body is silent on this
university, the last t~ing people will have very important issue, when the example
to worry about will be what kind of music
to listen to, what dog died, or who's in
See Letters p. 3
Student Government.
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Top students to be honored

Letters

from

p. 2

you have placed before them is one demoed to remain "rust bowls" for
0
decades, increased border controls
0
thi
s issue on the grounds of stopping drug.s,
n~~~ ::ttme? Or is
Hey, I know it's not the '60s, but terrorism, and undocumented ima cause is a cause. And this is a migrants.
Fortunately, some voices have
worthy cause. Where is the extra
credit being offered to students spoken out against NAFTA. In the
who participate in this issue? Where United States, the labor and enviare the forums to discuss this issue? ronmental movements have overWhere are the press conferences to whelmingly opposed it. In Mexico
discuss this matter? As mentioned too, there is opposition to Salinas'
previously, the measure of a per- policy of selling off the country's
son is often judged by the type of wealth at bargain basement prices.
battle that person chooses. In the Two UTPA organizations, Solidarity
case of the silence of the lambs, and El Sol, should be congratulated
their refusal to get involved in the for bringing to campus a speaker
open admissions issue lets the ob- who represents Mexican opposiserver know exactly what type of tion to NAFTA. Manuel Aguilar Mora
substance the lambs are made out is the author of several books on the
Mexican economy and politics and
of and what is lacking.
Joe Guerra a prominent social activist. He will
Special student, speak Thursday April 9, at noon in
polUlcal sclence/blstory Liberal Arts 101. Don't miss it.

Convocation set for Sunday :e
Student leaders, students whose achievements merit awards and
students with high academic achievements will be recognized during
theuniversity's annual Student Awards Convocation at 3 p.m. Sunday in
the LRC Media Theater.
More than 100 students will be recognized at the convocation and an
additional 200 students will be guests-of-honor at a reception at the home
of President and Mrs. Miguel Nevarez beginning at 5 p.m.
Dr. Lee Hamilton, chair and associate professor of English, will be the
speaker. Sister Pat Sullivan, director of the Catholic Campus Ministry
Center, will give the invocation and benediction and Dr. Rudolph Gomez,
vice president for academic affairs, will welcome the students and visitors.
Dean of Students Judy Vinson will introduce the speaker and present
the awards in her division.
Those to be recognized will be recipients of the Academic Deans
Outstanding Service Awards, the Dean of Students Outstanding Service
Awards, the editors of the student newspaper and magazine, officers of
student government and student activities and students named to Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colfeges.
Students whose grade point averages are 3.5 or above on a 4.0 scale
have been invited to the presidential reception.

Free trade big trade off
MACINTOSH PLUS ·computer. 40
Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized:
meg Rodime HD, 1 mg RAM, mouse,
89 Mercedes............ $200 ·
cooling
fan, carrying case, computer
86 vw.......................$50
desk, Image writer II printer, manuals
87 Mercedes............$100
with programs. Also ~C 512 w/
65 Mustang............... $50
internal/external drive and programs.
Choose from thousands starting $25. Excellent condition. All for $2,000.
Free 24 hour recording reveals de- OBO. Call Al in Lyford, 512-347-5334.
ta_i) s 801-379-2929 copyright
#TXl9KJC.
CHEVY Duelly pickup. New 454
motor, exaust and brakes, new inteAlaska Summer Employment:
rior, ~rt paint $3,500 invested will
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free sell for $2,500. OBO 512-347-5334.
transportation! Room & Board! Over Ford PU $1,200.
8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or female. For employ- STIJDENT AIDE: Nanny positions in
ment program call Student Employ- Dallas/FW while earning your degree.
ment Services at 1-2o6-545-4155 ext. Up to $8,900 yearly in tuition and
315.
living expenses+ room/board. License
drivers, some childcare experience.
Fast Fund-ralsing Program. Fra- U.S. AuPair Program 1-800-477-1523.
ternities, sororities, student clubs. . No fees.
Earn up to $1,000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1,000 bonus for yourself. Typing Service: Research papers, reAnd a free watch just for calling 1- ports, etc. Grammar correction. Proof800-932-0528 Ext. 65.
reading & editing. Over 10 years
experience. Call 585-2838.
$40,000/yr! Read books and 1V
scripts. Fill out simple 'like/don't Writing Services: Essays, research
like• form. Easy! Fun, relaxing at composition, mechanics, grammar.
home, beach, vacations. Guaran- · Call after6 p.m. 380-1563. Rush jobs.
teed paycheck. Free 24 hour recording 801-379-2925 copyright Private tutor: GRE, ISAT, GMAT,
¥fX19KEB.
SAT. Huge score improvement. Large
tests of files and years of experience.
Fast Easy Income! Earn lOO's Many references. Call 631-7877.
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed stamped envelope to: H~panics!Hispanics!H~panlcsl
Extra-Itlcome! P.O. Box 811699 Scholarships, grants, fellowships! For
Chicago, II 60681-1699.
college, graduate and professional
CRUISEJOBS: Cruise lines now hir- school. Directory describes over 200
ing. Earn $2,000 + per month work- awards. All majors. Need and merit
ing on cruise ships. Holiday, summer based awards. Rush name, address
and full-time employment available. and $8 check or money order to:
For employment program call 1-206- Hispanic Education Publications, P.0.
· Box290483(UfP), San Antonio, Texas
545-4155 ext. C511.
78280-1883. Order today!
DRUG WRD TRUCKS! $100

86 BRONCO ............. $50
Sexy, exciting, fun, male dancer avail91 BLAZER.............. $150
able for female parti(:!S. Call 630-9090.
77 JEEP CJ. ............... $50
Free demonstrations available this
Seized Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose month only.
from thousands starting $25. FREE 24
Hour Recording Reveals Details. 801379-2930 Copyright # TX19KKC.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

rr---------------------~
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:

102 S.18th, McAllen• 882-4159

:I Receive $1700

:

E
•n extra money!
Houra: Mo~Frl 8:30 - 4 • Sat M

1
I
I

on your lit donation with this ad
1 $1
extra wltll student I.D. • 18 or older
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Whose idea is the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
anyway? President George Bush in
the United States and President
Carlos Salinas de Gortari in Mexico
tell us that NAFTA comes from the
people's desire for free travel and
free enterprise; they promise that it
will bring more jobs. Here on the
border between two countries, we
are told that it will mean more
opportunities for economic development.
Unfortunately, things are not that
simple. The main reason for NAFl'A
is that big multinational corporations based in the United States
want a larger protected home base
from which to compete with German and Japanese multinationals.
Just as German banks and corporations are reshaping East Asia, U.S.
big business wants to reshape North
America. Canadian, American and
Mexican working people are being
enlisted by Bush in a new planetary
economic war.
All the provisions of NAFTA are
designed to protect U.S. corporate
interests and their junior corporate
partners in ·Canada and Mexico.
There are no provisions in NAFTA
to protect the rights of the people,
their livelihood and the environment. The goal is to make North
America operate like an economic
bunker: discipline, obedience and
sacrifice for the working people
inside the bunker; economic war,
exclusion, shock therapy for the
people outside.
The European community displays some of the negative results
of unification under the ·guidance
of big business: unemployment
around or above 10 percent, entire
communities and regions con-

History Professor

UTPA not as diverse
Of.the many fallacies that Kelsey
and 'name withheld' (as I will call
her) in attempting to disagree with
me, here are their major blunders.
Kelsey denies the abundant Mexican-American (Hispanic if you
please) majority on campus. It is
ridiculous to talk about a diverse
campus; maybe for UT at Austin or
The University of Houston, those
are more diverse campuses. Eightyfive percent of the the total student
population consists of Hispanics.
Indeed, there are Anglos (in all their
ethnic backgrounds), N'ative Americans, Blacks, and Indians, but the
fact is that you are talking about, a
handful of students; no shame · in
that.
As for there not being such a
thing as rich or poor students at
UTPA, close to 80 percent of the
students are on financial aid and
live in one of the poorest areas of
the country; that's a fact: again no
shame in that. Although 81 percent
of the students come from the
Hidalgo county area, yes, you could
say that UTPA is a commuter college. Thl!l still does not prove a
point since from Brownsville to
Roma, the majority of the population is Hispanic. UTPA is a unique
university, but its uniqueness lies in
the fact that we are among the very
few universities that have a majority
of Hispanic population.
Kelsey, when you stated that your
ethnic background is American, as
possible it might be, you must have
referred to nationality. Please don't
confuse the definitions. There is
nothing wrong with having a Mexican, French, or German ethnic background. Yes, Kelsey, I am an American by nationality, but I am Mexi-

:

Alkmoutournew

btlus program.

jobn Barzman

major

can-Swede by ethnic background.
Kelsey, you are right in feeling
left out. I was not talking about you
or for you. It is safe to say that when
Jesse Jackson speaks about Black
American, Cesar Chavez about farm
workers or Pat Buchanan about the
American middle class, they are not
talking about me or for me; yet, we
should feel' compelled to listen to
what troubles them. Kelsey, there
is no ready-made formula I can
whip up for all of America or this
campus, somebody is bound to be
left out; as a journalist major you
should know that.
Now while both of you, especially 'name withheld' attacked me
for my emphasis on Tejano music,
the truth is that I was putting more
emphasis in the decision-making
process of UPB; at the same time,
I gave cle.ar references to ALL forms
of Spanish spoken music: nortena,
cumbia, merengue, salsa, rumbera,
guaracha, corrido, polka, and
mexican pop/rock; please, don't
misquote me.
To that, 'name withheld', I was
not talking about the music being
played at the recreation room or the
snack bar, but the music UPB
chooses to play in the UC circle and
the bands it hires. UPB, correct me
ifl am wrong, has a budget ofabout
$6o,OOO to $98,000; I wonder how
much of it was used to hire Spanish
speaking bands, dance groups or to
support Hispanic cultural events. It.
is interesting, 'name withheld', how
you conducted an informal survey
(only you know how informal) in
which you conclude that Tejano
music is not of preference, yet one
of your friends clearly states that
he/she could hear a piece being
played every five minutes. Don't
misunderstand me, I don't want
Spanish spoken music to dominate
our time and money, but by the
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Omar Franco Toren
Valladares
Vice President of Solidarity

Vice President of El Sol

Bulletin Board·
April.
2 I.enten Prayer at Mass by Rev. M. Villareal,

noon in the
campus chapel. For information contact Sister Pat Sullivan 381-0133.
• Intemational students interested in working off campus
and pJning practical training should attend the mandatory International Student Orientation, 3 p.m. in UC 305. Contact Srujan-·K.
Patibandla, graduate assistant, with the Dean of Students Office at 3812149 for more information.
• REHAB, or Reach, Educate, Help, Advocate, and Broadening (minds), snident club will meet 5 p .m. in Nursing Building 214.
For more information, call Tom Shefcik at 381-2291.
4 Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity will sell brisket barbecue, 11
a.m. - 2 p.m. at La Vist-a Park, Second Street and La Vista, McAllen.
Tickets are $4 and available from any member. For more information
and tickets, €all 381-3370.
6 Deadline to apply for necem:ber 1992. graduation for
bachelor and master's degrees. Applications are available at the
Office of Admissions and Records, SSB 108. Students must have a
degree plan approved by the department of their respective majors.
There is a $15 graduation fee payable at the Payment and Collections
Office in SSB 115.
9 Manuel Aguilar Mora will speak on the North American Free
Trade Agreement and its effect on the economy and environment on
both sides of the border. The talk, sponsored by Solidarity, will be
at noon in LA 101.
10 Extended deadline for Gallery, the student literary maga~
zine. Submit your art, prose, poetry or photography at CAS 266.

Deadline for submission
for the April 9 issue is 3 p.m.
Monday at ESRH 100.

~---------------------~
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same token no 9ther type of music
should dominate - fairness is all I
ask.
It is unclear what 'name withheld'
means by "Music has no color." It
is obvious that in a mariachi band,
its members might range from light
to dark skin complexion; in that
sense, of course, music has no color.
If you, on the other hand, refer
color to culture, then you have a
problem. It is hard to say that rap
is not Black, opera Italian, ranchera
Mexican or Polka German; in that
sense, music does have color. How
are we to study a culture if it is not
by its customs, religions, foods and
music (among other qualities?)
When Sting said, "Music has no
color," as you quoted him, I think
he meant the audiences it can reach
and the racial lines it can cross
when it comes to the musicians.
There are white rappers and Japanese mariachi bands, but there is no
denying that rap is black and
mariachi is Mexican.
Please don't accuse me of racism.
It has become all too easy to stand,
wave the red, white and blue, and
chant "America the Beautiful" rhetoric while we ignore what is truly _. : wrong in our America. Know the
issue I am trying to get across.
Anyone who knows me knows that
I listen from Rush to Ice-T, from led
Zeppelin to Pavarotti or from Nirvana to Madonna; but that is not to
say that I don't want to hear the fair
share of Spanish spoken music
played at the cost of UPB, not the
students that pay the jukeboxes for
these selecti~ns.
With this clear, I hope a dialogue
. could be open.
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Communication department to offer summer workshops
Does the prospect of dull summer classes bring you down? Shake up
your schedule. The Communication department will again offer the
annual practical 6-hour courses: "Summer Theatre Workshop" (Comm
1615, 4615 or 5615) during the first
summer term, and "Summer Tele- .
vision Workshop" (Comm 1616,
4616 or 5616) during the second
summer semester.
"Even if students have already
telephone registered, they can still
get these courses through arena
registration." Linda Donahue, UT
Theatre managing director, said.
This summer is the 20th anniversary for plays produced during the Summer Theatre Workshop, known
as P.A.S.S. (Pan American Summer Stock) Theatre. Each summer, during
a five week period, the class participates in auditions, rehearsals, crew
assignments, and all other activities necessary to produce 3-4 plays during
the school term.
Plays for the. summer include the musical "Side by Side by Sondheim,"

followed by the comedy, "Our Lady of the Tortilla," and finishing the
season with the hilarious "Miss Firecracker Contest."
Auditions for all 3 plays are held on the first day of class, June 1. Scripts
are available by calling the University Theatre Box Office, 381-3581.
Other positions are available behind the scenes or out front with the
audience.
During the second summer term,
Summer Television Workshop will
again shoot an entire full-length
movie. This summer's movie is
titled "The Evil Eye," and is a horror/mystery centered around the
practice of curanderismo in the Valley.
No experience is necessary to enroll in either of the 6-hour courses.
Training and supervision will be given to all enrolled students.
For more information, call The University Theatre, 381-3581 or contact
Donahue personally at the theater box office between regular school
hours.

...

f

Univ;;sity Theatre

Gil Villareal-Guevara and Danna Skipping gear up for aspecial daytime children's performance of the musical, "Wind in the Willows"
scheduled for 1 p.m. Friday, April 24 in the University Theatre.

Field's 'Houston Preview' exhibited in CAS M?lmsteen gets hot as
Omarl.Rodrlguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Dr. Philip Sydney Field's exhibit,
"Houston Preview," opened Tuesday. and will_ remain on display
through April 15 in the CAS Gallery.
The exhibit consists of 10 oil paintings depicting Tex-Mex dancers in
and around the dance halls of San
Juan.
"Most of my work comes from
slides of photographs I've taken at
the San Juan All-Valley Flea Market." Field said. Field explained his
paintings are not intepretations of
actual photographs but are constructions of different pictures with
different backgrounds and dancers.

not for others, but for one's self.
· A native of New York City, Field
moved around until he discovered
the Mexican heritage and "mystery"
of the Rio Grande Valley. Realizing
the value of the Hispanic culture,
Field has taken to painting it and in
the process, preserve it. For 20_plus
years Field has taught art courses in
drawing and art appreciation here.
Among his dancer paintings, Field
has a collection of works depicting
Mexican myths like "La Llorrbna."
As for future works, Field hopes to
return to the myth theme.
After the exhibit closes, Field will
move the exhibit to Houston where
it will be shown at the Robinson
Gallery in November.

Majestically colored yet simply "There is a degree of sexual suggesdesigned, Field's work captures the liveness in each work-the man
Tex-Mex flavor unique to the Val- and the woman dancing-its a uniIey.
versa! theme, but it just pops up."
"I want to capture the shape,
On the fringe of realism and immovementandthevarietyofpeople pressionism, Field doesn't classify
in the Valley." Field pointed out, his artwork, "It's not really realism,
"There are no stock types of people, · it's just a simple painting of peoplethey all have different bodies, ages couples-dancing.
and faces. I think that is what is
"It (painting) takes a great amount
important in these works."
of time," Field said looking tired.
Some may find a great deal. of
He explained, "Everything in this
symbolism in Field's work. Al- exhibit is a culmination of the work
though some of it is unintentional, I started back in May of 1990."
Field finds ways of showing classic
Individually, each work took
themes of life through his dancers. about a month to complete. Be"Some of the works show the cause of the amount of time incycle from youth, middle-age and volved, he suggests that a novice
maturity," Field smiled and said. artist should have the desire to paint

The Pan American newspaper receives All-American
The Pan American newspaper received an All-American rating last
week in competition for its Fall 1991 semester of publication.
The National Scholastic Press Association and Associated Collegiate
Press awarded the newspaper four marks of distinction for: news
coverage and content, art and graphics, photography and layout and
design.
The paper was also noted for leadership in coverage of events such as
AIDS, alcohol and rape awareness weeks.
"Very attractive opinion page and page one," Judge Lenny Dee wrote.
"... Good series of articles on alcohol awareness and student election foulup... Excellent in-depth look at campus reaction to Magic Johnson and
AIDS ... "
Dee pra~d the publication's "excellent connection between editorials
and articles in the paper" and "substantial news reporting."
The judge also commended the newspaper's photography.
"It is very difficult to get good photo reproduction on newsprint-you

generally do very good work... ," Dee stated.
The judge summarized the work of the newspaper with "overall, a very
good paper."
The Pan American received 3,510 points out ofa possible 4, 150 to garner
the All-American rating, in comparison to similar campus newspapers.
Editorial staff for last semester included Editor Gilbert D. Martinez,
Managing Editor Melissa Downey, Sports Editor David Hinojosa and Arts
and Entertainment Editor'i>hillip Lozano.
"While we don't purposely structure the newspaper to please judges,"
Martinez said, "it's nice to know that we have been recognized for our hard
work.
"And everyone listed in the staff box last semester deserves this award
- they earned it," Martinez said.
The contest was sponsored by the National Scholastic Press Association
and the Associated Collegiate Press, headquartered at the University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis.
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offerthreepaidinternshipsfor1992- The stipend is $14,000.
93 to qualified African-American,
Now in its third year, the program
Asian-American, Hispanic-Ameri- is designed to provide an introduccan, Native American, and other tion to the operation of museums
minority U.S. citizens. The deadline and professional experience for
for applications is April 17.
minority students considering caInterns will work on special · reers in museums.
projects in the gallery from SeptemTo be eligible, applicants must

graduatedegreebySeptember1992.
Racheal Arauz, a current Gallery
intern called the program "a wonderful opportunity that has definitely solidified my interest in a
museum career and in twentiethcentury subjects." She divides her
time working at the Gallery be-

prints and research departments.
For more information about the
program and an application, contact: Amy McCampbell, Academic
Programs, National Gallery of Art,
Washington, D.C. i20565. Phone:
(202) 842-6182. Fax: (202) 789·2681.

117A South 13th Street
Edinburg, Texas 78539

• On-Site Management
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
• On-Site Courtesy Officer

&tPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

APRIL SPECIAL
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H
.. WHITE FLOUR ~

HP.ATOS
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··---------

Ask Our Leasing Staff To Show You How
You Can Share The Space And The Savings.

TWO BEEF & CHEESE PATOS,
SPANISH RICE,
RANCHERO BEANS AND
A 160Z. COKE.

ONLY $2.98!!!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMEADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON

PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
APARTM E NTS
1609 West Schunior

(512) 383-6162

vocals.

•

String section: Violins: Ulf Forsberg, Svein•Harald Martinsen,

Kalle Moraeus; Viola: Per Bogberg; Special appearance: Lolo
Lannerback. on flute.
Bach and Beethoven are rolling in their graves again. Swedish guitar
virtuoso Yngwie Malmsteen is back with his seventh release "Fire and
Ice" on Elektra Records.
This album was produced again by Malmsteen and there is some
change in arranging style with certain songs. Don't get me wrong... the
music still has the Malmsteen classical/metal edge to it. You can still hear
his 100 mph dexterous fretboard work with classical power steering and
his traditional flurry of arpeggios and whatnot. The use of a string section
with violins and viola adds a new dimension to the songs compared to
his last six albums.
Instrumentals like "Perpetual" and "Leviathan" show off the talent of
Maims teen and his cohorts. Keyboardist Mats Olausson does a good job
of backing up the rhythm parts with the help of Bo Werner on drums.
Malmsteen and Olausson sound great trading off riffs and amazing the
ear with precisioned speed.
Malmsteen's acoustic work is better than past recordings. "C'est La Vie"
starts out with the sounds of a sitar before it goes into a heavy beat.
Midway through the song Malmsteen shows off his speed work on
acoustic. Very clean and impressive.
With the use of orchestra strings in this album, he is on the way to make
a musical change with his metal/classical genre of entertainment. A
Malmsteen fan or not, this album contains some interesting sounds of a
hard rock nature. Don't buy it if you want classical instrumental music,
this is for the person who wants to hear something different than today's
typic~l metal music.

Locked Out?

YI.{(en :J[ora{

6y 'Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

381-9335
$25 to students w/UTPA I.D.

111e ■ II

(512) 383-2918

University Plaza
307 E. University Drive
Edinburg, Texas 78539

VALLEY-WIDE

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

EL BOSQUE

"Fire and Ice" Electra Records; Yngwie J. Malmsteen: Electric
and Acoustic guitars, Sitar, Taurus Bass pedals and vocals; Goran
Edman: Vocals; Mat Olausson: Keyboards; Svante Henryson:
Electric Bass, Contra Bass and Cello; Bo Werner: Drums and

UTPA Easter Fashion
Headquarters

Hours: 8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

• Walking Distance To UTPA
• Two Pools, Lush Landscaping

Staff

Popular Fashions for Today's Women

-aa383-2491

Roommates Will Delight In The Sovingsl
Our one bedroom apartments ore
spacious enough for two! (Of course we
also have two bedroom floorplans.)

Mario Garcia

11111111 L

Mary O{ivares • Owner/Operator.

lWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE I

'Fire' and cold as 'Ice'

!Pecan) ....................................

McALLEN
682-3176
McALLEN Bua. 83) .. . . .. . . .. . . .. • .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . 687-8269
McALLEN N. 10th). • • . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • 682-1576
EDINBURG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BROWNSVILLE .....•. ...............................
MISSION ..................... -. ............... ; . . . . . .
WESLACO.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
HARLINGEN ......................... ; ...............

).

383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

Reproductive
Services

613 Sesame Dr. Wast
Harllngen, Tx 78550 ·

... In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

.
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Baseball team wins UNO series
Rios, Eiffert key victories, help keep Broncs in 1st place in division
The Privateers' Greg Battistella doubled in Paul Hatcher, and Anthony
Leone scored on a passed ball to tie the score in the sixth.
The Broncs tallied the winning run in the bottom half of the sixth on
Sports Editor
another Rios single that scored Eby. Rios came home when Travis Stolle
walked with the bases full.
If there were a most valuable player in last weekend's UTPA-New
RoddKurtz(4-1),relievingforBartBickerton,allowedtwohitsandtwo
Orleans baseball series, it could easily have been Bronc shortstop Chris walks through one inning for the win. Marc Ottmers picked up his fourth
Rios.
save.
Saturday's nightcap came on the heels of a 16-6 loss, in which the
Using Rios' clutch bat, the Broncs were able to come from behind and
post crucial Sun Belt Conference wins against New Orleans last weekend Broncs -blew a six-run lead.
at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
The Broncs forged ahead early with a six-run, six-hit -first inning.
On Saturday, the 6-0 shortMorrisonsenthisfourthhome
stop from Austin provided three We tried to put that game behind us. It was only one game, and we run of the season over the
run-scoring singles with four couldn't let that get us down.
scoreboard in right field, and
RBIs as the Broncs overcame a
made the score 2-0. Ramon
Pan Am shortStOP Chris Rios
Moreno's double in left
five-run deficit, and posted a 108 win. On Sunday, Rios started a
after the Broncs'16-6 loss to New Orleans brought in three runs. Moreno
sixth-inning, five-run rally w i t h - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ; . . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ scored on David Ranucci's
a single that scored Michael Edwards.
single.
The teams split a Saturday doubleheader with the Privateers winning
New Orleans answered with 16 runs, including a nine-run eighth, in
the first game 16-6. The Broncs captured the nightcap 10-8. UTPA took which Mike Dear allowed three home runs, that put the game away.
the series with a 5-2 victory Sunday.
The Privateers pounded out 20 hits off of Sean Hickman, Tim Jones (3"I just got lucky I guess," Rios said about his o(fensive output. "I just 3), who was tagged with the loss, and Dear..
waited for fastballs. That's what I like to hit. When I got one, I just went
"We tried_to put that game behind us," Rios said. "It was only one game
for it."
and we couldn't let that get us down."
Eiffert (5-2) followed Saturday's split with a complete-game nineThe wins keep the Broncs on top of the Sun Belt's Western Division with
a 5-1 mark. Louisiana Tech is second at 3-2, New Orle~ns and Southwest- strikeout performance to shut down the hot Privateer bats on Sunday.
em Louisiana are third at 3-3, Lamar, UTPA's opponent this weekend,
The senior lefty allowed two runs, both unearned, and eight hits, while
stands in fourth at 2-3 and Arkansas State is sixth at 1-5.
walking none over nine innings.
UTPA's overall record is 28-11, while the Privateers fall to 15-14.
Both teams scored all their runs in the sixth.
The Pan America_n/Gilbert D. Martinez
After falling behind 6-1 in Saturday's second game, the Broncs climbed
New Orleans jumped on top in the sixth when Darrell Nicholas scored
Broncs infielder Ramon Moreno rounds third base and heads for back with single runs in the second and third innings before posting the on an error by Ranucci. Battistella successfully squeezed in Doug Angeli
for the Privateers only runs.
home for Pan Am's sixth and final run in the first inning of Saturday's go-ahead scores with a five-run fourth.
Armando
Fuentes
cracked
his
third
home
run
in
the
second.
Clint
The Broncs answered with five runs on four hits in the bottom of the
first game against New Orleans at Jody Ramsey Stadium. The
Morrison scored on a Rios single in the third. Morrison and Mike Eiffert sixth. Frank Akers scored on a Sammy Musso wild pitch. Edwards and
Broncs lost the game 16-6. However, they rebounded and won the punched run-scoring singles, Jimmy Eby drew a bases-loaded walk to tie Rios slapped run-scoring singles. Mark Beene drove a right field triple past
next two games in the three-game series, 10-8 and 5-2.
the Score and Rios' two-run single in the fourth put the Broncs ahead 8- a diving Nicholas to bring home two runs.

David Hinojosa

,

Sun Belt Conference
Western Division Standings
(conference games only)

Texas Relays draWs tracksters
More than 3,300 athletes from all
over the United States are expected
to converge at Memorial Stadium
located on the campus of the University ofTexas-Austi.i:i. for the Texas
Relays track meet.
In the men's university division,
65 schools have entered, while the
women's university division attracted 64.
Ten Bronc athletes are expected
to participate in the prestigious event
including Senior Rene Guillen, who
will run in the men's 10,000 meter
and Junior Delilah Johnson, who

Southwest Texas State Bobcat Invitational

will throw the shot put and discus.
Guillen took first place honors in
the men's 10,000 last year at the
same meet. Johnson placed second
in the discus.
Other Bronc entries include Elizabeth Ortega (women's 1,500 run),
Tonya Bailey (women's long jump
and tripje jump), J.B. Pruitt (men's
400 hurdles) Damian Moreno (men's
·jav~fin).
Martin Arteaga, Roger Gonzalez,
Eddie Calderon and Felix Zavala

See Texas

Relays p. 6

Police Reports
-March
3 Three juveniles were caught stealing library books from
the LRC. The books were taken away from the juveniles and no
charges were filed.

6 A student reported the rear license plate from his 1988
Chevy pick-up was stolen in Lot F.
7 A male reportedly tried to steal three textbooks from the
LRC. When spotted, the suspect dropped the text books and left
the area.
I I•
9 A student reported that the rear license plate was stolen
from her vehicle parked in Lot A-6.
10 A vehicle, belonging to a visitor on campus, was stolen
from the lot in front of the Administration Building.
•
A student lost $71 from inside her purse at LA 356.
•
A student reported her purse, valued at $15, stolen from
CAS 234.

12 A staff member reported the left rear wheel cover stolen
from her 1989 Nissan. Value is estimated at $23.
•
A student reported a textbook, valued at $65, was stolen
from the LRC fourth floor.
•
A student reported an attempted auto theft in Lot B.
Suspects ran away when they saw the owner of the vehicle.
•
A student reported a text book stolen from the first floor
· In the men's long jump Melvin
of
the
LA.
Brooks, running unattached, placed
13 Students trying to start their vehicle knocked down a
fourth and in the men's triple jump
David Hunter, running unattatched, palm tree. Value of the palm tree was given at $400. The
placed second.
students are unidentified at this time.
16 A staff member reported that a vending machine was
In the women's 800, Liz Ortega broken into at the H & PE I. The amount taken is undetermined.
placed second in a time of 2: 19.54.
•
A staff member's 1977 Ford pick-up was stolen from Lot
In the men's 800, Robert Nation, · E. Value of vehicle was given_at $1,500. Vehicle was entered
running unattached, placed third into the National Commission of Investigated Crimes and the
with a time of 1:57.13. Eddie Texas Commission of Investigated Crimes.
Calderon placed fifth with a time of
21 A staff member reported a person jogging on the south
1:58.80.
In the women's 5000, Maria Cruz, covered walkway. The suspect was only wearing his under wear.
Laura Arteaga and Valerie Soto Upon officers' arrival, they were unable to locate subject.
23 A student filed a terroristic threat report on a non-student,
placed third fourth and fifth with
times of 19:03.5, 19:28, and 20:33.9, male subject. Case is pending.
respectively.
26 A male subject was arrested on a warrant for the offense
Hector Rodriguez placed second
of terroristic threats. Bond was set at $5,000.
in the men's 5000 with a time of
•
A staff member reported a non-student female, went
15.45. Joel Guillen placed sixth.
inside portable building B without permission. Charges are
The women's 1600 meter relay
pending.
team of Anthema Vasquez, Lori
Garcia, Elizabeth Ortega and Bailey 1----------------------------'
finished third in 3:59.83.

Pruitt, Bailey set new track school records
David Hunter
Staff
J.B. Pruitt and Tonya Bailey set
new school records, and Delilah
Johnson swept the javelin, shot put
and discus competition to highlight
the track meet performance Saturday-at the Southwest Texas Bobcat
Invitational in San Marcos.
Assisstant Coach Keith Hutson
felt good about the performances.
"I saw a lot of progress," he said.
"I thought that the fact that we came
away with a few records afters pring
break showed that some people
have been doing what they were
supposed to be."
Pruitt, who owns the school mark
for the indoor 400 meter run, broke
one of the oldest school records in
the outdoor 400 with a time of 48.37
seconds. The old record of 48. 53
was set by David Price in 1973, and

later tied by Derrick Sanders in of.3 minutes 56.2 seconds.
1990.
"I nm behind the guy in front of
Tonya Bailey broke Leshaune me and used him as a rabbit,"
Cortez's three-year-old record in Arteaga said. "Then when the last
the 100 with a scamper of 12.35 lap came around I kicked and passed
breaking the old record by 2/100 him."
second.
Hutson was pleased withArteaga's
"She went out good," Hutson said. run.
"But she didn't have an excellent
"Martin ran a really smart race,"
start that could have got her an even he said. "Be could have ran even
faster time."
faster than that."
Johnson added to her growing
In the men's throws, Damien
list of first place finishes by finish- Moreno grabbed first place in the
ing on top in javelin, shot put and javelin with a throw of 158-8. Brian
discus with throws of 130-0, 153-6, Ginder placed second with a toss of
and 45-9, respectively.
144-4. Ginder was also sixth in
"None of the throwers were able both the discus and the shot put.
to throw well," Hutson said. " It had
been raining earlier that morning
In the women's triple jump, former
and the night before. There were Lady Bronc Monica Wesley, comterrible conditions at every throw- . peting unattached, placed third with
ing field."
a leap of 41-0. _Tonya Bailey placed
In the men's 1500, Martin Arteaga sixth with a jump of 38'.
delivered the team's only first place · In the women's long jump, Bailey
finish in a running event with a time finished fourth with a jump of 17-9.

380-:FIS. .
For a Real "laste of -n-ue

south•rn Frl•d catfish I
Also:
• Soups
• Burgers

- IC>•••rt:•

Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/ AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnan<;y Counseling

-,
•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Ed.i nburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)
M cAllen - 686-6671 (81 o S. 12th)
Mission• 585-4575 (1 201 Conway)
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)
Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

615 E. University
Edinburg

BUSY CORNER
DELI
Will be closed March 25 - April 6

sweet 'I'emptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches _,,;
. • Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

BUY
.

Share the creative
e,tperieuces of
UT-PA students

\• .

Open: Mon. - Fil. 11-8 • Sal. 11-5

•R11Ufflui!Ol5ft,.
THE SALON
FULL SERVICE HAIR DESIGNER

Student
Haircut
$5.00

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8-8 • Sat. 8-5
· Walk-ins are welcome!
1406 W. University• Edinburg •

318-3572

GALLERY'92

".J
,,)

5500 N. McCoB • McADen, Tx. • 512-630·0307

41

? Do you have yours ?

t

Get your copy of Gallery
literary-art magazine
University Press office

'!..J

CAS 266 381-3638

t1ai

ONLY$4.00

....
+ti-~

Sincerely Yours
Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Helium Balloons
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

. 381-5661
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Broncs t.ravel ·to Beaumont
to take on SBC foe Lamar
Hitting the
road for the
second time
this year, the
baseball team
will try to stay
on top of the
Sun Belt Conference's West Division when it takes on Lamar this
weekend in Beaumont.
Currently, the Broncs sport a 51 conference record and are 28-11
overall after they took two of three
games from New Orleans last weekend at Jody Ramsey Stadium. lJfPA
is one and a half games ahead of
second-place Louisiana Tech in
the league race.
Pitcher Sean Hickman (6-1, 2.42
ERA), who has been struggling
since a jarring 7-0 loss to Texas
A&M three weeks ago, Bart
Bickerton (5-1, 3.27) and Mike
Eiffert (5-2, 2.72) are expected to
be the starters for the three-game
series. Rodd Kurtz (2.63, 3 saves),
Marc Ottmers (1.23, 3), Tim Jones
(1.87, 1) and Ricky Clough (2.77,
1) could see action from the
bullpen.
Mark Beene (.200, 2 HR) and

AIDS patient to address students
tion to the HIV
a
d
carrier.
"Everybody's vulOnce
every
13
minutes
a
person
becomes
infected
with
Silva also said
nerable to this viHIV. Abstinence is the only way to avoid HIV and AIDS. the only way that
rus."
Themainpoint
Sandy Rodriguez a person can get
of the discussion
C d'
fS d A . l
HIV is through an
oor mator o tu ent ct1v1 ,es exchange ofbodily .
involved prevenlion of the HIV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f l u i d s - either
blood, semen, and vaginal fluids.
virus and AIDS.
with the virus.
"If you find yourself infected, Only minimal cases have been at- ·
"Abstinence is the only way to
avoid HIV and AIDS," Rodriguez seek counseling," Dr. Santiago Silva, tributed to the transfer of saliva. ,
said.
director of the counseling center, And simple contact (such as shakHowever, Rodriguez said if you said. Silva is also chairman of the ing hands or hugging) has not
are sexually active, latex condoms board for the Valley AIDS Council. proven to be a cause of the transfer .
with spermicide have proven to be
Silva said that people should not of the virus.
Anyone wishing for more inforone of the best sources of avoiding fear HIV carriers so much saying
mation
on the events ofAprilAware·
the HIV virus.
that the HIV carrier has more to fear
The panel also stressed what you than anyone else. Any simple virus ness may contact de la Rosa at 381should do if you do get infected could pose a life-threatening situa- 2266 or stop by UC 116.

s

Jaime D. Garza

Eiffert (.321 21 RBIs) will play at
Staff
first base. Frank Akers (.247, 6
RBIs) will be at second, Chris Rios
A question and answer session
(.211, 21 RBIs) and Ramon Moreno
with an AIDS patient is scheduled
(.254, 10 RBIs) round out the infor noon today at the ballroom and
field at shortstop and third base,
two documentaries will be shown
respectively.
tomorrow to wrap up AIDS AwareThe Broncs will send a speedy
ness Week.
outfield to Beaumont with Travis
The events sponsored by UPB
Stolle (.301, 8 stolen bases) at left,
end tomorrow with •AIDS: ChangMichael Edwards (.241, 14 stolen
ing the Rules" and "VIDA: Hispanic
bases) at right and Clint Morrison
Women and AIDS," to be shown tall
C.333, 13 stolen bases, 21 RBIs) at
day on UC third floor.
center. Stolle, Edwards and
April Awareness continues with
Morrison are the 1-2-3 hitters in the
Sexual Assault Awareness Week
Bronc lineup.
(April 7-9), which features a presenDavid Ranucci (.226, 2 HR) and
tation by a psychologist, ap educaArmando Fuentes (.343, 3 HR) will
tional session by Mujeres Unidas
share catching duties.
and a self-defense seminar by MasJimmy Eby (6 HR, 24 RBIs), whose
ter Bob Henry.
batting average dropped 35 points
A question and answer session
in the series last weekend against
will be held at noon Tuesday in the
the Privateers, and Eiffert are exballroom with Dr. Gregorio Pina III,
pected to split time at designated
a clinical psychologist specializing
hitter.
in the field of trauma and police and
After this weekend, the Broncs
criminal psychology. Piiia was rectravel to New Orleans next weekommended to UPB by the Hidalgo
end for a rematch against the PrivaCounty Probation Office,Rene de la
teers. Pan Am's next home series is
Rosa, UPB chairperson, of ideas
slated for April 17 and 18 against
and issues said.
the Cardinals.
Wednesday will consist of "Rape
101," an educational session on
1 r o m p . s - - - - sexual assault and prevention will
be provided by Mujeres Unidas at
wm team up in the men's two-mile relay.
11:45 a.m. in the ballroom. A selfSeveral world-class athletes will also take part in the meet including defense seminar will take place at
Charles Austin formerly of Southwest Texas State. He won the world 7p.m. with Master Bob Henry pro·
championship in the high jump last year.
viding self-defense techniques.
Ramon Stewart, a 1988 Olympic gold medal winner in the men's 400
Sexual Awareness Week will conmeter relay, Bill Payne, the American record holder in the pole vault, and clude Thursday with forum on
Gordon McKee, who is one of the world's top 10 long jumpers, are also prevention and post-vention techexpected to make appearances in Austin.
niques of sexual assault at noon in
the ballroom. The forum will consist of the Counseling Center, Student Health Services, and the Alcohol and Drug Awarene~s Program. .
Earlier this week, three AIDS educators addressed about iO students
about AIDS.
"Once every 13 minutes a person
becomes infected with HIV," Sandy
Rodriguez, student activities coordinator and a member of the panel,

Texas Relays

a

UT - Pan Amerlcaft

A•P•R•l•L
awareness

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAININ<i C<)RPS

Sexual Assault Awareness Week; April 7, 1992 - April 9, 1992
Tuesday, April 7th
UC Ballroom
Noon

SEX OFFENDER'S DOCTOR
A question and answer session will be held with psychologist Dr. Gregorio Pina, l/1.
Wednesday, April 8th
UC Ballroom
11:45 a.m.

RAPE 101,
Mujeres Unidas will provide an educational session on sexual assault and prevention.

UC Ballroom
7:00 p.m.

SELF-DEFENSE SEMINAR
Bob Henry will provide basic instruction on self-defense techniques. Participants are
asked to wear warm-ups and sneakers.
Thursday, April 9th
UC Ballroom
Noon

FORUM ON PREVENTION AND POSTVENfION
Members of UTPA's Counseling Center, Student Health Services, Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program will discuss pre and post prevention techniques of sexual assault.

Fitness Week; April 13, 1992 - April 16, 1992
Monday, April 13th
UC Ballroom
All Day
M*A*S*H HEALTH FAIR 1992
Contact Alicia Ramon at Student Health Services for more information. UPB will sponsor
the Game of Life during the fair.
Tuesday, April 14th
TBA

.YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS TRI 011
YOU COULD TIii TIii SOIi■.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge you'll
learn what it takes to succeed-in college and
in life.You'll build self-confidence and develop
your leadership potential. Plus you can also
qualify to earn an Army Officer's commission
when you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Contact Art Cabrera at 381-3439 for more information.
Wednesday, April 15th
UC Circle
Noon

TWISTER GAME
A giant Twister mat will be provided for students to have fun under the sun. Pull off your
sneakers and have a great time.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAME.

Thursday, April 16th
TBA

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Contact Art C{lbrera at 381-3439 for more information.

For more information, contact the Military Science Department
Southwick Hall • (512) 381-3600. ·

M.❖•❖ ❖.<-.<.:;§n»Mt~mnm!,i:;::,~,;:.;:·;• : : .:. ;.;;b;·;·:••:.,._._f:···:;:::::--·-;·.:.<:,_):&..;,;_L.-'::<-.
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Registrar announces fall,
summer schedule changes

Broncs set personal
bests at Texas Relays

Dance Ensemble
to perform tomorrow, Saturday ·
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Campus elections
Candidates discuss campus issues to open Tuesday

And the race is on...

Melissa Downey
Managing Editor

Trinidad Gonzales

Ways to deal with possible budget cuts, allocation of student
services and parking problems
headlined topics of a discussion
Tuesday among five candidates
who will vie for the SGA presidential slot next week.
The discussion was intended
to be a debate; however, candidates Errol · Glazer, Robert
Martinez, Robert Mangel, Martin
Torres and Dennis Hernandez
waived their rights to question
each other, opting to field questions from the audience instead.
Manuel Arredondo, UPB vice
president, acted as mediator.
A prominent concern addressed
by candidates was the approximate seven-percent budget cut
proposed for next year.
The UT System Board of Regents has "been consistently cutting our budgets, forcing us to
have larger classes and cut other
resources such as our computers,
lab materials in biology and chemistry and our library materials,•
Glazer said.
Though the school has continued steady growth within the
past decade, he said, "the Texas
legislature has not increased funding at all... "
Hernandez suggested the way
to get students to act would be to
give them tangible incentives.
He suggested SGA could push
for more doctoral programs,
"bring in prominent, high-caliber
people to speak to students,• and
work closely with the administration to lobby legislators for funds.
Martinez and Mangel agreed
that the legislators need to be
pushed in the direction of funding.
"For student§ to stay in school,
we need more classrooms,•
Martinez said.
If the legislators don't act, he
said, the fees will go up and the
university may be forced to close

St'«f

The Pan American/Tony Mercado

SGA presidential candidate Errol Glazer fields a question as the other candidates listen during the
SGA debate this week. The candidates are pictured (left to right) Glazer, Robert Martinez, Robert
Mangel Martin Torres and Dennis Hernandez. Students get to vote In the general campus electIons
Tuesday and Wednesday.
admissions to reduce classroom size.
"We've held protest rallies here
on campus and we've made people
aware that Pan American does not
want to increase tuition hikes radically,• Mangel said.
"It's about time we pinned them
Oegislators) up against the wall and
forced them to do something,"
Torres said.
" ... UTP A, UTBrownsville, UT-El Paso and other
universities along the border make
up 25 percent of enrollment of the
UT System. We only get three percent of the money.
Other concerns were student service fees spenditures and the continued decrease in quality of services.
When the fees are raised to $150,
Torres said, half will go to the
athletics department and half to
general student services.
Glazer. agreed there is a need for
a separate fund, saying he had

Hispanic culture

Spanish symposium
focuses on history
Aurelio M. Tamayo
Sta.ff

2:30 p.m. The seminar will continue until 5:30 p.m., followed by a
tour of Padre Island at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday morning, presentations
are planned from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. in CAS 310.
The conference will coincide with
the 500th anniversary of the encounter of Christopher Columbus
with the New World in 1492, Dr.
Lino Garcia, department of modern
languages chair, said.
"Spanish determination and the
thrust of its culture helped shape
this continent's future and ideals,•
Garcia said.
Several UTPA graduate students
will be among those giving presentations. The symposium will give
the graduate students the chance to
prepare for future "conferencing,•
he added.
Other topics for the conference
will include the "European Background of Hispanic Loyalty to Community: the patria chica in Golden
Age Rural Castile,• "La Llorona:
Legend and Culture" and "El Colon
desconocido. •

Fifty-three speakers will present
their research on Hispanic culture
from Spain's Middle Ages to modern day America during the sixth
annual International Symposium on
Spanish, April 16-18.
The conference begins with a
reception at President Miguel
Nevarez's home April 15.
The sessions will begin the next
day at 10:30 a.m. in the Media
Theater Auditorium.
James C. Maloney from UTPA will
present "Culture: Theme and Variations.• Keynote speaker for the
symposium will be Dr. Djelal Kadir,
professor of humanities and director of "World Literature Today,• a
literary quarterly at the University of
Oklahoma. He will present his
topic, "Culture: Hispanic, Herpanic,
Theirpanic, • at 2:30 p .m. in the
same auditorium.
Music will be provided by UTPA's
mariachi group from 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Presentations will follow from 4:30The conference sessions are free
5:30 p.m.
Readings will resume Friday, April and open to the public. For more
17, at 9:30 a.m. in CAS 310, and information, call the department of
break for lunch from 12:30 p.m.- modem languages at 381-3441 .

heard talk of a student union fee
possibly being introduced.
Mangel warned that a drastic cut·
in athletics fees could "jeopardize
money the university receives from
the (Sun Belt) Conference."
Hernandez agreed with Mangel,
adding the only way around a student union fee would be closed
admissions.
All agreed the fee needed a cap to
prevent it from being raised.
"When a university gets tight on
cash,• Hernandez warned, "it says,
'Let's raise the student union fee.'
Unless there's a cap on it, the student union fee is gravy."
Each candidate agreed that student service fees should go toward
improving access to tutoring and
computer labs, as well as hiring at
least one full-time doctor.
Another topic centered around
parking problems and the need for
day-care facilities.

Mangel suggested comprising
a commission of students, faculty
and advisors to research the need
for parking.
Two main options were twolevel parking and shuttle buses.
Concerning a day-care center,
Mangel suggested student workers could gain <;lass credits.
Martinez said a level or wing of
one of the dorms could be converted for that purpose.
Also, "instead of assuming students do not wish to pay for such
things (as day care and improved
parking),• Torres said, "let's give
students a choice-put it to a
vote."
Candidates also addressed increasing patrols and possibly
forming 3, cooperation between
University Police and Edinburg
Police Department

When election booths open on
Tuesday in the CAS and LRC lobbies, student voters will discover
five tickets are running for the SGA
executive branch. Students with a
validated ID may vote for their
candidate through Wednesday.
The five tickets offer to accomplish a varie_ty of goals and these
are their basic platforms:
One of the five tickets running for
SGA executive-office is Seniors Errol
Glazer and Enrico Garza. They
want to deal with budget cuts, .a
day-care center and get a full-time
doctor on staff at Student Health
Services.
Glazer said a tactic he would use
to deal with the proposed budget
cuts is to "start organizing a letter
drive to the legislature" and start a
voter drive.
As for bringing a day-care center
to the university, Glazer said he is
still looking into it and, if feasible,
would like to implement a system
using the education and nursing
departments.
Another service Glazer is trying
to bring to campus is a full time
doctor.
Junior write-in candidates Dennis Hernandez and Robert Scott
Mullis will emphasize education,
student leadership and student involvement.
Hernandez believes the student
body has the potential to improve
education here.
"The university has tremendous
resource and one of them is the
student body itself,• Hernandez said.
Hernandez also plans to improve
student involvement by inviting
well-known speakers such as Governor Ann Richards or Jesse Jackson.
The ticket of Robert Mangel, senior and vice president of the Council of Student Organizations, and
Francisco R. CantuJr., senior sena-

tor, will concentrate on student fees
allocations, safety -on campus and
cultural awareness.
"Have more student services available on campus,• Mangel said about
fees allocations. •And if they (services) are available, make the students aware of what is available to
them.•
For safety on campus and less
traffic, Mangel said he proposes
making overpass crosswalks at Dairy
Queen and at Lot J by the Physical
Plant
Mangel is also working with a •
campus organiztion to bring more
cultural awareness.
For the ticket of Robert Martinez,
sophomore, and Senior Pablo J.
Alamaguer, three main concerns
are reducing impediments for the
disabled, budget cuts and dorm
improvement
"There is a state law,• in reference
to impediment for the disabled,
Martinez said, "that has passed and
the university hasn't been up-todate on them.•
Martinez plans to work on budget
cuts by asking for an activity period
all week which "would alleviate
classes in that hour span so you
wouldn't have to have so many
classes.•
Another ticket running for office
is Martin Torres, SGA senior senator
and Rene Estrada, SGA junior justice. Three concerns Torres' ticket
plans to deal with are student services fees, budget cuts and student
input.
"What I am asking for," Torres
said, "is for student services fees to
stop at $108," and create a new fee
which will be added on to the
student services and which the athletic department won't be able to
touch."
As for budget cuts, Torres said he
heard a petition was being passed
around and would "see what approach they are taking," as well as
work "with CSO to organize and see
if we can work together as one
group."

AIDS patient relates experience
Jaime D. Garza
Staff

During an AIDS Awareness
Week question and answer session, more than 85 students listened to an AIDS patient admit
that if he had not ignored the
warnings people had given him
in the past he would not be
dying today.
The question and answer session sponsored by UPB and the
Valley AIDS Council last week
provided students with a chance
first-hand to meet a person who
has acquired immune defiency
syndrome, and to discover what
kinds of experiences a person
with AIDS goes through.
The AIDS patient, who used
the pseudonym Frank, said he
had been told many times before
that HIV could be transacted
through sexual promiscuity and
through the sharing of needles,
yet he neglected to listen to the
advice.
"Had I listened to that (advice), I might not be dying today," Frank said.
"The worst part ·is the physical
pain, yet emotional strife poses a
problem too."
He said that many of his so-

called friends disappeared because
he had AIDS but is thankful for his
family and remaining friends.
"Aside from the physical pain, I
am faced with making real friendships,• he said. "You don't know
who your real friends are until something like this happens to you."
Eddie Sanchez, director of client
services at VAC, and one of Frank's
best friends, accompanied Frank to
the session for support and to provide information on VAC.
"People are worried about it (getting HIV), but they won't get tested,•
Sanchez said.

According to VAC, between November 1988 and February 15)()2,
197 AIDS cases have been reported
in the Valley. Sixty-nine are fullblown cases of AIDS. The rest are
HIV positive or have AIDS-related
afflictions and of the total, 60 have
died.
Sanchez said many people have a
tendency to wait, for fear of finding
out that they might have HIV, but
it's better to find out early or one
might find him- or herself facing the
physical pain and emotional grief at
the same time.
Frank said a person with AIDS is

not like a leper, and people
shouldn't have to react in total
terror.
The 31-year-old AIDS patient
said people concerned about having contracted the virus should
check themselves as soon as possible.
Frank stressed that people of all
ages, from high school through
the elderly, are contracting HIV.
AIDS Awareness Week ended
Friday with the showing of two
documentaries on AIDS.

April Awareness events continue
Jaime D. Garza
Staff

A forum on preventing and dealing with sexual assault will conclude Sexual Assault Awareness
Week at noon today in the ballroom.
Sponsoring the event are UPB,
the counseling center, Student
Health Services and the Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Program.
April Awareness continues next
week with Fitness Week (April 1316).

Several fun activities are planned
for students throughout the week
so students can take their minds off
studying and enjoy some physical
activities.
"You sit in class three or four
hours working your brain and not
your body," Sandra Rodriguez, coordinator for student activities said.
Rodriguez encouraged all students to attend.
UPB will sponsor the "Game of
Life" at the Student Health Services'
M•A•s•H Health Fair 15)()2. Both
events are being held all day Monday in the ballroom. (See related

story on page three.)
The "Game of Life,• created by
a UPB member, will provide students with an entertaining yet
serious way of looking at life. At
a roll of the dice, a person will
travel through a fictional life setting, facing the problems society
is forced to encounter.
Recreational activities are being planned for Tuesday and
Thursday. For more information
call Art Cabrera at 381-3439.
At noon Wednesday, a giant
Twister mat will be ·placed near
the UC Circle for students.
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Student-athletes caught in shadow of NCAA investigations

w
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ith all the problems
around the country in
intercollegiate sports at
the Division I level, many
doubts arise about the integrity of the
entire system.
With the more recent and close-tohome investigations that have been taking place in UTPA's athletic department,
questions could easily arise:
"Are college athletes paid?"
"Are these athletes in school just to play
sports.?"
"Should there be an athletic program at
UTPA?"
"Couldn't the money be put to better
use somewhere else in the system?"
For anyone who attends the university,
or for that matter, who just watches tele-

vision, these questions are valid.
In many cases, the answers make the
scholarship and college athletic system
seem shady and underhanded. But for the
most part, the college athlete is at school
for the same reason as everyone else: to
get an education.
Of course, when an athlete is a Carl
Lewis or a Mary Decker .Slaney or a
Michael Jordan right out of high school, a
university will want him or her to help
their program win.
In this case, the athlete will go to the
highest bidder. Just like in the pros,
schools will try to get them and a great
education is not enough.
This is shocking thought, but it's true.
But, of course, how many Carl Lewis's
or Mary Decker Slaney's or Michael

Stop, Look and
Listen
David Hunter
Jordan's are there? At last count I recall
there being only one of each.
For most athletes, the off-campus apartments with all the extras-the cars, the
clothes and the extra spenc:Ung moneyis nothing more than a fantasy.
The college athlete is nothing more
than a student on work study and whose
money from sports is supplemented by
some type of grant or other financial aid.
But for this student, there is no time to
study during work; and after the workout,
the athlete must overcome fatigue and the

urge to lay down and recover.
Usually an athlete who can graduate
without showing a lot of strain in the
process is well on the way to becoming a
success in the world.
UTPA's athletic scholarship is one that
has provided many student athletes with
a doorway to an education and which led
to a better life they would not have
otherwise.
It should continue to do so.
Even with an NCAA investigation hovering over the athletic department, making it look like athletes are paid to the hilt,
most athletes aren't even on full scholarship and some even have to work parttime jobs to survive.
And most athletes graduate. As a matter
of fact, the percentage of athletes who

graduate within four to five years of their
entry to college is higher than that of the
rest of the student body.
ny money allocated to scholarships is well spent. Redirecting
the money could easily tie it up
in red tape, keeping it away
from the students or just being wasted as
money often is.
So if you have any questions ab out how
the money is spent in the athletic department, ask. The informa tion is available
for free.
If you have any problems with how the
money is spent, try being a college athlete
for a year. I'm sure after that period of
time you won't have any problems, except for being tired ... and sore ...e tc.

A

Editorial

After SGA discussion,
newspaper backs Torres

IA
I

fter watching the five SGA presidential candidates discuss
views and avoid taking swipes at each other, it's clear
which candidate displayed the type of leadership and
vision needed for the SGA Executive Branch: Martin

Torres.
Torres, easily the most vocal of the group, was the only candidate
who answered each question with a specific plan. For example, not
only does he say he wants to do something about the budget cuts,
but he wants to push the state legislators to bring moie UT System
funds to UTPA by unifying with other system schools like UT-El Paso
and UT-Brownsville.
·
I In addition to his eloquence, Torres also presented his knowledge
of the facts and figures needed to support his plans. It's one thing to
1 propose nice-sounding plans; it's quite another to have a plan which
1 takes everything into consideration. It's clear that Martin has done
I his homework.
Torres' strongest point rests with his view of this election and the
role of SGA. To Torres, this general campus election is not a popularity or beauty contest; to him, this is an election of responsibility - a
responsibility to the students. It's a spirit somewhat subdued in
recent years at SGA.
t yi·
ns, The Pan Ar!)erican endorses Martin Torres for

I

I

l
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ex1weeR, w en students go to the polls for general campus
elections, The Pan American hopes they will vote for the Martin
Torres/Rene Estrada ticket. However, whatever students decide, we
hope they make an informed decision when they vote.
With Torres as SGA president, this campus and this organization
will have leadership with a vision, a president with a plan and a
government with enthusiasm.

-
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A ·ob well done. "It's all ours.~'

Zoo trip reVealS·f~e~dOfff'ttrcttoOse
t's amazing how much we take for
granted the things we possess.
Just this past spring break my
fiance and I decided to spend a day
at Glady's Porter Zoo. The day was nice
and sunny and the climate was just about
perfect. I felt great not having to worry
about school and studying. Little did I
know I was going to take a course in
"Freedom 101. •
As I drove on, I decided to add a little
spark to the journey by detouring to the
side roads ofour Valley's open countryland
and enjoying the beauty of the Godcreated day.
It felt great to have control of where I
wanted to go and I enjoyed it even more
because it was our first real trip as a
couple. What a trip!
When we arrived at the zoo, we bought
our tickets and entered the around-theworld experience of various animals from
several locations of the world. We started
off by watching some of the turtles in the
waterway and moved on to glance at the
spider monkeys.
We were both intrigued with the
monkeys' acrobatics and their unique
ways of keeping entertained 0ike picking
bugs off each other). I was e njoying
myself, yet somehow, something felt
strange. A negative feeling I just couldn't

I

Eagle's Nest
Jaime D. Garza
understand rose within me. As we
continued, viewing some flamingos and a
variety of other birds, the feeling grew
stronger.
e walked up to an area
called "The Eagle's Nest"
(where various birds are
shown). Under a large
netted area, my eyes encountered a
majestic sight: the bald eagle.
Sudde nly I realized what that disturbed
feeling was.
I have always admired the bald eagle
and its spectacular beauty. I've often
even thought to myself, 'If I believed in
reincarnation, I would want to return as a
bald eagle.' It not only appears impressive
to me but also to ma ny others, especially
those in the United States. At least I would
think so.
After all it is the national bird of the
Unite d States and has been since 1782.
Obviously, someone else thought it was
a magnificent bird as well. It is also the
only native North American eagle. That's
pretty unique in itself.

W

But getting back to the story .. .
The reason for my negative feeling (or
rather, a depressed state of mind) was
because I was free to do as I wished and
the animals in the zoo were not. l could
travel the world (money permitting), sit at
home relaxing, or go to the zoo and spend
a day with a loved one. I had (and still
have) a choice to do or not to do what I
preferred.
To make things even worse, I realized
I often abuse my freedom. Looking at the
Ame rican bald eagle made the realization
hit home.
I live in a country w he re I have the
freedom to do almost anything, including
practicing my Christian faith, one of the
most freely accepted religions in the nation.
Eve ryo ne in the State s has the se
freedoms and more, yet for many of us it
is not enough.
We have the freedom the bald eagle
represe nts to the n ation, not the so-called
freedom of the bald eagle in the zoo.
et's be grateful and enjoy life
and all of the joys it has to
offer.
I thank God each and every
day for the freedom I have. Let's all take
a look from the "Eagle's Nest" for a better
perspective and see how lucky we really
are.

L

Letters to the Editor
Writer responds with
clarifications, rebuttal

Letters Policy
The Pan American e ncourages and welcomes le tters to the editor and guest columns. They must
be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed. An add ress and
phone number should be inclu ded for verificat ion. Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages,
double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than three pages, double spaced
and typed. Those that are too long w ill not run. Lette rs and guest columns can be edited for
style, le ngth, libel, grammar and punctuation , but writer's meaning or opinion w ill not be
changed . Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunio r Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to Th e
Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

Two weeks ago a letter of mine was
published in The Pan Ame rican and last
week another letter by Omar Toren
Valladares criticized my letter and -according to him- pointe d out so me problems. The only proble m that I observed
was that Omar totally misinterp re te d what
I had to say and he obviously could not
comprehend my points. To clear up some
points that he missed, I felt that I needed
to respond. He turned something positive
that I was trying to say and turned it into
a fabrication.
First of all, I never de nied the fact that
there a re many 'Hispa nics here. I do h ave
eyes and e ars. I was trying to say that we
are all Americans - n o matter what color
our skin or hair is. I still claim that ou r
campus is dive rse! You can not tell me
that two Hispanics are the same or two
Anglos are the same. That's w hat I meant

as diverse. Every walk of life attends
UTPA.
.
I also did not say that there were n ot any
rich or poor students at UTPA. My e xact
words were "we have rich students AS
WELL AS poor students." Omar, in case
you don 't know w hat that means, it me ans
that both rich students and poor students
go to UTPA. And Omar me ntioned that
eighty-o ne percent of stude nts here are
on financial aid. You don't h ave to be
poor to get financial aid , you just need
some help paying for a college education.
Next, I would like to say that my ethnic
b ackground is American. I am a mixture
of German, Irish, Ame rican Indian, French,
Dutch , and English (I'm not su re what
else) ancestry. What_would you say my
ethnic background was? I am living proof
that the title "American" is ethnically correct. I don 't like saying white because that
is the color of skin. Omar, I am not
confusing this with nationality. Please do
not bash what I have to say until you can
comprehe nd what I am saying.
Another point is that my letter was not

addressed to O mar personally. I only
referred to him in two paragraphs. Omar,
did you not read the top of the page my
le tter was on? It says "viewpoints." That
means that it was only my opinion that I
was expressing. You did not need to feel
that I attacked you, because I did not. I'm
sorry if you felt as if I did. I just assu med
that all college stu de nts understood what
the word ":"iewpoint" meant. Obviously
I was wrong. The viewpoint page gives
students a place to speak their minds and
:oice ~eir opinions. It's something that
is special to America.
And finally, I will stand here and wave
my red, white and blue flag because I am:
proud to be an American. Anyone who
knows me knows that I am extremely
patriotic. Still, I understand that some
people do not feel the same way. Those
people have the same rights that I do and
they can express their opinions. That is

See Letters p. 3
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CLASSIFIEDS
Cheap! FBI/U.S. Sei7.ed:
89 Mercedes ............ $200
86 VW....................... $50
87 Mercedes ............ $100
65 Mustang...............$50
Choose from thousandsstaning $25.
Free 24 hour recording reveals details 801-379-2929 copyright
#TX19KJC.

Awka Summer Employment:
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transponation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or female. For employment program call Student Employment Services at 1-206-545-4155
ext. 315.
$40,000/yrl Read books and 1V
scripts. Fill out simple 'like/don't
like' form. Easy! Fun, relaxing at
home, beach, vacations. Guaran. teed paycheck. Free 24 hour recording 801-379-2925 copyright
#TX19KEB.
CRUISEJOBS: Cruise lines now hiring, Earn $2,000 + per month workingon cruise ships. Holiday, summer
and full-time employment available.
For employment program call 1-2o6545-4155 ext. C511.
DRUG LORD TRUCKS! $100
86 BRONC0 ............. $50
91 BLAZER.............. $150
77 JEEP CJ................ $50
Seized Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose
from thousands starting $25. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details.
801-379-2930 Copyright •TX19KKC.

Earn $S00 - $1000A Weeki Work at
home. Perfect for college students.
Send 42 and address to: Home Projects,
P.O. Box 572282, Houston, Tx 772572282.
ParkRangers: Game wardens, security, maintenance, etc. No experience
necessary. For info call (219) 7367030 Ext. 5787, 8A.M. to8 P.M. Seven
days.
For Rent: Reynosa Apartment. Roommate Wanted: Fully equipped apanment in Reynosa. John Weimer 6864343.
Need help with research papers? Essays? English Lit? Qualified tutor B.S., M.A. 630-3492.
Typing Service: Research papers, reports, etc. Grammar correction. Proofreading & editing. Over 10 years
experience. Call 585-2838.
Writing Services: Essays, research
composition, mechanics, grammar.
Call after 6 p.m. 380-1563. Rush jobs.
Hispanics! Hispanics! Hispanics!
Scholarships, grants, fellowships! For
college, graduate and professional
school. Directory describes over 200
awards. All majors. Need and merit
based awards. Rush name, address
and $8 check or money order to:
Hispanic Education Publications, P.O.
Box 290483 (lITP), San Antonio, Texas
78280-1883. Order today!
Sexy, exciting, fun, male dancer available for female parties. Call 630-9090.
Free demonstrations available this
month only.

lWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE !

Roommatvs Will Dvlight In Thv Savingsl
Our on~ bedroom apartments are
spacious enough for two! (Of course we
also have two bedroom floorplans.)

M*A*S*H comes to health fair Monday
Arminda Munoz
Staff
The 13.th annual Health Fair set for Monday at the Ballroom will take
on an Army field hospital scenario in keeping with the M•NS•H theme
set this year. The event runs from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and also features a
performance by the country/western band Bo Garza and Youngblood.
According to Alicia Ramon, health fair coordinator, booths at the fair
will provide free information on such things as stress management, AIDS,
alcohol and drug abuse.
Organizations participating include the American Heart Association,
Planned Parenthood, and the UTPA kinesiology department.
Ramon said a ·helicopter had also been planned for the fair, but because
of insufficient funds, it would not be available. Fair organizers will be
dressed in army gear and the Ballroom will be decorated with cover

Letters

camouflage netting and camouflage tableclothes. The fair will also ~ave ~:;..
army tents and a jeep, courtesy of ROTC and the National Guard.
Because of the event, Ramon pointed out that the Student Health ?-'
Services in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall will be clooed Monday, however,
students can take advantage of free services ranging from cholesterol and
anemia testing to blood pressure checks during the fair.
Ramon said a special diabetes test will be administered that will not
require the usual fasting.
The health fair is co-sponsored by Student Health Services, Division of
Student Affairs and ROTC.
Bo Garza and Youngblood will perform from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

from p. 2 - - - - - - - - -

something that our forefathers
fought for.
I do hope that this subject of
Tejano music will rest now . There
will always be people like me
speaking up for what they believe
in and there will always be people
who want to put what we are trying
to say down. There's nothing I can
do about that nor would I want to
because this is America and we all
have the right to speak for what we
believe in.
Kelsey Everbard

Writer makes
correction

After reading my letter last week,
your readers may be wondering just
how powerful reunited Germany
has become. In your "Letter to the
editors" column, I was quoted saying: "Just as German banks and
corporations are reshaping East Asia,
U.S. big business wants to reshape
North America." A line is missing
here; the letter should read: "Just as
German banks and corporations
Journalism major ;tre reshaping Europe, and Japanese corporations are reshaping East
Asia, U.S. big business wants to
'WV
reshape North America. Canadian,
American and Mexican working
. ~
Smcerely Yours
people are being enlisted by Bush
in a new planetary economic war.•
Readers can find out more about
Hallmark Cards
this Thursday at noon when guest
Gift Items
lecturer Manuel Aguilar Mora speaks
Helium Balloons
on the North American Free Trade
Agreement in Liberal Arts 101.
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

Jobn .Barzman

History professor

'Ifie Pan ~merican

• Two Pools, Lush Landscaping

EL BOSQUE
APARTMENTS
1609 West Schunior
(512) 383-6162

Trying to go it a/Qne? ·
Christ Jesus, who had the
toughest job in history, didn't try
to go it alone. He looked to his
Father constantly. In fact, he
said, "The Son can do nothing of
himself, but what he seeth the
Father do.•
Like Jesus, you can rely on
God's love and power.
The Christian Science Reading
Room is a place where you can
learn about God.
You're invited to explore
this
1
community resource.

Congratu{ations
C{ass of 1992! BIRDS

Open Mon.-Fri. • 11 a.m.-3p.m
911 N. MainSt.•McAllen, Texas
686-4241

Official

University of Texas
Pan American
CAPS
GOWNS
HOODS
CIASSRINGS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

available at your

University Bookstore
We also have Uf-Pan American
memorabilia.
University Bookstore Hours
Main Store: 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Friday

DO

IT.
BEES

•
ManuelAguilarMorawillspeakatnooninlA 101onthe
North American Free Trade Agreement and its effect on the
economy and environment on both sides of the border. The talk is
sponsored by Solidarity.

10 Extended deadline for Gallery, the student literary magazine. Submit your art, prose, poetry or photography at CAS 266.
•
The UfPADance EnsembleSpringDanceConcertwill be
presented 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is $5 in
advance and $7 at the door for the public, $2 for children and UTPA
students, and free for faculty and staff. For more information call 3812312, 381-3501, or 381-3581.
11 Bilingual Education Student Organa.ation (DESO) will
have their annual banquet at the Holidome in McAllen. For more
information contact Title VU at 381-3415.
•
UfPA Dance Ensemble will present its Spring Dance
Concert 2 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. For more information call
381-2312, 381-3SOi, or 381-3581.

14 American Advertising Federation (advertising, marketing,
and art majors) will elect officers at noon in BA 121. For more
information call Sylvia Galvan at 787-4930.
15 Students Against Alcohol and Drug Abuse (SAADA)
meets every Wednesday at 3 p.m. at UC 306. The organization is open
to all students.

17

Bronc Baseball team v. Lamar, 4 p.m. doubleheader at

Jody Ramsey Stadium.

18 Bronc Baseball team v. Lamar,

1 p.m. at Jody Ramsey

Deadline is 3 p.m. Tuesday
atESRH 100.

DO

~•P•R•l•L
awareness
Fitness Week; April 13, 1992 -April 16, 1992
Monday, April 13th
UC Ballroom
All Day

M*A*S*H HEALTH FAIR 1992
Contact Alicia Ramon at Student Health Services for more information. UPB will sponsor
the Game of Life during the fair.
Tuesday, April 14th &
Thursday, April 16th
TBA

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Contact Art Cabrera at 381-3439 for more information.
Wednesday, April 15th
UC Circle
Noon

TWISTER GAME
A giant Twister mat will be provided for students to have fun under the sun. Pull offyour
sneakers and have a great time.

GIVE YOUR DARK EYES
A SECOND LOOK
FOR JUST
$99PerPair
With beautiful DuraSoW 2
Colors contact lenses, you can
change even the darkest eyes
to beautiful new shades of
blue, g reen, grgy or hazel pric ed now at just $99 a pair.

IT.

YOUTOO
CAN LEARN TO RY.
It's only natural that you'd
want to. Fact is, more than
86,000 Americans, ;ust like
yourself, started doing it last
year. Because, the only way
to satisfy that age-old dream
of wanting to fly is to take o ff
and go do it. And with our
special $25 introductory
flight offe r, that's
easy: Just give us
a buzz. Or a whistle.
·,

Ii

Or get two pairs of DuraSott 2
C o lors for Light Eyes for $99.
So c a ll now for an appointme nt and save on DuraSott
Colors. With prices this low,
you may decide to purchase
several! But hurry - this offer
d efinitely e nds May 16, 1992.

Dr. Gary L. Ahlman
& Associates
1715 W. University • Edinburg
381-0904

McCREERYAVIATION CO., INC.

381-2251

Lenten prayer at mass, noon in the campus chapel. For

UT - Pan American

• On-Site Management

Ask Our Lvasing Staff To Show Yoo How
Yoo Can Share The Space find The Savings.

9

more information, call 630-0133.

9lappy 'Easte

• Walking Distance To UTPA

• On-Site Courtesy Officer

April

Stadium.

from

• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

Bulletin Board

Mc ALLEN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

(512) 68&•1774

2301 S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg
383-5581
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Dance Ensemble to perform tomorrow, Saturday
The UTPA Dance Ensemble featuring original dance
works presents its annual Spring Dance concert, 8 p.m.
tomorrow and 2 p.m. Saturday in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Concert admission for adults is$ 5 in advance and $7
at the door; children and UTPA students with ID $2;
faculty and staff are admitted free with ID.
The box office opens one hour before curtain on
performance days, and the house will open for patron
seating half an hour before curtain. Seating is general
admission.

Dr. James A. Hawley

Lana Marina Castillo, Andrea Veronica Trager and Yvonne M. Barker perform the light and elegant
"Aviary" in the UTPA Dance Ensemble performance 8 p.m. tomorrow and 2 p.m. Saturday in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.

like flu tter of wings or burst of flight.
"Solstice" is set to the music ofEnya, "Solstice" is an
intense, ritualistic work. Almost sacrificial in tone, the
p iece is built around purity and clarity of movement,
juxtaposed with an underlying sensuousness.
The concert's repertory also includes "Duet for
One," a dramatic, abstract and surreal work. This
magnetic dance has the properties of the element
mercury: it separates, takes on various shapes and
eventually re-forms into new shapes.
The two solo works also offer striking contrasts in
style, music and· content.
"Like Tears In Rain," performed by the company's
founder and artistic director Laura M. Grabowski, is -J'
direct and pure in style, with a mood that is soft and
tender, but also intensely focused.
"Extemporaneous Absurdities," will be performed
by long-time company member Lauro Rincon, Jr. The
work is light and carefree, jumping quickly from one dance style to another It's set to the music of Bobby
Mcferrin and B. B. King.

Five group works, two solos and a duet highlight the
show.
"How Can It Be?" is a theatre piece choreographed
by guest artistJanice LaPointe-Crump, of Texas Woman's
University. The comedicandenergenticpiece portrays
grief and fate. The style of the piece is a departure from
the expected, with its episodic structure and speaking
parts by the dancers.
"Dark Moon Rising," another group dance work, is
soft and harmonious in contrast. This work is subtle
and flowing, performed to a lyrical, soothing score by
Adding to the mood and the visual impact of the
Chip Davis.
concert, the show has been carefully and richly
costumed, and will be lit by Tom Grabowski, lighting
The music for "Chansons Cadiennes" is sung in designer of the University Theater.
Cajun French, and is lighthearted, flirtatious, comical
and simply silly.
For information on advance tickets, reservations and
"Aviary," issettoa piece ofJapanese flute music. The seating, call 381-2312 (Dance Ensemble), 381-3501
dancers are transformed into exotic birds. The move- (Health and Kinesiology department) or 381-3581
ments are sharp and defined, with an occasional bird- (University Theatre Box Office).

Def Leppard 'Adrenalizes' without the late Steve Clark
Marlo Garcia
Staff

"Adrenalize"
Polygram
Records. JoeElliott:vocals; Phil
Collen: all guitars, except acoustic guitar on "Tonight;" Rick
"Sav" Savage: bass and acoustic
guitar on "Tonight;" RickAllen:
drums; Produced by Mike
Shipley and Def Leppard.
British rock is alive and well! Def
Leppard returns to the limelight
with their fifth release •Adrenalize"

on Polygram Records.
Since the death of guitarist Steve
Clark last year, the band has been
completing this long awaited album which follows their multi-platinum "Hysteria" album.
The songs still have that Def
Leppard-ish big chorus and multiharmonic sound to them especially
with the catchy, uptempo first single
"Let's Get Rocked.•
The companion music video to
this tune is an interesting combination of band performance and computer animation which is a marriage
of music and high tech made in

heaven. This video is worth checking out!
Other songs like the remixed "Tear
it Down• sound promising as future
singles since the band performed
this song live at the M1V Video
Music Awards a couple of years ago
to a gracious audience.
Among the tracks are ballads like
"Tonight" and "Have You Ever,"
each sounding melodically good.
"Tonight" has that "Bringing on the
Heartbreak" (a ballad on the "High
'n' Dry" album) feel to it. Savage's
acoustic work on this song and
others is dedicated to Clark whose

cocaine addiction ultimately killed
him. In respects to Clark, "White
Lightning" was written to warn fans
about the dangers of cocaine. Ironically, "White Lightning" is the nickname Savage gave to Clark when he
used to run across the stage in a
white get-up.
The band is contemplating
whether to bring in a substitue
guitarist for their new tour. After
rehearsing, they will probably tour
Europe and arrive in the U.S. late in
the year. It is possible they will not
use an opening act and will opt to
perform a three hour show instead.

A tribute to Clark will probably be
in the show.
Overall, "Adrenalize" makes fora
good album by the Heavy Metal

Brits. Def Leppard should have no
trouble regaining their superstar
streak with the losses they've had to
deal with.

? Do you have yours ?

·

BUY
GALLERY'92

Mary Ofivares
Owner/Operator

Share the creative
experiences of
UT-PA students

117A S. 13th St.
Edinburg

383-2491
8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

r

~

Get your copy of Gallery
literary-art magazine
University Press office
CAS 266

381-3638

ONLY$4.00

Registrar announces fall, summer addendum and time·changes
•

Call No. Course No.
Day
03611
Anth4345.01
TBA
03003 Anth4385.01
TBA
03007 Anth4385.02
TBA
03623 Anth4385.03
TBA
Art 4334.02
03591
TBA
03593 Art 4311.02
TBA
03597 Biol2408.01
03599
03583

03585
03587
03609
03621
03589
03581

03579
03595
036o5

Title
Time
Anth Theory & Meth
TBA ·
Topics in Anth
TBA
Topics in Anth
TBA
Topics in Anth

Art Direction I
TBA
Adv. Drawing -Topic
TBA
A Survey of Life
MWF
8:45am - 9:35am
Biol2408A
Laboratory
M
12:45pm - 3:25pm
Composition
Eng 1301.54
TR
10:35am - 11:50am
Note: Taught in MacComputer Lab;
typing skills required
Eng 2300.12
Intro to Literature
MWF
1:45pm - 2:35pm
Eng 2300.13
Intro to Literature
w
4:30pm - 7:00pm
Eng 3321.02
Studies - Lang & Cu
M
7: 10pm - 9:55pm
Eng 6321.02
Studies - Lang & Cu
M
7: 10pm - 9:55pm
Genb 6310.01
Business Research
MW
5:45pm - 7:00pm
Kin 4351.01
Adapted Kin Prog
TR
9:10am - 10:35am
By Permission Only
Mana633 l .Ol
Pers Adm & Indus
MW
8:40pm - 9:55pm
Mus 4203.01
Orchestration & Arr
MWF
12:45pm - 1:35pm
Rotc2201A
Laboratory
R
2:35pm - 3:50pm

FALL 1992 TIME CHANGES

Call No.

Course No.
Title
Day
Time
Computer Graphics
Art 4335.01
MW
5:30pm - 8:15pm
Laboratory
Biol2305A
R
1:10pm - 3:50pm
Biol3412A
Laboratory
w
12:45pm - 2:35pm
Surv Ele m Sci Prog
CS 2325.03
TR
10:35am - 11:50am
Systems Programming
CS 3334.01
1:10pm - 2:25pm
TR
Practicum In Comp Sci
CS 3390.01
MW
5:45pm - 7:00pm
Sem Couns-Guide
ED 6100.02
TBA
TBA

01867
02063
02209
02215
02217
00695

Instructor
Bldg/Room
Glazer, M.

00701
00703
00599

Pozorski, S.
02951
Pozorski, T.
03359
Manuella
03361
Browne
00515
Del..aPena
Scee 227
None
Scee 227
Del.aFuente
Coas 351

00519

None
Busa 111
Seale, C.
Fiab 128
Tully, J.

02465
01089

00435

Hist 2313.01
TR
Honr2387.01
TR
Kin 1354.01

w
Kin 2223.01
MWF

00503

Kin 4354.01
MWF

03569

02811
03229
03259
00645
01065
01067

Instructor
Bldg./Room
Moye r, N.
Phys 128
Edwards
Scee 227
None
Scee 222
None
Math 106
Egle
Math 106
Abraham
Math 116
Linskey, A.
Edee 217

HE 1354.03
MWF

03551
Vincent, V.
Busa 224
Barke r, S.
Hpe2 '142

EDO4306.02
R
Eng 1302.39
TR
Eng 2309.01
TR
Eng 2313.02
TR
HE 1354.01

w

00373
Davis
Coas 253
Davis
Coas 255
None
Coas 249
None

ED 61C)0.03
TBA
ED 6104.02
TBA
ED 6104.03

TBA

Glazer, M.

TBA

•
01 173

oo.597

FALL 1992 ADDENDUM

•

Mane2430A
TBA
Nurs3406.0l

w

Pols2313.14
TR
Psy 1323.06
TR
Psy 4333.01
T
Read3325.01
MWF
Rehs4402.01
T
Rehs4402A
R

Sem Couns-Guide
TBA
Sem Couns-Guide
TBA
Sem Couns-Guide
TBA
Instr Meth & Class Mgt
4:30pm - 7:00 pm
Rhet & Comp
2:25pm - 3:50pm
Tech Report Writing
10:35am - 11:50am
Rdng Dramatic Lit
10:35am - 11:50am
Safety Ed & First Aid
4:30pm - 7:00pm
Safety Ed & First Aid
11:45am - 12:35pm
Ame rican He ritage I
7:45am - 9:00am
Humanities - Honors
10:35am - 11:50am
Safety & First Aid
4:30pm - 7:00pm
Spanish Dance I
8:45am - 9:35am
Kinesiology - Sec Sch
1:45pm - 2:35pm
Laboratory
TBA
Pathophysiology
1:45pm - 5:35pm
US & TX Govt & Pol
10:35am - 11:50am
General Psychology
1:10pm - 2:25pm
Theories Personality
4:30pm - 7:00pm
Cog Dev Rdng Comp
8:45am - 9:35am
Work Adj. & Job Place
9:10am - 11:50am
Laboratory
9:10am - 11:50am

Linskey, A
Edee 217
Rodriguez
Edee 216
Rodriguez
Edee 216
McBride
Edee 103
None
Coas 250
Cararas, S.
Coas 250
Baltis
Coas 253
Hawkins
Hepe 104
Guinn
Hepe 104
Rocha
Liba 101
Barzman
Liba 233
Hawkins
Hepe 104
Munoz
Hpe2 133
Johnson, R.
Hpe2 142
None
Dougherty
Nure 112
Morgan
Liba 106
Wisener, R.
Liba 207
Wisener, R.
Liba 119
Solis, J.
Edee 214
Shefcik, T.
Shefcik, T.

OFF CAMPUS COURSES, SUMMER I 1992

Call No. Course No.
Day
00817
Eng 1310.80
TR
Kin 2232.80
00815
M'IWRF
Eng 1310.81
00823
TR
00819 Eng 1301.80
TR
00821
Hist2313.80
MW
00813 Eng 1320.80
TR

Title
Time
Reading & Vocabulary
7:00pm - 9:30pm
Aerobic Dance
7:45am - 9:15am
Reading & Vocabulary
7:30pm - 10:00pm
Composition
6:30pm - 9:00pm
American Heritage I
6:00pm - 8:30pm
Fund Comp & Reading
7:30pm - 10:00pm

Location

00811
00825
00827

•

Pols2313.80
MW
Art 1301.80
TR
HE 2372.80
MW

SUMMER I

Call No. Course No.
Day
00799 Art 4311.01

TBA
00833
00829

Comm6343.0l
TBA
Ed 6300.01
MW

00831

Ed 6367.02
MTWRF

00807

00809
00801

•
00545

Eng 6390.01
TBA
Eng 3320.01
TBA
Recr4655.01
TBA

Edci4305.02
Edci4307.01
MTWRF

00477

Psy 1313.01
MTWR

•

SUMMERil

Call No. Course No
Day
00505 Ed 7313.01
TBA
00237
Eng 1310.01
MTWRF

00501

Progreso
Rio'Grande City
Rio Grande City

1992 ADDENDUM
Title
Time
Adv. Drawing - Topics
TBA
Performance Theory
TBA
Intro to Research
6:00pm - 9:45pm
Statistical Methods
2:25pm - 335P'!'
Stud in Special Topics
TBA
Adv. Topics - English
TBA
Prof Field Work
TBA

Instructor
Bldg./Room
Browne
Monta
Carlson
Carlson
Edee 206
Reed
Reed
None

SUMMER I 1992 TIME OIANGES
MTWRF

00551

US & Tx Govt & Pol
6:00pm - 9:45pm
Art Appreciation
5:00pm - 7:30 pm
Nutrition & Health
4:30pm - 7:30pm

Eng 1320.02
MTWRF

Instr Plan & Curr Dev
9:25am - 10:55am
Sec Prestud Tchng
2:25pm - 3:55pm
Intro to Psychology
12:45pm - 2:35pm

Harrison
Edee 213
Aguirre
Edee 119
McCollum, T.
Liba 207

1992 ADDENDUM
Title
Time
Internship for the Sup
TBA
Reading & Vocabulary
9:25AM - 10:55AM
Fund Comp & Reading
11:05am - 12:35pm

Instructor
Bldg./Room
None
Thompson, F.
Coas 246
Thompson, F.
Coas 246

La Sara

00499
La Sara
00503
La Joya
La Joya
La Joya

00507
00509

Eng 2300.01
MTWRF
Nurs2505D
TBA
Pols2313.02
MTWRF
Pols2313.03
MfWRF

Progreso

005 11

Recr4655.01
TBA

Intro to Literature
9:25am - 10:55am
Laboratory
TBA
US & Tx Govt & Pol
9 :25am - 10:55am
US & Tx Govt & Pol
11:05am - 12:35pm
Prof Field Work
TBA

Salinas, 0.
Coas 253
Wilson, B.
Hosp 1
Garcia, M.
Liba 107
Garcia, M.
Liba 105
None

_
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Broncs set season bests at Texas Relays
David Hunter
Sta.ff
Tonya Bailey
and Delilah
Johnson highlighted the
track team 's
performance
at Memorial
Stadium while taking part in the
prestigious Texas Relays last weekend in Austin.
Bailey came through with her
outdoor bests 18-0 in the women's
long jump and 38-9 in the triple
jump.
Johnson threw her personal best
chis year with a hurl of 164-4 in the
discus placing third behind defending national championAnnaMosdell
of Brigham Young who threw 1785 and Renyata Beaner of UT-El
Paso, who threw 168-2.
Assistant Coach Keith Hutson said

TEXAS

~

the competitio n put the Bronc athletes to the test, especially since
most athletes are trying co make
theirOlympicTrial qualifying marks
by participating in the meet.
"You could tell it is an Olympic
year," he said. "Tonya jumped the
best that she has ever jumped in ·
outdoor and didn't even make ic to
the finals."
Bailey was pleased with her jumps.
"I jumped a little beteer than I
usually do," she said. "Competition
was very intense. I got to watch
other people and see what they
were doing and incorporate it into
my own performance."
The winner of the women's long
jump was Shu Hwa Wang of BYU
withajumpof20-103/ 4inches. The
winner in the women's triple jump
was Shunta Rose of Nevada-Las
Vegas with a jump of 42-6.
Despite the hard time at the Texas
Relays, Bailey leads the Sun Belt
Conference in the triple jump by

The Pan American/Tony Mercado

Veronica Vasquez works on a drill during track practice Monday.

Sun Belt Conference
Western Division Standings
(As of April 6)

the Cellar Dwellers beat the Long

Ballers 8-3.

•ML IDIUUDES ~
THE SALON

FULL SERVICE HAIR DESIGNER

~

Student
Haircut
$5.00

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 8-8 • Sat. 8-5
Walk-ins are welcome!

1406 W. Universi!Y_• Edinburg•
318-3572

Sweet 'Temptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches _✓,
. • Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

.
·~)
\•

5500 N. McColl • McADen, Tx. • 512-630·0307
Open: Mon. • Fri. 11-a • sat. 11-s

The winner of the men's 400m
hurdles w as Ryan Hayden of Blinn
Junior College in 51.15.
In the men's javelin, Damien
Moreno , who has been on fire with
two first p laces in the last two
meets, threw his best for the year194-0. Arnie Indrebo of UTEP won
w ith a throw of 249-6.
"The throw was six inches less
than my best throw last year,"
Moreno said. Freshman Elizabeth
Ortega competed in the women's
1500 for the first time in her life. She
said it would add to the 800, which
is her race.
"It was a new experience," Ortega
said . "I felt strong, but I hesitated.
After it was done, I wasn't that tired
and I felt that I could have done
more. I hope that I will be able to
do ic again later in the year. It
should give me strength for the
800."
Next week the team will travel to
San Angelo.

De los Santos assumes new duties

Los Hijos wins
UTPA intramural
volleyball title
The intramural 4-on-4 co-rec
volleyball has come to a finish
with the Los Hijos de! Quinto
Patio taking the 1992 campus title.
They came from behind to defeat
the Raiders 3-11, 11-8 and 11-4
and will advance to the regional
tournament inArlington this weekend.
Team members are Otoniel
Olivo, Rafael Montelongo, Tamark
Yepez, Billy Castro, Eva Carmona
and Patsy Perez.
Competing teams in the tournament are from Arkansas, Kansas,
Louisiana, Missouri, New Mexico,
Oklahoma and Texas.
Last week's weather put a setback on softball intramural as
games resumed Monday. The
Texas Young Guns defeated the
Y nJc!19'v'nJ;~!~~eegs. };~-5. .~o,

almost a foot.
In the men's 10,000 meter run ,
defending champio n Rene Guillen
had problems.
After leading for the first thirteen
laps of the race, Guillen began to
slow down in the middle ofche 14th
lap because of cramps.
"I'm really in good shape," he
said. "I just got a cramp, but I'm
happy because during the race I felc
really loose, like I was running at 75
or 80 percent. "
Chris Caldwell, an unateached runner, won the event with a time of29
minutes 49.52 seconds.
In the men's 400 hurdles, J.B.
Pruitt ran 53.84, his fastest time of
the year.
Pruitt seemed a litele intimidated
by the top-notch competition.
"The competition there made me
run worse,• Pruite said. "I ran a
good 300 meter. When I came out
of the curve I was in second place.
Thenlstutteredandhittwohurdles."

David Hinojosa
Sports Edttor

Rebecca de los Santos has been
appointed as the school's new
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) compliance
coordinator, according to Athletic Director Sam Odstrcil.
De los Santos took over the
post from Track Head Coach
Reid Harter last week.
NCAA rules forced the move because now every
Division I school's compliance coordinator must be on
full-time staff, de los Santos said. Because of chis, she
had to step down as volleyball coach, a position she
has held the last 10 years.
Odstrcil said the money for a full-time compliance
coordinator had been set aside since last September,
but he opted to stick with Harter for the time being.
"We need somebody in there 100 percent," Odstrcil
said. "In fairness to (Harter), ,w hen you're teaching 50
percent and coaching 50 percent, how much time is
there for compliance? It's time to move on to a full'time position.q
·
•
De los Santos said she is looking forward to her new
job, although it was hard for her to leave coaching,
<

Locked Out?

.9l{fen :[{ora{

"I've been w ith the program for 10 years," she said.
"It has really come along since I first came here. A lot
of people didn't see that because of the win-loss
record. But everybody has to make a decision about
certain things, and I chink this is the right one for me.
I knew I wouldn't coach volleyball forever."
According to the NCAA rule book "a compliance
coordinator generally assumes day-to-day responsibility for those aspects of the athletics operation most
directly regulated by NCAA rules.•
Harter was surprised by the decision.
"The change was unexpected at chis time," Harter
said. "I'm in agreement that the long-term interest of
UTPA is best served by assuring that future compliance
standards within the athletic department are improved."
The basketball team is currently under investigation
by the NCAA for alleged rule violations. The school has
until Wednesday to respond to these allegations. The
NCAA has requested that school officials, including
Odstrcil, Harter, Men's Head Basketball Coach Kevin
Wall and Faculty Representative Jerry Pulley, confront
the Committee of Infractions when it meets in June at
Kansas City, where they will consider the responses.
"I have asked to be included in the traveling party
that will attend the conference when the NCAA Committee of Infractions meets in June,• Harter said. "After
that, I will feel my role as compliance coordinator is
complete."

SHOWYOURAPPRECIATION
WITH FLOWERS
National Secretaries' Week is April 19-25, 1992.
Delivery and satisfaction guaranteed through florists
worldwide.
We deliver. We accept all major credit cards.

6y tBetty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

Vivian's Flower Shop
116 N. 11th Street•Edlnburg
(east side or Courthouse on the square)
383-0871

381-9335
$25 to students w/UTPA I.D.

-------------------- : .:rr---------------------~
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102 S. 16th, McAllen • 682-4159

I II Receive $17°0

Alkmoatounn

bonus program,
I
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this
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E
·"'- - 1 1 $1 extra with student I.D. • 18 or older
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I I
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YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A GENIUS

"NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE"
is a unique new computerized service designed to provide 6
to 25 sources of financial aid matched with the individual
needs, interests, and qualifications of virtually any student.

INMARCH

50 ~

BAR DRINKS• DRAFT BEER
SCHNAPPS • WINE

8:30 PJl.!O10 P.M.

"NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSffiP SERVICE"
has r esearched thousands of sources of financial assistance,
and fed the results of that research into its vast data banks.
Complete a "NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
SERVICE" d ataform and the computer provides you with the
sources of aid for which you are specifically qualified. All
you n eed do, is follow through.

APRIL 10,

Try " NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
SERVICE". Results are guaranteed.

Energy 99.5
Broadcasting Live

BE SMART!

$1 SCHNAPPS ALL NIGHT
$1.50 BAR DRINKS nLL 10:30
21+ NO COVER TILL 10:30

- --- - - - - --

For free a nd complete information, fill out and mail this coupon.
Name of student: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
'\ddress: _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ __

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ State: _ _

Zip: _ _ __

Telephone#: L-,_) _ _ _ _ __
Mail to: NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP SERVICE

P.O. BOX 4541 • McALLEN, TX 78502
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I
I

~---------------------~
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to get financial aid for higher education.
You just have to be smart enough to try!

:

BIKINI 92
FOR THE SUMMER

fe aturing 10 Sexy Models
presented by
Hair & Make-up
THE GO ROUND
by DEE DEE
WILD PAIR
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Awards convocation recognizes more than 50 top students
UTPA honored about 50 students at the 13th annual Awards and
Recognitions Convocation this week and Dr. Miguel Nevarez treated an
additional 200 students to a reception at the president's home.
The university presented 28 students with certificates for Who's Wht>
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges and recognized
27 for achievement in academics and service.
A university should pause and recognize the best students it produces,

IF YOU MISSEl> SYRING BREAC
AT 50lhl\ ?Al>R'E.. ..
we've captured it for you on video.
And if you were there, you may be on it!
Master Video • $14.95 *
Master Plus • $24.95 *

Dr. Lee Hamilton, chair of the English department, said to about 150
people in his keynote speech.
Each dean or director presented students in their area with the Academic
Deans' Outstanding Service Award.
Dean Ernest Baca of the College of Arts and Sciences awarded Esteban
Bravo, Rosalinda Villalobos Lopez, Laura R. Lucio, Brett]. Millan, Cynthia
E. Ransom and Charles Snodgrass.
Dean F.J. Brewertonof the School of Business Administration presented
the award to Jose CruzJr., David H. Elizondo, Flor E. Martinez and Sukhjit
Kaur Sethi.
Dr. Julian Castillo, director of the Division of Health Related Professions,
awarded Mary Santana Alejandro, Olga Angulo and Cynthia Munoz.
Dean Ernesto Bernal of the School of Education presented the award to

Sales Marketing Opportunity
with the nation's leader in college marketing and
media services

( must be 21 or over)

* Include $2 for shipping & handling
VACATION VIDEOS
P.O. Box 2010, South Padre Island, TX 78597
or call (512) 687-5929 or (512) 761-5801

EtPATO

Excellent Financial Rewards
Learn management skills and marketing strategies
while implementing on-campus promotions. Flexible
hours. Great beginnings for a career in the business
world. Start with a position with American Passage
Media Corp. during the 1992-93 school year. Contact
your career placement office to sign up for an inteiview
to be held on April 29, 1992.

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

Reproductive
Services

APRIL SPECIAL

....•..........................
•........•.•...•.••..•••

HWHITE FLOUR ;

~i PATOS

··-------TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

TWO BEEF & CHEESE PATOS,
SPANISH RICE,
RANCHERO BEANS AND
A 160Z. COKE.

613 S.same Dr. West
Harlingen, Tx 78550

ONLY $2.98!!!

•..In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care

HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMEADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN !Pecan) .................................... 682-3176
McALLEN Bua. 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 687-8269
McALLEN N. 1oth)..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 682-1576
EDINBURG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383-0725
BROWNSVILLE . ..................................... 541-0241
MISSION . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585-4545
WESLACO .•...•..•....•.•.....•..•......•.......... 969-1414
HARLINGEN ..••..•.•........•.......•.•...••........ 428-6224

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243

Angelica De Anda, Maria L. De Leon, Laura Mclaird, De?ra Salinas and
Sandra Torres.
Judy Vinson, dean of students, presented the Outstanding Leadership
Award to Elizabeth Alvarado for her work in UPB and to Diana R. Ybanez
for her work with Rio magazine.
Elvie Davis, assistant dean of students, recognized Carlos Berlanga, SGA .
president and Olga Angulo, vice president; Carl Flowers, UPB president, ·
Manuel Arredondo, vice president for general membership and Judith Y. :
Chavez, vice president of administrative affairs; Gilbert D. Martinez, The
Pan American editor and David Gonzalez, Rio editor.
The ceremony ended with the presentation for Who's Who.
The students are: Lillian E. Adame, biology; Ruben Alejandro, supervision; ArsenioAlfaroJr., accounting; Gloria Arndt, nursing;JeraldR. Buller,
Spanish; Janice S. Casciato, interdisciplinary studies; Mary E. Clark, social
work; Jose Cruz Jr., computer information science; and Riming Deng,
MBA.
Also, Elpidio Diaz, electrical engineer; Florencia Espinosa, biology (premed); Laurel Gaddis-Davidson, gifted education; Claudia Ghio, graduate
student; Amy Gomillion, accounting; David A. Gonzalez, guidance/
counseling supervision; Janet Griffith, MS-education; Lynn M. Jimerson,
advertising art; Judy M. Kochert, elementary education; and Flor E.
Martinez, marketing.
Also, Mona L. Palmer, kinesiology; Maria Elena B. Ramos, English;
Sukhjit Kaur Sethi, MBA; Tejinder Singh Sethi, MBA; Aditya P. Shrikent,
MBA; Anna-Liza Smith, communication disorders; Ramesh Srinivasan,
MBA; Kailash C. Trehan, MBA; and Janet E. Williams, nursing.
Before the ceremony, Sylvia Clark, harpist, provided musical selections
and Sister Pat Sullivan gave the invocation and benediction. Dr. Rudolph
Gomez, vice president for academic affairs, welcomed the audience.
After the convocation, Nevarez invited the honorees to a reception at
his home so he could meet the students in a more casual atmosphere.

.,.
..
,,d
...
Do ,ad ..
Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

.,•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)
McAllen • 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)
Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)
Administration • 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

FOR YOUR NEXT
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
TABB OPP TO CIRBBR SUCCBII TRII IIJIIBR
If you are a college sophomore and can handle the really
tough challenges, then Army ROTC's Camp challenge is for
you. It's a six-week, all expenses paid opportunity to see what
the Army is like WITH NO MILITARY OBLIGATION! It's
a chance to test yourself mentally and physically and earn
approximately $600 for your time.

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
APRIL 14 & 15, 1992

Contact the Military Science Department located on the
second floor of Southwick Hall or call Major LaFevers at
(512) 381-3699 for more details.

Better hurry, the deadline is April 30.

LOCATION: CAS, LRC
ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THI SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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M*A*S*H '92 theme draws
more than 700 to health fair

Technicality forces
Bronc forfeit Saturday

Page 4

■

Art show, competition
.highlights student work
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Program lacks support

Coach Wall gives dissenting statement
David Hinojosa
Sports Editor

Amid much turmoil and rumors,
men's basketball coach Kevin Wall
released a statement to the media
last week attacking President
Nevarez' lack of support while the
NCAA investigates the basketball
team for alleged violations.
"President Nevarez says I am guilty
because he lacks the courage to
stand up to these unfounded allegations," Wall, who will be relieved of
his head coaching duties June 15,
said in the statement. "Instead, he
thinks he can make the problem of
the investigation disappear by admitting most of the allegations and
using me as a sacrificial lamb. The
only down side to him is the damage to the program and players,
which he has never supported anyway."

Officially, U1PAhasadmittedguilt
on three of the eight allegations by
the NCAA which include a booster's
providing a rental car for players, a
former student-athlete securing a
$200 cash loan from Wall and a
recruit receiving athletic equipment
while on an official visit
Wall pointed out in an·interview
Tuesday that he did not agree with
the school's reply to the NCAA.
"These are unfounded allegations," he said. •1 responded to the
allegations also, and my response is
not the school's response. Someone could say we're guilty of all of
them. Somebody else could say
we're not guilty at all. Who's to say?"
Nevarez doesn't agree.
"It's very hard to say that there are
no violations," he said. "In my opinion there are some violations. The
external investigator, after talking
with everybody involved, came to
the conclusion that there are violations."
The university hired Ricardo
Aduato from UT-El Paso to investigate the allegations last month. He
talked with coaches, fonner coaches,
players, former players and other
officials involved in the alleged violations.
. Wall, in the statement, also took
jabs at Reid Harter, track coach and
former NCAA compliance coordinator; Jim McKone, sports information director; and Dave Brown, a
former Wall assistant.
· "Despite an NCAA request that
the allegations not be discussed
with the media," he said in the
'state ment, "university officials Jim
McKone and Reid Harter have (said)

The Pan American

Kevin Wall (pictured during a game in January) was relieved of his duties as the men's head
basketball coach when President Miguel Nevarez decided not to renew his contract last week. Wall
has been head coach of the Broncs for six years and part of the coaching staff for 10 years.
. that I am guilty."
McKone and Harter disagree.
"I have never (said) that anybody
was guilty of anything," McKone
said. "The NCAA investigation
speaks for itself."

"No I didn't say (Wall) was guilty,"
Harter, w ho was replaced in his
compliance coordinator duties by
former volleyball coach Rebecca de
las Santos April 1, said. "I don't like
and appreciate any insinuation that

I did anything improper. I simply
reported allegations of violations in
the men's basketball program to
(Odstrcil) with further suggestion
that they be reported to (Nevarez)
and be investigated.

In the circle
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Edinburg campus only

'Melissa Downey

The top two tickets in the SGA executive
race will debate at noon today in the UC
Circle in an attempt to woo the majority
vote in a runoff election next week.
Executive tickets Martin Torres/ Rene
Estrada and Robert Mangel/Frank Cantu
will have another opportunity to inform
voters of their stands on various campus
issues.
The run-off election is set for Tuesday
and Wednesday, with polls open only in
the LRC, from 7:30-9:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m. 1:30 p .m. and 4:30-6:30 p.m.
Only students who voted last week are
eligible to participate in the run-off, Election Commissioner Manuel Arredondo said.
In the election last week, more than 1000
students cast votes. That is 200 more students participating in the voting process
than last year.
Torres/Estrada received 378 votes; Mangel/Cantu, 317; Robert Martinez/ Pablo

-

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SPRING SEMESTER 1992

Top 2 tickets to debate today
Managing Editor

"As a result, I have faced various
attempts at harrassment and intimidation," Harter continued. "I understand the personal attacks against
me. I guess it comes with the territory. I feel good about myself and
my willingness to tell the truth."
Wall listed former men's assistant
coach Dave Brown as the source of
the whole investigation.
"This investigation began because
ofallegations by a disgruntled former
assistant coach, Mr. Dave Brown,"
Wall's statement said. "After I told
him that his contract would not be
renewed, he threatened to turn us
in to the NCAA.... When this threat
was made, I foolishly thought we
had nothing to fear since I have
always run a good, clean program
and tried my best to comply with
NCAA bylaws. I had no idea that
unfounded allegations could cripple
the program and cost me my job,
even before a hearing was held for
violations of which I am not guilty.
Yet, that is exactly what has happened."
However, Brown contends that
he asked Athletic Director Sam
Odstrcil to be reassigned after seeing the "abuses" of the men's program. These "abuses" were illegal
practices.
"That stuff (alleged violations)
that was going on, I just couldn't
take anymore," Brown said. "'When
I went up to the athletic director
and told him I wanted out of the
men's basketball program, it surprised Wall. He's trying to say he
fired me. He didn't fire me. I quit"
Brown said he was asked to sign
a new contract when he requested
to be reassigned. Brown served as
an assistant to women's basketball
head coach Tim Hicks in 1990-91.
"(Odstrcil and Wall) wanted to
pay me until the end of March
(1991)," Brown said. "That way
when April 1 came around, they
could hire a new coach. M y contract
ran until August. They gave (me)
this new contract - when I refused
to sign it, they tried to fire me on the ·
spot for insubordination.
"My lawyer said 'You've done
nothing wrong. You just don't
condon e with the illegal activities,'"
Brown said.
"They tried to get me to sign the
contract again. Whe n this happened
my lawye r advised me to go to my
compliance coordinator."
Odstrcil didn't comment on the
situation.
"I'm going to save all my reaction

Run-off Election
When: Tuesday and Wednesday
Poll location: LRC
Times:
7:30-9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
4:30-6:30 p.m.
Almaguer, 223; Errol Glazer/Enrico Garza,

Day Classes

7:45 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
5:00 p.m.-6:45 p.m.

Thursday, May 7
'English 1301 day classes
'English 1301 day classes
All evening English 1301 classes

'Specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be announced by instructor.

114.

. To win, a ticket must garner 51 percent of
the votes, Arredondo said.
In the race for UPB president, Mary
Carrizales received 540 votes and Molly
Carrizales, 3n.
In the UPB vice president race, Sandy
Rodriguez received 588 and Rene de la
Rosa, 321.
At presstime, results for all other positions were still unofficial, according to Rita
Reyna, secretary for the Office of Student
Affairs.
Today's debate is sponsored by Solidarity and El Sol.

Course

Exam Period Meeting Time

Friday, May 8
Math 1300 classes
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

8:30 a.m.-10:15 a.m.
10:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.-2:45 p.m.

Monday, May 11
MWF (7:45-8:35)
MWF (11 :45-12:35)
TR
(9:10-10:25)
(2:35-3:50)
TR

7:45 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 12
7:45 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

TR
(7:45-9:00)
MWF (8:45-9:35)
MWF (12:45-1:35)

Course

Exam Period Meeting Time
Tuesday, May 12 (cont.)
2:45 p.m,-4:30 p.m.

MWF

(4:00-5: 15)

TR
MWF
MWF
MWF

(10:35-11 :50)
(2:45-3:35)
(10:45-1 1:35)
(3:45-4:35)

Wednesday, May 13
7:45 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 14
7:45 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

MWF (9:45-10:35)
MWF (1 :45-2:35)
(1 :10-2:25)
TR

Saturday classes: Exams will be given May 9, at regular class time.
Evening classes (Classes beginning after 5 p.m.): Final examinations will be given at
regular dass time beginning Thursday, May 7, and ending Wednesday. May 13.
NQTE: E1<ams shovld he given only at the time designated. If an e1<aminaoon needs to be
changed, prior approval by the appropriate school dean is reqvired. Exams for double psriod
classes should be givoo at the omeJ schedvled for the first hour the class meets.
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Changing school name wou.ld stop the planes from landing
n the spirit of political correctness,
the offensive name "UTPanAmerican" is headed for the chopping
block. !3ascd on "sound reasoning," UTPA is out in favor of UTE, The
University of Texas at Edinburg. No
longer will we get lost, searching for the
location of our campus. Everyone will
know where we are located.
We won't be confused with airplanes or
priests any more, either. Our new name
will also prepare us for the challenges of
the 21st century: it will increase the
prestige of our unacknowledged university; we are making this decision on our
own; and above all we will no longer
offend anyone with our imperialistic name
as we enter the blessed new world of
"free trade."
You can't beat a good name to overcome the "taco tech" image. Personally,
I'm relieved. I was getting tired of people
asking me stupid questions like, "You're

I

flying to college on Pan American Airlines 7" and the constant, "Where the hell
is Pan Am; in Panama?" The worst of
Voice in the Wilderness
course is, "You're becoming a priest? But
Bruce Peterson
you've got a wife and kids. Have the - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - Jesuits given celibacy the boot?"
received as the objective, moral, cultural
I'm sure all ofus are fed up with having mediators of free trade.
to constantly explain these misunderut we will be more than mere
standings; I know I am. The Faculty
intercessors for our southern
Senate reasons that with our new name
friends, our new prestigious
we will no longer be so offensive to our
name will enable us to be acLatin American brothers, being rid of the cepted by the pale entrepreneurs from the
"Pax Americana" stigma. I can see that north, making them eager to hire us. I'm
this is of the utmost importance as the sure they would rather have graduates of
graduates of the new UTE are enlisted as "Harvard on the Rio Grande" (a name
cultural interpreters by the 40-year-old suggested by a student who wishes to
white guys who will be arriving from the remain anonymous), bu!!> I guess that
north to enrich the peasant labor force would be a little too pretentious. Neverfrom the south. They will need us and we theless, our future looks bright; we are in
certainly won't want to be identified in the best position possible to be accepted
Latin America with past U.S. imperialistic by all, enabling us to be instrumenta_l in
sins. It would jeopardize our ability to be bringing these two worlds together.

B

We will meet the challenge of progress
in the 21st century, creating an economic
and political union that, we are told, will
benefit us all. This new name, by the way,
isn't the result of outside forces, but
comes to us from within. It originated in
the Faculty Senate, who understands the
underlying causes of progress and the
needs of our changing world. They are
instructing and guiding us into a better,
egalitarian world. With UTE as our handle
we will fit in with the rest, be one of the
boys, finally a real member of the UT
system. After all, it's all in the name.
Other advantages that come to mind
are: with a name like the rest, we will be
able to limit admissions, thus improving
the quality of students at the university. A
betterqualitystudentmeansabetterquality school, right? Limiting admissions is
certainly an easier method of improving
the quality of the student body than
challenging and requiring more from the

ones we have. And wi th the arrival of
hundreds, maybe thousa nds, of pale executives, the students_not qualifi~d forth~
university can get )Obs building thelf
houses or mowing their lawns.
he only two disadvantages I can
think of are that we might offend a few Ute Indians. I mean,
Native Americans; I mean, the
People (Some days it's hard to keep up
with the politically correct). The other
disadvantage would be the cost.
I haven't heard what it will cost to
change our name, but I'm sure the Faculty :
Senate has "counted the cost" in their '
sound reasoning. It must be worth the :
money, time, and identity. I'm sure what- :
ever it costs even in the shadow of '
budget cuts, the advantages far out weigh ·
the price. If we can escape the "taco tech" :
image with a simple name change... "Why ·
ask why?... Drink Bud Dry."

T

Editorial

Students should take
chance to make final,
informed choice

irst, we had a rocky year of public service from the Student
Government Association. Then, we saw five (not one, not two,
but five) tickets vie for the 1992-93 executive branch of SGA
during general campus elections Ia.st week. Now, after the
largest voter turnout in recent years, 1,032 voters, our school is faced with
a run-off election, something almost unheard of in campus elections!
It's good to see such a large voter turnout, considering the circumstances and the trend of student voters across the nation. Other
universities have experienced low voter response in campus elections
and many thought this university was no different. In 1989, 209 students
voted. This jumped to 72 5 students in 1990. Again, this increased in 1991
to 871. This year, the vote total was 1,032 students, 8.2 percent of the
enrollment. Clearly, more and more students have been taking part and
voicing their opinions in elections.
, In this run-off election, The Pan American continues to support the
Martin Torres/Rene Estrada ticket for the SGA executive branch. Without
question, this is the ticket which should help get SGA moving again. In
addition, Torres and Estrada are the ones to provide the type of strong
leadership necessary for the executive branch.
However, for those unsure of which ticket to vote for (either Torres/
Estrada or Robert Mangel/Frank Cantu), perhaps going to the debate
today at the UC circle during activity period will help students decide
which ticket deserves the executive branch.
Two weeks ago, The Pan American waited until after the debate
between the five tickets to determine an endorsement. At that debate,
rorres distinguished himself above the rest.
The Pan American thinks Torres and Estrada will do so today as well
and we think they are the right ticket for the SGA executive branch for
1992-93.
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Barriers, not disabilities, cause handicaps
ay 1 has been designated as
Disabilities Week by the
University Program Board
and the REHAB Club.
Throughout the week, there will be
activities and speakers promoting the
awareness of issues facing people with
disabilities.
The REHAB (Reach, Educate, Help,
Advocate and Broadening [Minds]) Club
is a new organization at UTPA, officially
recognized Feb. 24, 1992. The main
purpose is to band together those students

M
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~~uf~:~~~hr~~~;~~;~~

and/or faculty

d staff of UTPA.

Many students have misconceptions
about people with disabilities and are not
aware of the challenges that they must
face throughout their life and school career.
Simply the misuse of language will instill
wrong images in one's mind and create a
barrier between the person with the
disability and the people they encounter
on a daily basis.

Guest Column
Yvonne Ybarra
For example, the words 'handicap' and
'disability' have two completely different
meanings, yet are constantly being used
as synonyms. A disability is that
impairment or illness which someone
possesses that has either been present at
birth or acquired later in life. A handicap
is the barrier in which someone encounters
that prevents them to continue their daily
living needs. Because a person has a
disability, it does not mean that he is
handicapped. A person using a wheelchair
for mobility is handicapped in a building
with entrances without ramps, or a visually
impaired person without braille literature.
A person with a disability is not
handicapped; only physical barriers and
society make them handicapped to access
the world around them.
The REHAB Club is excited that Dr.
Miguel Nevarez has recognized the club

as the official spokesperson for issues
related to disabilities on campus. The
Americans with Disabilities Act has
mandated that institutions such as UTPA
must comply on July 26 with a transition
plan. This plan shall, at minimum: 1)
identify physical obstacles, 2) describe in
detail the methods that will be used to
achieve accessibility, 3) specify the
schedule for taking the necessary steps
and 4) indicate the official (person)
responsible for implementation of the
plan. The university on the mandated
date shall provide an opportunity to
interested persons, including individuals
with disabilities or organizations, such as
REHAB, to view this plan.
s secretary to the REHAB Club
I challe?~e my fellow studen~
to parttc1pate in the activities
and become aware of our goals
and join us in some fun and education. By
submitting comments to any of us in the
club, we can provide the accommodations
that may be beneficial to you. We can all
work together to make our campus better
for each and everyone of us.

A

Letters to the Editor
Budget cuts
questioned

Letters Policy
The Pan Ameri~an encourage~ an,d we(comes l~t~ers _to the editor and guest columns. They mu st
be signed and include the wnter s maior, class1f1cat1on at UTPA and be typed. An address and
phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages,
double spaced and typed. Guest colui:1ns should be no more than three pages, double _spaced
and typed. Those that are too long will not_ run. Letter~ a~d guest _columns ca_n be ~dited for
style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writers meaning or opinion will not be
changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The
Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

My name is Maria de! Rosario Barrera
and I currently attend The University of
Texas- Pan American as a sophomore. I
would like to take time to voice my
confusion with anyone who in any way
shape or form involved with the current
issue of the seven percent cut this year
and the 10 percent cut for next year.
When our elected officials are running
for office they speak so much about
education. One of their favorite lines is
that our children are the future of tomorrow and that we need higher standards of
education. How then are we suppose to
educate our children and ourselves when
the government turns to the education
system when they need money.
Students, I encourage each and eve ry
f
.
ff .
one O you to write to our elected O 1oals
and let yourselves be heard and take the
time to vote. The government cuts mon. f
h
.
..
b
h
ies rom t e umvers'.ties ecause t ey
know from past expenence that we don't

make noise. Well, it is about time to
change that. That is one reason they don't
touch the funds for the senior citizens
because they go out and vote.
Unless you are willing to sit in a classroom with 74 others and receive less
attention from your professor than you
already are then you must not care about
the quality of the education you are receiving. If we are here it is for a sole
reason to improve ourselves and begin
now to make this the better future that our
elected officials talk so much about.

Marla del Rosario Barrera
Mathematics sophomore

Free trade issue
causes sleepless nights
There is an issue that really has me
worrie d - free trade with Mexico. I have
spent many nights pondering over this
subject. My conclusion is that free trade
with Mexico will hurt the United States
economy and boost Mexico's.
Did you know that General Motors has
closed 14 plants in the United States? Did
you also know that GM will be closing its

plant in Monterrey? Yet, instead of reopening an existing U.S. plant, GM will
relocate and build a new assembly plant
in Mexico. GM currently pays Mexican
assembly line workers minimum wage.
In Mexico, $4.25 is excellent pay. How
can a $15-$20 per hour U.S. assembly line
worker compete with a $4.25 per hour
Mexican worker.
I feel big business will benefit from the
free trade agreement. They will be able to
open plants in Mexico and pay cheap
labor. They will also be able to import
these goods into the United States in
u~believable quantities. These companies are already in Mexico: TRW-seatbelts,
Zenith• Fruit of the Loom. Indirectly, this
agreement will boost Mexico's economy
creating purchasing power. Their
citizens may spend their money in the
Un!ted States, or they may not. The
United St ate~ will be able to export prod~cts to Mexico, but will we have a trade
imbalance with Mexico? Are we willing to
expose Americans and their jobs to this
risk? ~s this another Japanese trade imbalance m the making.

b:.

See Letters p. 2
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Disability Week wraps up April Awareness Month
- - - - - - - - - - - - - For the event, students are invited
Jaime D. Garza
to experience the challenge of atStaff
tempting an obstacle course in a
Disability Week concludes April wheelchair.
Awareness next week as a number
ADAPT speakers Frank Lozano
of events are planned to promote of Dallas and Danny Saenz of Austhe need for facilities for the dis- tin will be discussing benefits to the
abled.
disabled offered by the American
Disability Week is planned to Disabilities Act. The film "Crazy
take a stand on getting things People" will be shown on the UC
changed for the handicapped, Sandy third floor at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Rodriguez, director of student activities, said.
From 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
On Monday, an obstacle course Wednesday, a fashion show and
and bake sale will take place at the live band are scheduled for the
Science Quad from 10 a.m. to 1 p .m. Science Quad.

CLASSIFIEDS
Earn $500 • $1000 A Week! Work
at home. Perfect for college students.
Send 42 and address to: Home
Projects, P.O. Box 572282, Houston,
Tx 77257-2282.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. Seized:

89 Mercedes ............ $200
86 vw....................... $50
87 Mercedes ............ $100
65 Mustang............... $50
Choose from thousands starting $25.
Free 24 hour recording reveals de- Park Rangers: Game wardens, seta ii s 801-379 -2929 copyright curity, maintenance, etc. No experi#TX19KJC.
ence necessary. For info call (219)
736-7030 Ext. 5787, 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Need help with research papers? Seven days.
Essays? English Lit? Qualified tutor
$40,000/yr! Read books and TV
B.S.,M.A. 630-3492.
scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't
Fundraiser looking for a top frater- like" form. Easy! Fun, relaxing at
nity student organization that would home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
like to earn $500 - $1500 for a one paycheck. Free 24 hour recording
week on-campus marketing project. 801-379-2925 copyright #TX19KEB.
Must be organized and hard work- Typing Service: Research papers,
ing. call (800) 592-2121 Melanie reports, etc. Grammar correction.
extension 123.
Proofreading & editing. Over 10
Help Wanted: Clean our wagons,

years experience. call 585-2838.

sedans, convertibles, compacts and
luxury cars. National Car Rental
System Inc., prides itself on renting
only the cleanest, best maintained
vehicles. Thats where you come in - join us as a service agent. Evening
and weekend hour schedules, perfect for students or others who are
interested in these hours Lo earn
extra $$$. If you can perform light
maintenance, clean cars inside and
out and work evenings, weekends
and holidays, we want Lo hear from
you. A good driving record is a must.
We offercompetitivepay:anda.com-.
plete benefits package Apply in
person at National car Rental, Miller
International Airport, McAllen or
Valley International in Harlingen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Writing Services: Essays, research
composition, mechanics, grammar.
Call after 6 p.m. 380-1563. Rush jobs.

Cruise lines now
hiring. Earn $2,000 + per month
working on cruise ships. Holiday,
summer and full-time employment
available. For e mployment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. C511.
CRUISE JOBS:

Hispanics! Hispanics! Hispanics!
Scholarships, grants, fellowships! For
college, graduate and professional
school. Directory describes over 200
awards. All majors. Need and merit
based awards. Rush name, address
and $8 check or money order to:
Hispanic Education Publications, P.O.
Box 290483 (UfP), San Antonio,
Texas 78280-1883. Order today!
Sexy, exciting, fun, male dancer avail-

able for female parties. Call 6309090. Free demonstrations available
this month only.
DRUG LORD TRUCKS! $100
86 BRONCO............. $50
91 BLAZER..............$150
77 JEEP CJ................ $50
Seized Vans, 4x4's, Boats. Choose
from thousands starting $25. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details.
801-379-2930 Copyright# TX19KKC.

Chicago Needs

Within the fashion show, "Sport
on Wheels," members of REHAB
(Reach, Educate, Help, Advocate,
Broadening minds) will model fashions provided by local merchants
while modeling in wheelchairs.
Texas Tea will provide music.
Specially modified vehicles to suit
the needs of disabled persons will
be on display at noon next Thursday in the Science Quad.
The film "Awakenings" will also
be shown on the UC third floor at
9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Sexual Assault Week two weeks
ago turned out well, Rodriguez said.

Several students showed up to
the events planned that week with
the largest number of students, approximately 65, attending Rape 101
with Patty Navarro from Mujeres
Unidas. Navarro provided an edu- ·
cational session on sexual assault
and its prevention.
Several people attended the
M•Ns•H Health Fair 1992 last Monday, kicking off Fitness Week. (See
related story. pg. 4).
A number of recreational activities were held Tuesday through
Thursday with a special game of
Twister Wednesday.

Phone registration continues
Jaime D. Garza
Sta.ff
ASSIST registration will continue
for summer I through tomorrow;
summer II, June 12; and fall, July 3.
Registration continues today with
freshmen whose last names begin
with "B" and conclude tomorrow
with those whose last names end
with "A."
Lines will be open Monday
through' Thursday from 8 a.m. to
6:30 p.m. and Friday, 8 a.m. to 5
p .m.
The phone system may be disconnected for a short time while
billing statements are printed and
mailed to students, Joni Thomas,
assistant registrar, said.
Students can register anytime after their assigned day. Students
who are currently enrolled or have
applied before Feb. 3 may call in to
register.
Students who are currently enrolled but not yet registered may go
by the Counseling Center (if they
we re freshmen by ss I 1991 or later)
to be advised and issued their PIN.
All other currently enrolled students
may be issued their PIN (with a
picture ID) at the Office of Admissions and Records in SS 108. The
PIN is necessary in order to register.
Students ineligible to register for
either of the sessions may do so at

Letters

arena registration in the fieldhouse
on their assigned dates: summer I,
May 29; summer II, July 7; and fall
August 25-27.
"There is a $5 late registration fee
for students who were eligible to
early register by phone and did not
or did not pay for their classes by
the deadline,• Thomas said.
Payment for fall classes will be
due before July 31, ss I before May
13, and ss II before June 26.
An addendum with additional
courses and changes was printed in
the The Pan American, April 9.
Students wishing to know the
changes may contact the OAR or
stop by Student Publications in ESRH
100 to view a listing of the addendum.
Students unable to register because of a hold should follow instructions given by ASSIST or contact the appropriate office(s).
As of Wednesday, 5,562 students
had enrolled for summer I; 3,956 for
summer II; and 7,067 for the fall.
Last summer 5,533 and 4,202 students showed for ss I and ss II
respectively. An increase of nearly
30 students has occured for ss I. Fall
numbers are expected to increase
as the semester nears.
Thomas said ASSIST works well.
"As far as the staff," she said, "we
(OAR) have been able to handle
efficiently students' problems and
questions."

cont.tromp. 2 - - - - - - - - - - -

. Presently, a person driving into Mexico pays $1 on the American side,
while a person driving into the Unite d States ori the same bri~ge
(Reynosa-Hidalgo) pays $2.05 on the Mexican side. A person walking
into Mexico pays 10¢ on the American side while the person walking
into the United Stales pays 50¢ on the Mexican side. An agreement with
Mexico on a toll fee has never been reached. What makes us believe
that a favorable trade balance with Mexico will be reached?
In my opinion, this agreement should be stopped. Each time someone
buys a foreign made product, an American loses his or her job. If this
agreement becomes reality, things can only get worse.
Davtd C Saenz

Bulletin Board
April

23

ROTC Battalion Awards/Retiring of Colors Ceremony at

2:35 p.m. at Cox Tennis Stadium.

•
Attention all communications, art, or marketing majors, the
Valley Advertising F~deration is offering scholarships for anyone
interested. Applications may be picked up at the Financial Aid Office.
The deadline is May 15.

24

Bronc Baseball team v. Southwestern Louisiana 4 p.m. A
doubleheader at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
•
The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board will
provide interview and photo opportunities with engineering students
at 3 p.m. at Physical Science building.

25 Bronc Baseball team v. Southwestern Louisiana 1 p .m. at
Jody Ramsey Stadium.
27

Student exhibition W. Dean McNallen and Robin Bullard,
through May 1 in the Fine Arts Complex Gallery.
•
Pan Am nights for "The Wind in the Willows" at 8 p .m.
A student and guest enter free with a validated ID card. For more
information call 381-3581.

28 Pan Am nights for "The Wind in the Willows" at 8 p.m.
two free with one ID.
•
Annual Student Art Exhlbition opens at the CAS Gallery
through June 26.

•

Meeting to create a Chicano Studies and Research Center,

in LA 101 at 1 p.m.

29 "The Wind in the Willows " will be presented 8 p.m. at the
University Theatre for the public. Tickets are available at the box
office. Students may enter free with guest.

30

"The Wind in the Willows • will be presented 8 p.m. at the
University Theater. Open for the general public, students may enter
with only one ID.

May

I
"The Wind in the Willows • will be presented to the general
public 8 p.m. at the University Theater. Tickets are available at the box
office. Students allowed only with one ID as space permits.
2
"The Wind in the Willows " will be presented 8 p .m. at the
University Theater.

3

"The Wind in the Willows.• will be presented 2 p .m. at the
University Theater.
'

I

5
American Advertising Federation (advertising, marketing,
and art majors) will meet at noon in BA 121. For more information
call Sylvia Galvan at 787-4930.
6
Students Against Alcohol and Drug Abuse (SAADA)
meets every Wednesday at 3 p.m. at UC 306. The organization is open
to all students.

Deadline for submission is 3 p.m.
Tuesday at'Emilia Hall 100.

Finance junior

TEACHERS
In Bilingual and Special Education
Recruitment and Certification
Chicago Public Schools
1819 West Pershing Road
Chicago, Illinois, 60609
(312)535-8260

BUSY CORNER

X-citing Saturday

DELI

$1 BAR DRINKS,WINE & SCHNAPPS TIL 10
21+ NO COVER TIL 10:15
18+ WELCOME MRY NITE

SANDWICHES
CUSTOMER'S CHOICE
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Choose from fresh roast beef, ham or turkey o n white,
wheatorrye bread with American ~eddaror S~iss cheese,lettuce,
tomato and mayonnaise. Includes pickle and mmt. $3.00

SUBMARINE

I

·

A d elicious combination of roast beef, turkey, ha m, cotto sa am1,
"special dressing", tomato, lettuce, onion, American and Swiss
cheese. Includes chips, pepperocini and pickle. $3.SO

BARRISTER

·

.

.

Sauteed ham, turkey, cot to salami and roast beef on.a kaiser or om~n
roll with m elted Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, oruon, mayonnaise
and mustard. Includes chips, pepperocin i a nd pickle. $3.50

Thursday, April 30

-M.C. LUSCIOUS
THE BOOM TOUR
#1 DANCE HIT

BOOMI
I Got Your Boyfriend
ALL AGES WELCOME
SPECIAL NON-ALCOHOLIC SECTION

.th8,~;'9=[ .
~
lnis combo wil hove you saying Uh-Huh"! You get~ Footlo_ng Turkey ~
~• Sub with lixins of your choice. chips 32oz. Diet or other
and a

Pel).Sl

soft drink in on Uh-Huh" Collector cu,P., All for aspecial price al
participating Subway stores. Uh-Hun !

•
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.,.,...,.,.........,.,¥,t.lntClfflDaw'1_,,,,k
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~
102 S. 2nd St. (across from Pan Am)
Edinburg, TX 78539 • 380-2625

618 N.10th
McAllen, TX 78501 • 6304376

CHICKEN SANDWICH
Boneless chicken breast sandwich with melted Swiss cheese, tomato, lettuce, onion . Includes chips a nd pickle. $3.50

SALADS
CHEF
"h
h
Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, ~urkey WI~ two.c eeses.
Choice of Frencn, Ranch, 1000 Island, Italian an d Lite Italian, plus
crackers. $3.50

TOSSED
F""h ganien salad with crackera.

$1.50

I

DRINKS
(Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite) .55
MEETINGS CATERED • DELI TRAYS • PRICES VARY

Take Out or We Deliver
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9:30 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
208 E. Cano (the old J.C. Penny building)
TAXES INCLUDED IN OUR PRICES

PHONE: 380-1474
For Fast Delivery,
call Early
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Bo Garza,Health Fair
attra·ct 700 students

H

elicopters may not have dropped off the wounded,
but that didn't stop the first M0 NS0 H Health Fair
April 13, from treating more than 700 students.
"Usually people don't have time to get a
checkup," junior Jorge Gonzales said. "The Health Fair
provided (students) with an opportunity to do it."
The fair offered a variety of information on subjects ranging
from AIDS prevention to diabetes.
Some booths had unusual ways of presenting their
information.
The Valley Right to Life booth played a video of a live birth
and displayed models of fetuses in various stages of
development and pictures of aborted fetuses.
Planned Parenthood displayed condoms of various brands,
including the European King Kondom. Also, samples of all
types of contraceptive devices were displayed.
The UTPA Nutrition Program used vials of fat to illustrate the
fat content of some foods.
Pamphlets on breast cancer and breast self-examination
information were offered by the HCA Health Pavillion.
Participants could also examine a model of a breast with
different types of lumps at this booth.
The Valley AIDS Council booth was one student's favorite.
"It gave me a lot of information on how to avoid AIDS," Jon
Dean Saccar, a junior kinesiology major from Houston, said.
"That's a real big issue in today's world." Saccar also was
tested for sugar and cholesterol.
The free cholesterol testing provided by McAllen Medical
Center was popular with most students.
"Ot) saved me 40 bucks," Edgar Amiel, a junior kinesiology
major from Edinburg, said. "The Health Fair opened my eyes.
I could take better care of myself."
Bo Garza and Youngblood helped attract more people to
the fair.
"The band was excellent," James Perez, a sophomore
accounting major from Carrizo Springs, said. "I had seen them
play before ... got a lot of pamphlets with HIV and AIDS
information."
Alicia Ramon, health fair coordinator, said the event was a
"complete success," and two fairs are planned for next year.
"I've got some real neat ideas" she said.

Information booths and musical entertainment brought more than 700 students to the M*A*S*H '92 Health Fair last week. To the left, Bo Garza leads
Youngblood with popular country/western songs. In the top photo, an
unidentified woman checks out the many different types of condoms available
to the public and looks over the pamplets concerning AIDS. Above, Martha
Leos of Planned Parenthood explains to an interested student how to use
different types of contraceptives.

Text by Arminda Munoz and
photos by Laura K. Kertesz

'

Congratulations
Class of 1992!
Official

University of Texas
Pan Am.erican
CAPS
GOWNS
CLASS RINGS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Available at your

University Bookstore
We also have UT-Pan American memorabilia.
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
01 TBBIR WAY TO TBI TOP
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or
sophomore, you can still catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid sixweek summer course in leadership training.
By the time you have graduated from college, you '11
have the credentials of an Army officer. You '11 also have
the self-confidence and discipline it takes to succeed in
college and beyond.

Better hurry, the deadline is April 30!

University Bookstore Hours
Main Store:
7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. • Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. • Friday

381-2251

ARMY ROTC

TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact the Military Science Department at Southwick Hall
or call Major LaFevers at (512) 381-3600.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Art exhibit and competition show-off students' creativity
Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Two art shows arc showcasing
campus talent, featuring the works
of students in the FA Gallery and a
competition art exhibit in the CAS
Gallery.
Open since Tuesday, the "Creative Images" exhibit highlights over
four years of commercial artwork
by Ida Lynn Valdez and Cris
Longoria, both graduating seniors.
The 70-piece exhibit presents a
variety of their artwork ranging from
acrylics to silkscreens to photography.
The 22-year-old Valdez, a Del Rio
native, originally chose a career in
medicine, but art "just came out" of
her.

"I used to doodle a lot in high
school," Valdez commented. "I
guess I never seriously considered
art as a career until my senior year
in high school and since then I've
gotten comfortable with it, especially commercial art."
The art show also features 24year-old Longoria, an eager and
energetic McAllen nalive who discovered commercial art at a relatively young age.
"I used to sell drawings to my
friends when 1 was 11," Longoria
laughed. "I've always known I
wanted to get into advertising and
that proves it."
Already a freelance commercial
artist, Longoria hopes to build his
own advertising art business in
McAllen and has dreams of spread-

ing out to international markets.
Meanwhile, in the CAS Gallery,
the Student Art Show is in the
judging stage and the grand opening and announcement of winners
will be during activity period Tuesday.
Over $1,000 in prizes and gifts
will be awarded to the winners.
The university will also give studentsAwards of Excellence for their
work.
The SAS is a competition exclusively for Art students according to
Dr. Edward E. Nichols, art professor.
Most students do submit their
work into the competition on their
own, but professors have several
students who they feel need to be
pushed.

'Wind in the ·Willows' musical to hit
University Theatre stage IV(onday
Rat, Toad, Mole, Weasel and a
slew of rabbits are rehearsing nightly,
gearing up for the opening of the
next play at the University Theatre,
the delightful-for-all-ages musical,
"Wind in the Willows."
The play runs at 8 p.m. April 29May 1, at the University Theatre. A
Sunday matinee will be shown at 2
p.m. Tickets for all performances
are $10. "Wind in the Willows" is
sponsored by Whataburger, and
funded in part by a grant from the
Texas Commission on the Arts.
"Fantasy, fun and frolic are three
concepts that I want to include in

this production," director Doug
Cummins said. "Our forest animals
are whimsical, and certainly mischievous. We hope to have a full
audience of children and adults
who will toe-tap and hum along
with the infectious melodies."
The plot involves Rat, Mole and
Toad who decide to venture outside their comfortable Riverbank
home to the more ominous Wild
Wood, and eventually must cope
with the sinister Wide World. Song
and dance accompany the adventurers every step of the journey.
"Wind in the Willows" will also be

presented to school children during
special daytime performances.
Teachers and principals should call
the University Theatre Box Office
for more information.
Pan American Nights are Monday
and Tuesday where two people can
enter free of admission with one
validated ID while only one person
can get in with an ID Wednesday.
ID holders can enter free the rest of
the performances, space permitting. All students, faculty and staff
are encouraged to come.
For ticket and reservation information, call 381-3581.

Anthropologist to speak at LRC tonight

Dr. Glen H. Doran, an anthropologist from Florida State University, will talk about the excavations
of a well-preserved 7,000 year old
American Indian burial site at 7:30
p.m. tonight, at the LRC Media Theater.
Doran, an associate professor of
anthropology, is a noted authority

on early Indian cultures of eastern
North America.
The lecture will be supplemented
with a series of slides titled, "The
Marvels of Wet Site Archeology:
Exceptional Preservation at a 7,000
year old cemetery in Florida."
"The cemetery site is remarkable
for its age and its excellent preser-

vation," Doran said.
The lecture is open to the public
and is free of charge. It is being
sponsored by the Anthropology
Club, the Center for Latin American
Studies and the International
Women's Board of UTPA.
Students, staff and faculty are
encouraged to attend.

Disabilit Week
I

E

N

MONDAY, APRIL 27
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
BAKE SALE&
OBSTACLE COURSE
All students, faculty and staff are invited to attempt an obstacle
course in a wheelchair. This will be your chance to experience the
challenge of being disabled.

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
NOON -1 p.m.
ADAPT SPEAKERS
Frank Lozano of Dallas and Danny Saenz of Austin will be
discussing the benefits to the disabled provided by the American
Disabilities Act and the importance of complying with the law.
FILM

"Crazy People" will be shown on the UC 3rd floor at 9:30 a.m.
and 1 p.m.

FASHION SHOW "SPORT ON WHEELS"
Members of REHAB will sport fashions provided by local
merchants while modeling in wheelchairs.
TEXAS TEA
.
.
.
.
.
A classic rock band will provide music at the s_c1ence circle for
your listening pleasure.

Sponsored by:

R.E.H.A.B.
(Reach • Educate •
Help • Advocate •
Broadening minds)

be happy."
Three different categories will be
judged: jewelry, ceramics and twodimensional works (paintings and
drawings).
The three judges will be Kristi
Ohlinger, a professional jeweler;
Pauline Grawlick, a McAJlen art
teacher and Plaz, a professional
fashion designer from Harlingen.
The judges will select the best

work from the submissions and
choose the prize-winning works
from that pool tomorrow and Saturday.
The SAS exhibit will be shown
through June 26. For CAS gallery
hours, call 381-3480.
"Creative Images" will be shown
until Saturday. For FA gallery hours
call the art department at 381-3480
during regular work hours.

Environmentally safe 'FernGully'
pleases more than the eye
have been spent on quality animation and plot
twists.
Arts & Entertainment Editor
No, you can't have a complicated plot-the
Twentieth Century Fox has come up with a suc- children are liable to find something on the theater
cessful full-length animated musical fantasy to rival floor more interesting--but why tease the adult
anything Disney can dish out this year: "FernGully: audience with a perfectly good topic and not work
The Last Rainforest."
on it?
"FernGully" has all the elements of a great kiddie
Overall, the "save the rainforest" message comes
show, but with a twist. It's the "Green" movie of the across strong.
season with a poignant environmental message,
The film opens up with the young fairy girl/
something "Beauty and the Beast" didn't quite offer. sorceress apprentice, Crysta, barely paying attenBased on the fairy tales of Diana Young, produced tion to her teacher, Magi Lune. Crysta meets up with
in Australia and America by FAI Films and Youngheart Pips, the resident fairy hunk, and they venture up
Productions, "FernGully" gives a powerful, although above the forest canopy where Crysta captures a
farfetched, example of the ecological threat the glimpse of Hexxus, the epitome of pollution and
world's rainforests face.
waste.
The film focuses on deforestation more than anyThe rest of the film builds up to the impending
thing else, but it occasionally touches on air pollu- doom Hexxus poses to the fairy community of
FernGully.
tion, water pol1u ti on and
With Wilnoise polluliams stealing
tion-and all
the limelight,
within
the
the cast of
simple paramvoice talents
have a hard
eters that even
time being
a five-year-old
can undernoticed.
The beautistand.
fully drawn
"Fern Gully"
and painted
liberally
Crysta gets
flaunts vivid
color and inblessed with
the perfect
novative film
voice
of
sequences that
would make a
Samantha
live action cin("This Is My
ematographer
life") Mathis.
turn avocado
The dragree n with
matically choenvy.
re o graphed
.
© 1992 FAI Film Pty. Ltd. Hexxus wins
The first 20
minutes capti- Pips comforts the young fairy, Crysta, in "FernGully," an entertain- the "Fantasia"
vate not only ing and environmentally safe animated film from FAI Productions. demon lookthe eye, but
alike contest,
the funnybone as well. F.specially with Robin ("The but the true magic behind the character is Tim ("The
Fisher King") Williams' entrance as the frazzled Batty Rocky Horror Picture Show") Curry's mephistolistic
Koda.
voice.
His personas change from John Wayne to Bette
With film credits including "Legend," Curry's
Davis like a remote control madman surfing through voice was the perfect choice for the kid-scaring
150 channels of satellite TV. Williams' unpredictable villain. Other voice talents come from Christian
voice changes and Batty's erratic flying throughout ("Kuffs") Slater, Cheech ("Born In East L.A.") Marin
the film makes the whole movie worthwhile and and Tommy ("Far Out Man") Chong .
tolerable.
Proceeds from "FernGully" will go to The Sierra
What could make this magical film intolerable?
Club, The Rainforest Foundation, Green Peace and
It seems the film can't get through five minutes of a special fund that will be administered by The
serious dialogue until it's interrupted by a song here Smithsonian Institution to benefit environmental
and there. The tunes are charming and modern, a projects world-wide.
The inspired "FernGully" animated is well worth
Tone-Loe rap and an Elton John track, but only so
many songs can get squashed into a 90-minute film a peek. Dedicated to "our children a-nd their
and still have an interesting plot worthy of attention. children's children," "FernGully" should be shared
"FernGully" offers 12 songs. Twelve tolerable with any child whether it's the one within or the one
songs, but at the sacrifice of film time which could holding your hand.

Omar I. Rodriguez

GIVE YOUR DARK EYES
A SECOND LOOK
FOR JUST

$99Per Pair

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29
11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 30

"In a way it's good that we (students) have to enter work because
all two- dimensional work must be
malted," said Maria Villarreal, a junior who submitted some penciled
portraits. "I didn't know how to
mat, so I had to learn how."
"I really don't think I'll win the
competition, " Villarreal admitted,
"but if my portraits are selected for
pu~lic view by the judges, then I'll

NOON -1 p.m.
VEHICLE DISPLAY
Vehicles which
have been specially
modified to suit the needs
of a disabled person will
be on display.

9:30 a.m. & 1 p.m.
FILM
"Awakenings" will be
shown on the UC 3rd
floor.

With beautiful DuraSoft® 2
Colors contact lenses, you can
change even the darkest eyes
to beautiful new shades of
blue,~- .QIQY or hazel priced now at just S99 a pair.
Or get two pairs of DuraSoft 2
Colors for Light Eyes for $99.
So call now for an appointment and save on DuraSoft
Colors. With prices this low,
you may decide to purchase
several! But hurry- this offer
definitely ends May 16, 1992.

Edinburg
Vision Center
Dr. Gary L. Ahlman
& Associates
1715 W. University • Edinburg
381-0904
2301 S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg
383-5581
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SPORTS

Technicality_proves costly

Cards deal Broncs a pair of key SBC losses
David Hinojosa
Sports Editor

Things turned sour for the baseball team Saturday
when it was forced to forfeit a game it was leading 2211 in the first game of a doubleheader against "Lamar
at Jody Ramsey Stadium.
Designated hitter Jimmy Eby reached on an error by
the Cardinal third baseman Kevin Millar to open the
seventh. Reserve infielder Brian Milam was inserted as
a pinch runner for Eby. Two batters later, while
Michael Edwards was at the plate, Lamar Coach Jim
Gilligan approached home plate umpire Bert Lozano
with UTPA's roster.
In Sun Belt Conference games, teams are allowed a
25-man roster. Milam was not on the roster. Gilligan
pointed this out, and Lozano declared the Cards victors
9-0, the official score for a forfeit.
"It was real disappointing, especially when you're
beating a team by 11 runs," senior first baseman Mike
Eiffert said. "It's just real hard to take."
Head Coach Al Ogletree, who called for the Milam
substitution, said it was a "stupid mistake," and took
the blame for the loss. He said he was trying to let some
little-used Broncs get some playing time.
Despite the 9-0 score, all individual statistics remain
unscathed. For the Broncs, that's a good thing because
Frank Akers cracked his first collegiate home run.
Eiffert and Eby also knocked in round-trippers.
Travis Stolle and Clint Morrison each hit 3-for-5,
.Chris Rios was 4-for-5, Akers went 4-for-6 and Eby hit
3-for-4.
The Broncs crashed a total of 23 hits off of eight

Lamar pitchers. The longest stint for a Cardinal pitcher He allowed five runs on six hits.
in the third, allowed five runs on seven hits through
was by Dennis Everson, who lasted for 2 2/3 innings.
Tim Jones, who came in relief ofstarter Bart Bickerton seven innings.
No pitcher is given a decision in a forfeit.
The forfeit was a prelude to an 8-1 Bronc loss in the
nightcap. Lamar's John Weglarz (8-3) mowed through
the Broncs lineup by yielding just one run on four hits
in a complete-game performance.
"Most of the guys thought (the forfeit) took the wind
out of our sails," Eiffert said. "We had to take both
games to have any kind of chance (in the conference
race)."
The Cardinals scored their eight runs on six hits.
Anthony Iapoce went 2-for-4. Millar hit his 10th homer,
a three-run shot, co ice the game away in the seventh.
The two losses sent the Broncs reeling into fifth
place in the West Division of the Sun Belt with a 5-9
league record. UTPA has lost eight straight conference
match.ups. With only six games left, the Broncs will be
hard-pressed to qualify for the conference tournament, which takes the top three teams from each
division.
"Going into the series we knew we had to win those
two games to stay in it (the conference race)," Eiffert
said. "We're not out of it, but those losses make it more
difficult."
.
Louisiana Teel). is in first place with an 11-3 record.
Southwestern
Louisiana is second at 10-5, Lamar is 7-~· .•. '
6, New Orleans is 7-8, UTPA is 5-9 and Arkansas State
brings up the rear at a distant 3-12.
The Broncs play their final home dates this weekend
.
The Pan American when they host Southwestern Louisiana. The teams are
Teammates congratulate Jimmy Eby after he cracked his eighth home run of the year in Saturday's sched~led for a 4 p.m. doubleheader Friday and a 1
Jd R
S •
. . .
p.m. smgle game Saturday.
.
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f1rst game against amar at o y amsey tad1um. The Jub1lat1on was short-lived after the Broncs had
to forfeit the game due to a technicality.

Lady Bronc trackster qualifies for NCAA Outdoor Meet in women's discus
"I felt like I could have done better,• Johnson said. "It was good
In the university/ open women's triple jump Tanya Lintz took first with
competition but I don't think it was a good day for throwing at my level a 39-11 1/ 2. Bailey was sixth with 37-8 3/4.
Staff
at the university open. It was kind of of cloudy and it seemed like it
In the men's javelin Damien Moreno was twelfth with 178-3.
wanted to rain."
Two weeks ago at the San Angelo State Relays the entire team put out
Delilah Johnson could be the first Olympic track athlete UTPA has ever
Johnson will take this week off while the rest of the team travels to record breaking performances.
had after qualifying for the NCAA outdoor track meet, scheduled in June
Johnson was unbeatable in all the throws taking first in the javelin, shot
at Austin, with a personal best throw of 174-0 in the women's discus
put and discus.
I felt like I could have done better. It was good competi- In the men's 400 hurdles, J.B. Pruitt went over the hurdles at 54.14
Saturday at the Mt. SAC (San Antonio College) Relays in Walnut, Calif.
Johnson placed first with that toss and is only a 1 1/2 feet from the tion, butl don 'tthink it was agood day forth rowing. It was seconds, his fastest time ever and, placed second.
automatic qualifying mark for the Olympic trials, scheduled later on this
"He was running really well through the race," Hutson said. "He could
kind of cloudy, and it seemed like it wanted to rain.
·
year in New Orleans.
have easily broke into the 51-second range.•
"My best throw was the second throw in the fourth flight of the
Delilah Johnson
Bailey broke two school records taking the 100 at 12.27 and the 200 at
preliminaries," Johnson said. "It was 174 feet even. I went to the finals
25.3 seconds. Also, she was second in the long jump with a leap of 19,.[1
and threw 171 and then I scratched and then I threw 160."
1 and sixth in the triple jumpv,;ithaleap of37-6. Wesley was the top leaper
In the university/open division, Johnson easily surpassed her closest Monterrey.
See Track p. 7
competitor by almost 20 feet. Though winning was good Johnson said if
In the men's 10,000 meter run, Rene Guillen placed ninth with time of
the competition would have been tougher she might have had an 30 minutes 2.5 seconds. Julius Randitch of Lubbock Christian took first
Olympic qualifying throw. In the women's shot put, Johnson placed third at 29:12.
The last time he ran the 10,000, Guillen was unable to finish because
with a hurl of 46-7 1/4. Two weeks ago she threw 48-10 to qualify
provisionally for outdoor nationals.
of a side cramp and though he was pleased with his performance at Mt.
Assistant Track Coach Keith Hutson was happy with Johnson's perfor- SAC he said there is more to work on.
mance.
"There was nothing different than when I ran my best time," Guillen
(As of Aprit 20)
"I thought that the highlight was Delilah," he said. "She wasn't in the said. "Basically when I run my best I train like for speed. I do a lot of
invitational but she won the open. I think that she could have. placed in sprints. Right now I haven't worked on that. So far right now I'm pretty
the top eight if she had been in the invitational. The automatic qualifying efficient, but not strong."
standard for the Olympic tryouts in the discus is 174-6 she threw 174-0."
In the invitational women's triple jump, former Lady Bronc Monica
The meet had several divisions, including the university/open and the Wesley, jumping unattached, placed eighth with a jump of 40-1/ 2.
invitational. The university/open was for the competing schools and the American record holder Sheila Hudson took first with 43-10 3/4.
invitational was reserved for athletes (mostly of the world-class variety),
In the women's long jump, Tonya Bailey leaped 17-8 3/4 for seventh
not affiliated with any schools.
place.
Despite throwing her personal best in the discus, Johnson wasn't
In the men's shot put Brian Ginder placed eighth with a throw of 439. Jeff Dune placed first with 54-0.
completely satisfied with her performance.

David Hunter

Sun Belt Conference

Western Division Standings

1
iJ

Johnson earns S-un .Belt
Track Performer of the Week
Delilah Johnson, a junior from
Mt. Pleasant, was named as the Sun
Belt Conference's Women's Outdoor Track and Field Performer of
he Week last week.
The Lady Bronc trackster posted
three first-place finishes at the
Angelo State Relays, winning the
shot put (48-10 1/2), discus (168-2)
and the javelin.
Johnson leads the conference in
all three events, and has automati-

J"'fU'E'J{_'lJL 'Y CL'E.9l'l{_'E~

cally qualified for the NCAA outdoor championships in the discus.
She has provisionally qualified for
the nationals in the shot.

Sweet 'Temptatipns
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches {
. • Quiche
. • Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

.
•~1 1
\)

5500 N. McCoD • McADen, Tx. • 512-630·0307
Open: Mon. • Fri. 11 ·S • Sat. 11 ·5

Mary O{ivares
Owner/Operator

117A S. 13th St.

,___,.• f~r '.
I ••......_ _ _ --,_

Edinburg

383-2491
8:30 a.m. • 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m .. 12:30 p.m. (Sat)
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REGULAR H/C $6. . - •
STUDENTS H/C $4.
o.;en Mon.• Sat 8 :30 1.m. to 6:30 p.m.

,380-2239

1603 W. UNIVERSITY, SUITE F. EDINBURG

Sales Marketing Opportunity
with the nation's leader in college marketing and
media services

Excellent Financial Rewards
Learn management skills and marketing strategies
while implementing on-campus promotions. Flexible
h_ours. Great beginnings for a career in the business
world. Start with a position with American Passage
Media Corp. during the 1992-93 school year. Contact
your career placement office to sign up for an interview
to be held on April 29, 1992.

. .,. Meed...
Do .,od
Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/ AIDS Testing
STD Testing

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE !
Roommates Will Delight In The Savings!
Our one bedroom apartments are
spacious enough for two! (Of course we
also have two bedroom floorplans.)

• Walking Distance To UTPA
• Two Pools, Lush Landscaping
• On-Site Management
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
• On-Site Courtesy Officer

Problem Pregnancy Counseling

.,
•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services

Asl< Our Leasing Staff To Show You How
You Can Share The Space And The Savings.

Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)
McAllen · 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)
Mi ssion - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage )
Weslaco - 968-50 39 !111 E. 5th)
Administration • 686-0585 (101 7 Pecan)

EL BOSQUE
A P A RT M E N T S
1609 West Sc:hunior
(512) 383-6162
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Christine Diaz
Sta.ff
For the first time, the men's and women's tennis teams compete in the
Sun Belt Conference Championships at Little Rock, Ark., today through
Saturday and the coach sees the teams doing well.
"I think definitely we are in the top three teams in conference,• Coach
David Cross said about the men's team. "South Alabama is a slight favorite
followed by USL and then ourselves."
The women are seeded fourth out of eleven teams whereas there are
only eight teams in the men's division.
This is the first time in Division I history that a UTPA men's tennis team
has participated in a conference tournament. Before the Sun Belt
Conference merged with the American South Conference last year, UTPA
did not compete in a season-ending championship because the ASC did

Wall tromp. 1 - - - - - - - - - here is one, being hired as an assistant in 1982 and the other would be
being hired as head coach,• he said. "There are a lot more good memories
than bad ones."
~eanwhile, while he waits for his contract to expire, Wall said he was
trying to help in the transition between him and the new coach.
The search for a new coach is underway. According to Odstrcil, 24
people have been asked to submit resumes for the post. The university
is also advertising the position in NCAA News, the trade publication of
college athletics. Odstrcil said as many as 100 applicants are expected.
The application deadline is May 1.
Wall came to Pan Am from Fort ScouJunior College in 1982 to become
an assistant to Lon Kruger. When Kruger left to coach his alma mater at
Kansas State, Wall was promoted to head coach. Wall compiled a 76-95
record, including a 3-26 mark last season, in six years.
He shared American South Conference Coach of the Year honors with
Arkansas State's Tommy Joe Eagles in 1987-88. He repeated the feat in
1989-90, when his team went 21-9. That year the Broncs lost to New
Orleans 48-44 in the ASC Tournament final.

Head Tennis Coach David Cross

NCAA from p. 1 - - - - - - - for the Committee of Infractions in Kansas City," he said. "My story will
be told at the proper time. Not that there's that great a secret. I'm not going
to be like the other folks.•
The NCAA has requested that Wall, Nevarez, Odstrcil, Harter and
Faculty Representative Jerry Pulley confront the Committee of Infractions
when it meets next month in Kansas City, where it will consider UTPA's
reply.

Track continued from p. 6 - - - - - - in events with 20-1 and 42-7 1/2.
Anthelma Vasquez placed fifth in the women's 400 with a time of 57.09.
The women's 1600 relay placed fifth in 3:59.
In the me~•s javelin, Damien Moreno placed second with a throw of
192-6. '
Ginder placed fifth in both the discus and shot put with 134-02 and 4606, respectively.
In the men's 1500, Roger Gonzales placed second in 4:07.23 while in
the men's 800 Eddie Calderon placed first.
This week the team will travel to Monterrey for the die Monterrey Tech
Relays.

Reproductive
Services

· This Is One

•• .In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices In Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
: Adoption Services

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

EtPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

APRIL SPECIAL

...
ff"WiiiTi:·FLOUR·:

HPATOS

..
••L..--------

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

TWO BEEF & CHEESE PATOS,
SPANISH RICE,
RANCHERO BEANS AND
A 160Z. COKE.

ONLY $2.98!!!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMEADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN iPecan) ........••. • . · • • · · • • • , · • • • • , • • · • • • . ,
McALLEN Bue. 83) .. · · · · • · · • • • • • · · • • • • · • • • · • · • • • • • · · ·
McALLEN N. 10th) ... .. ............... ·· ........ . ... .
EDINBURG ..... · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
BROWNSVILLE .... ···•···························· · ·
MISSION . . .. . ... · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
WESLACO .. . ............•...... . ................. .
HARLINGEN .. . . · · • · • • · • • • • ' • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

not have a men's tennis division.
Head Coach David Cross said both teams have been looking good
throughout the season. In both divisions, South Alabama and Southwestern Louisiana are the favorites.
"We are a solid fourth in the women's division," Cross said. "I think
we have played enough good matches this year to knock out some
schools above us.•
This year, the conference championship is played as a team tournament
and not on an individual basis as done in the past . Each game is played
as dual matches and each team advances as they win. The men are
scheduled to play Jacksonville first while the women face Lamar in the
opening round.
"I am going to try to win my matches for the team," Michel Fabry said.
"I am going to play my best and see what happens." The men's team have
been waiting a long time for the opportunity to participate in_a conference
tournament.
"This has been more like an anticipation game,• Richard Mainella
said. "We don't want to wait any longer. We are ready.•
Ellen Nelissen believes that the women have a very good chance
beating Lamar.
"Everyone has a burning desire to play and win for the team," Nelissen
said.
This is the last tournament that the tennis programs will participate in.
Cross said the championships will helpdetermine what kind-0fseason
the teams have had this year.
"If we can finish in the top three for the men and top four for the
women," Cross said, "it will be a great year for the team."
The tennis teams played dual meets against Schreiner College last
Thursday at the Cox Tennis Stadium. The men's final score was 8-1 with
wins coming from Michel Fabry over Craig Smith, Richard Mainella
defeated Mark Schoon and Mike Morse beat Barrett Nelson.

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383 25
-07
541-0241
585 545
-4
969-1414
42 224
8-6
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Mail order prescrlptloo drug, en NO bargain

Mail Order Drugs May
Be Hazardous to Your Health!

,

Many consumers are being asked to make a
decision that can have serious consequences
to their heath. They are being asked, often
coerced, by their elll"°yer or Insurance plan
to purchase their prescription drugs through
the mall.

If• a decision that ~ould coat you
your health - even your llfe.
Today's presc11>Uon drugs are powerful
medicines - carefully chosen by your phys),
clan and carefully dispensed by your pharma·
clst. Personal contact with your pharmacist
ensures tha1 the potenl medicines you ere
taking do wha1 your doctor Intends.
Your nelgli>orhood phannaclst Is available
to make sure you understand how your drugs
should be used. He or she checks the doctor's
pr89Cf1)tlon for accuracy, dosage, and method
ol administration, and alens you to any potential side ettects or Interactions.
Most patients go to more than one physician
and are presat>ed medlcatlons by dllferenl
doctors. Ontf your nelghborhOod pharmacist,
who keeps a profile ol all the medications you
are taking, Is In a position to detennlne ff one
drug you are taking wlU Interact dangerously
with another prescribed by another doctor.
Your pharmacist also generaUy otters home
delivery and Is available to assist you In emer•
gencles - 24 hours a day.
With mall order, you sacrifice all these services, and you risk your health. You trade the
personal sorvloes of a drug expert, with five or
more years pharmaceutical training, loran800
number operated by customer service representatives.

Whenyoubuydrugsthroughthemall,you're
Just a number, along with countless others
pr~and9t1"Pedfrom hundreds of mues
away. The potential for error In these assembly line maD order operations Is enormous.
The United States Congress was concerned
enough to hold hearings on the matter. A
consumer from Virginia Beach Vllglnlatestlfled
at those hearings that she was the victim of a
potentlally deadly mall order drug mix-up. Her
local pharmacist conflnned the mistake alter
she noticed that her pills looked dlllerent.
A 70-year old woman wasn1 lucky. She
died, reportedly alter taking several months
thewrongprescrlptlondrugssentloherlhrough
the mall. Involuntary manslaughter charges
have been filed against the mall order firm that
senl her the medication.
Even to cost savings mall order flnns claim
to achieve are Dlusory. A recent yearlong national study showed mall order drug programs
to be five percent more expensive than neighborhood pharmacy services - and least cost
elfedlve among those for whom savings are
most lll1)0rtant, the elderly.
Your health Is much too lll1)0rtant to be
placed at such risk. Your Independent phar·
maclst offers you the personal, lace-to-lace
service you have a right to expect when It
comes to your pharmaceuUcal care. How can
maU orderdrugvendorspossl>lyprovlde qualtty health care to pallenls they never even

UTPA's Gigi Estacio strokes abackhand against Maria Jimenez last
Thursday in a dual meet against Schreiner College. Estacio won 16, 6-4, 6-3, and helped Pan Am coast to a 6-3 win.
Other wins for the Broncs included Laurent Jacquemin over Ryan
Hulquist. Steve Jarett beat Steve Mercer for the final win for the Broncs.
The one loss came from a default from Alain Fabry. All three doubles
teams went home with victories.
The women beat Schreinerwith a score of6-3. Helping theLady Brdncs
with a victory was Ellen Nelissen over Jennifer Winter, Gigi Estacio beat
Marin Jimenez and Michelle Hardiman defeated Manda Lopez. Kim
Butler's win over Kathyrn Norton and Rachel Rodriguez's victory against
Mayda Garza gave the Lady Broncs a win before the conference
championships.
The only win in the doubles came from Hardiman and Butler over
Jimenez and M. Lopez.

Students and prospective students
who plan to use an emergency
tuition loan to pay for their first
summer session classes must apply
between April 27 and May 14.
No emergency loan applications
will be accepted before or after the
processing period, according to
Gilbert Perez, loan officer. Applications will be processed on a firstcome, first-serve basis until funds
are exhausted or the applicaton
period ends.
Emergency loan applications will
be available during the processing
period at the Financial Aid Account-

ing office, AB 214 (Administration
Building).
A $15 non-refundable processing
fee must be paid when the application is turned in at the Payments
and Collections Office, SS 115. Students must take their receipt back
to AB 214 to sign a promissory note
or they may not receive the requested funds.
Students will not be eligible for
these loans if they have outstanding
obligations, such as overdue loans,
parking or library fines.
Application processing periods
are June 8-July 25 for the second
summer session and July 6-28 for
fall.

The $15 fee must be paid each
time the student applies for an
emergency loan. For more information, call the Loan Collections Office at 381-2723.

51.{fen !f{ora{

see?
Think about II for a minute, and you'U agree:
MaD order drugs are no bargain.

Ask yourself these questions before you buy drugs through the maU:
• Whal wta I do until my medlcallonarrtves?
• How tong will my drug treatment be delayed tt my shipment Is lost or stolen?
• How can I be sure the drugs I receive are stlU potent alter traveling through the mall?
• Who wtU make sure I'm not taking drugs that wtU Interact badly wllh one another?
• If I'm forced to buy large quantities through the mall, what wtn I do wtth the wasted medicine?
• How wDI I know HI'm really using my medication properly?
• What do I do In an emergency?
The fad Is, your pharmacist knows you. Your pharmacist know your doctors. Your pharmacist
Is there In emergencies. Your pharmacy keeps a complete record of all the drugs you take alerllngyour pharmacist to potential drug Interactions. Your pharmacist Is an Integral part of your
community.

UTPA Faculty, we fill PHS-CARD prescriptions.
You work hard for your benefits and you dese1Ve the best!

cantuj

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Emergency loans applications
being taken starting Monday

That's NOT Por You

613 Sesame Dr. West
Harlingen, Tx 78550

·····················

I think definitely we are in the top three (men's} teams in
conference. South Alabama is a slight favorite followed
by Southwestern Louisiana and then ourselves. We are
a solid fourth in the women's division. I think wt have
played enough good matches this year to knockout
some schools above us.

~ PHARMACY

511 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-1-::--j
"Open Late"• 6 to 10 p.m.

::_____J

A Resource For
Finding Christian
AnswersTo Meet
College Demands
McAllen
Christian Science
Reading Room
A Bookstore &
Library Combined
911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Texas
Open Mon.-Fri.
· 11 a.m. - 3 p.m .
Information
686-4241

6y r;Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

w
Sinc~ours
Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Helium Balloons
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661
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SO YOU'VE GOT YOUR DIPLOMA .
••• BUT YOUR CAR .
IS GOING TO THE DOGS.
OK, we'll throw
you a bone!
ssootoward
the purchase
of anew car.

Cars are a lot like dogs. The older they
get, the slower they move. And that can
be a real detriment as you prepare to
enter the fast lane of life. Your local
Chrysler-Plymouth dealer believes your
hard work deserves a bonus. A hefty
$500 bonus. And that's on top of any
other rebate currently in effect! Use it
toward a brand new, limited edition
V-6 powered Plymouth Duster! Or a
low riding, road hugging performer ...

PLYMOUTH DUSTER V-6

PLYMOUTH LASER

Plymouth Laser! Face it, if you' re going
to run with the big dogs, you'll need a
car that can keep up. And your local
Chrysler-Plymouth dealer is just t he
place to put the collar on a great new
graduation buy!
See dealer for details and restrictions.
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The Pan American to publish
Special Edition Wednesday, May 6

Spring magazine
to hit stands Monday

■
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Student Court finds·SGA president guilty
Berlanga steps down immediately

Gilbert D. Martinez
Editor

Melissa Downey
Managing Editor

This individual is guilty as sin. If

The Student Government Association Student Court
yesterday issued a ruling that SGA President Carlos
Berlanga was guilty on five of 15 charges in a case
brought by graduate student Rene de la Rosa. As a
result, the court ruled that Berlanga must step down as
president immediately and he is prohibited from
holding any elected or appointed position with SGA.
"The members of the Court believe that a sentence
of this magnitude was necessary: 1) to punish Mr.
Berlanga for failing to carry out the duties of his office
as stated in the Constitution and 2) to set a precedent
so that future students will take the office of President
and the duties entailed in the highest regard," the five
justices of the student court stated in their decision.
The court found that Berlanga was guilty of:
• violating Article IV, Section 4.4.3 of the SGA
constitution which regards appointments of stu9ents
to committees, etc.;
• violating Section 2 of Students Rights and the
Preamble of the Constitution on the basis of the
imposed "no loitering" rule in the SGA office;
• violating Article IV, Section 4.4.4 on the basis of
the illegally appointed BRHAVPA (Berlanga, Rodriguez,
Hinojosa, Angulo, Vazaldua, Perez and Angulo) Commission;
• violating Article IV, Section 4.4.6 on the basis that
Berlanga did not fill vacancies on the student court and
the student senate; and
• violating Article IV, Section 4.4.12 on the basis of
the court's findings of violations of the constitution as
stated above.
Because of press deadlines, Berlanga and de la Rosa
were unavailable for comment.

(With) the type of work that

(a situation) calls for removing a Berlanga has done, I don't think
person one week before his term Berlanga could be described as a
bad president for this university.

ends, so be it.
Rene de la Rosa

Paul Vazaldua

Though the case came to court with about two
weeks left in Berlanga's term, de la Rosa said it was
necessary to set a precedent for future administrations.
"This individual is guilty as sin," he said, referring to
Berlanga. "If (a situation) calls for removing a person
one week before his term ends, so be it."
De la Rosa called for a one-year suspension, beginning June 1, to help ensure that Berlanga would
become "a more ethical, more responsible human
being" and to "hold him accountable to the students."

poorly lit areas of campus; and the transforming of the
UC wall into a bench.
With "the type of work that Berlanga has done,"
Vazaldua said, "I don't think Berlanga could be described as a bad president for this university.•
During the nine hour hearing, De la Rosa cited
incidents in which he said Berlanga violated Articles t
through VII of the SGA constitution.

Paul Vazaldua, senior, representing Berlanga, said
the hearing was the result of personal differences
between de la Rosa and Berlanga.
De la Rosa began his campaign against Berlanga
after he lost the SGA presidential race to Berlanga last
spring, Vazaldua said.
He called it a "personal vendetta" and said the court
would "find the allegations untrue and that (Berlanga)
is only a human being who can make an occasional
mistake."
Vazaldua reminded the court to think of"the positive
side,• such as the safety commission which embarked
on a "safety walk" earlier in the semest~r to locate

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE • SPRING SEMESTER 1992
Edinburg campus only
Day Classes

Among those alleged violations were a no-loitering
law placed over the SGA office; a secret commission
set up to investigate funds of UPB; racial slurs against
a faculty member and Assistant Dean of Students Elvie
Davis, who is also SGA advisor; failure to present
minutes to the Office of Student Development; unnecessary removal of attorney general Robert Martinez
and executive director Ross Villagran; attempting to
remove election commissioners before their term had
expired; and promoting clandestine meetings and
block voting.
One exchange concerned alleged secret meetings
between Berlanga and certain senators.
"People were taken into (Berlanga's) office and told,
'This is the way I want you to vote,"' Martin Torres,

Elections leave
more slots
open than filled

senator and a
witness called by
de la Rosa, said.
In response,
Berlanga said,
"What goes on
in my office is
my business."
In another exchange, Davis,
also called as a
witness, said she
did "not completely" trust
/
Berlanga.
However,
Rosie Angulo,
senator, said
from the inforCarlos Berlanga
mation she was
Former SGA President
aware of "I saw
nothing (Carlos did) that went against the Consticution."
Also, Humberto Garza Jr., senator, said everything
Berlanga did was for the good for the students.
Other witnesses who testified included Cecilia
Guerrero, senator; Gil Guevara, Jr., former senator;
Julie Hines, election commission chairperson; Villagran;
Martinez; Michelle Lipps, former sergeant-at-arms; and
Ismael "Smiley" Garza, senate secretary.
The court deemed Genaro "Gino" Rodriguez, former
senator, a hostile witness and told him to leave the
proceedings.
Students serving on the court included chief justice
Efrain Gutierrez·, junior; and Kelly Snyder, sophomore;
Paxton Warner, senior; Rene Estrada, senior; and Joe
David Martinez, senior.
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7:45 am.-9:30 am.
9:45 am.-11 :30 am.
5:00 p.m.-S:45 p.m.
classes

Exam Period Meeting Time

Course

Exam Period Meeting Time

Thursday, May 7
'English 1301 day classes
'English 1301 day classes
Ail evening English 1301

'Specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be announced by instructor.

10:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

MWF

(12:45-1 :35)

TR

(4:00-5:15)

Wednesday, May 13

TR

(10:35-11:50)

9:45 a.m.-11 :30 am.

MWF

(2:45-3 :35)

Math 1300 classes

12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

MWF

(10:45-11 :35)

Math 1334 classes

2:45 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

MWF

(3:45-4 :35)

Thursday, May 14

All Math 1340 classes
7:45 am.-9:30 am.

MWF

(9:45-10:35)

(7:45-8:35)

9:45 am.-11:30 am.

MWF

(1 :45-2:35)

TR

(1 :10-2:25)

Monday, May 11
7:45 am.-9:30 am.

MWF

9:45 am.-11 :30 am.

MWF

(11 :45-1 2:35)

12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

12:45 p.m.-2:30 p.m.

TR

(9:10-10:25)

Saturday c l - Exams wil be given May 9, at 1egular class lme.

2:45 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

TR

(2:35-3:50)

Tuesday, May 12
7:45 am.-9:30 a.m.

(8:45-9:35)

MWF

7:45 a.m.-9:30 am.

Friday, May8

1:00 p.m.-2:45 p.m.

Tuesday, May 12 (cont.)
9:45 am.-11 :30 a.m.
2:45 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

8:30 am.-10:15 am.

Course

TR

(7:45-9:00)

Evening

cf•-• (Cl•- beginning after4:30 p.m.): Anal examlnalons wil be given at regula,

ciaos time beginning Tt..roday,1Aay 7, and tllding Wednesday, May 13.

NOTE: Exams should be gVllfl orl; at the tine de~naled. JI ;,i examinadoo needs a, be chlll)IJed,
pt/a awralial bytheawro,nate schod dean isrecµred. Exams /adoubl• petiodc/asSBS should bd
gven at h• Im• schedlild fa the Int hour he doss moels.

Engineering students rejoice

Program gains approval
Jaime D. Garza
Sta.ff

A five-year effort by faculty, staff
and community paid off when the
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board in Austin approved Friday the establishment of an engineering program.
The new program will provide
three new bachelor of science degrees: mechanical, manufacturing,
and electrical engineering.
Dr. Ed LeMaster, coordinator of
the e ngineering program, said he
expects the number of engineering
majors to increase from 320 last fall
to about 400 this fall. He projects
that within five years, 1,000 students will be enrolled in the engineering program.
"By the year 2000, we expect to
be graduating 200 engineers a year,"
LeMaster said. With the increase in
engineering majors, LeMaster said
more industry may be drawn to the
Valley.

At a celebration gathering of the
Engineering Club Friday, Latchernay
McCle lland, a senior engineering
major from McAllen, said the.addition of the engineering program on
campus will allow her to stay in the
Valley with her husband and children.
"If the program hadn't been created, I would have to go to school
somewhere else," she said.
Prior to the approval of the new
program only freshman and sophomore level courses were offered.
The new program will add upperlevel courses to the curriculum.
New classes already added to the
curriculum for the fall include:
manufacturing processes, thermodynamics, sophomore and juniorlevel engineering projects laboratories, and a special topics courseelectrical engineering for mechanical and manufacturing engineers.
Earliest accreditation for the new
program by the Accrediting Board
for Engineering Techno logy (ABET)
could come as. early as 1996, one

year after the first graduates receive
their diplomas, LeMaster said.
"Everything we've done-- putting together a curriculum, hiring
faculty- had ABET accreditation in
mind," he said.
Four new laboratories will be
available this fall with the completion of a 7,500 square foot addition
to the university's physical plant
complex. The building should be
completed by the end of August
with the university then completing
interior details, LeMaster said.
More than $96,000 in computer
equipment donated by the Intel
Corporation for the laboratories will
arrive at the university in a month.
Several of the fastest MacIntosh
computers have already been installed in the physical science building, he said.
"We need to do our plans for the
next ten years," LeMaster said.
"We've been planning for the startup of the program. Now we have to

See Engineering p. 7

Trinidad Gonzales
Sta.ff

Following last week's election, 22
student senator positions have
opened in SGA as well as other
positions. Students interested in
applying for an open position can
apply at UC 205.
The chief justice slot is open.
Also, as of presstime, it was uncertain whether another Student
Court slot might be vacant. Rene
Estrada, a current justice, was running for the vice presidency with
running mate Martin Torres. The
results were not in before newspaper deadline.
Seven postions inducting the chair
person on the Election Commisson
will also be open for next fall.
Qualifications for a justice or any
positions on SGA include having a
minimum 2.00 GPA; and being enrolled in at least six hours if the
student is an undergraduate, or three
hours as a graduate. Applicants
cannot be on scholastic or disciplinary probation and cannot be a candidate for or hold any other public
office.
Final count in the SGA elections
for senator candidates is as follows:
In the graduate senatorial race,
Rene de la Rosa received 21 votes.
One position is stm open.
In the Senior race, Marla Arlene
Garcia received 100 votes, while
Antonio A. Mercado got 86 and
Dale Russell 65. Two positions are
sti11 open.
In the Junior race there were only
write-in candidates. Four positions
are still open.
In the Sophomore race, Cecilia
Guerrero drew 168 votes, while
write-in Paula Lange got four votes.
There are four positions open.
In the Freshman race, Ignacio
Almaguer received 143 votes, while
Jose A. Menchaca got 176. There
are 11 positions open for freshman
senator.

The Pan American/Jay Lewis

Or. Rudolph Gomez, vice president of academic affairs, attempts to enter a makeshift doorway Monday while confined to
a wheelchair in an obstacle course. The event was part of
Disability Awareness Week sponsored by UPB. Today a special display will be held at noon in the Science Quad. Also, the
film "Awakenings" will follow at 1 p.m. on the UC third floor.

~============================~=====================.:;

Editor's Note
Because of deadline restraints, The Pan American newspaper
could not include the results of the run-off election. Because
of this, The Pan American finds it necessary to publish a Special
Edition.
Students, faculty and staff can expect the newspaper to be on
the stands the afternoon of Wednesday, May 6.
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Senior wants his baby palm tree

Editorial

Student court T
topples Berlanga
I

t ain't over till the fat lady sings," or so the saying g~es. For
Carlos Berlanga, former Student Government Association president, the lady is singing loudly and clearly.
It may have taken nearly the whole school year and a grueling nine-hour hearing (till 2 a.m.) in the student court last week, but
Berlanga is finally being held accountable for his actions and inactions as president.
First, praise must be delivered to the five justices for their admirable patience and fair ruling. If the justices were trying to send a
clear, strong message that the SGA president is responsible and
accountable to the student body, they can rest assured that their
decision struck like a jackhammer.
Their decision to remove Berlanga from office, even with only one
week left of school, took courage and caring. It even leaves room
for hope - a hope that future SGA presidents and administrations will
more faithfully carry out the provisions of the SGA constitution and
serve the student body.
Praise must also be given to the plaintiff and prosecution, Rene de
la Rosa. He took the time to observe SGA, to realize there were
solid reasons why the newspaper criticized the president so harshly
and to file grievances against the president.
De la Rosa said his ultimate goal was to make Berlanga responsibl<
and accountable for his actions as president. Coupled with the
justices' decision and penalty, de la Rosa succeeded even when the
the newspaper editorial board thought Berlanga would be slapp<;d
on the wrist and allowed to·complete his term as president.
Despite this stunning success, The Pan American cannot help but
question the prosecution. De la Rosa missed a tremendous opportunity when he failed to mention the freshman election foul-up of the
fall - an instance when Berlanga himself admitted that he neglected
his duties (see The Pan American Oct. 24).
Also, at the hearing, de la Rosa sometimes proved his detractors
right when his line of questioning seemed only to serve his own
personal gains. More than once, we wondered why he was going
along a certain line of questioning, and other times we were baffled
as to why he chose not to ask other questions.
- Nonetheless,_the end result is fir.m._ami clear. j3erla~is being
'punished for his disregard of the constitution and fiis letting personal
reasons dominate SGA business in a manner unbecoming of a president.
It's too bad that his removal didn't come earlier, but as a newspaper, we must be held responsible for not questioning Berlanga
adamantly concerning the committee appointments and freshman
elections last semester.
While we criticized him harshly about the elections, we failed to
pursue the committee appointments at all. Maybe if the newspaper
had nailed Berlanga earlier, his term would not have lasted this long.
So as the fat lady sings her last triumphant notes, justice has been
served.

The University of Texas-Pan American

Edinburg, Texas 78539

ime flies ... even though it's been
about five years since I began
attending classes at this institution, the courses, professors,
exams, research, and studying late are
now becoming memories. If there is one
thing I take with me, it's a new frame of
reference.
When I arrived here on campus in 1987,
I knew it was going to be a long ride. I
wasn't totally aware of what I wanted out
of this place. New and old friends passed
by and the unforgettable learning process
never ended. This was a new world. The
campus seemed to loom over me as I
traveled the almost endless walkways and
goat trails semester after semester.
Some people are critical of this institution, but I don't care what anyone says
about the negative image ("taco tech"),
this campus grows on a person. Well,
maybe not.
I am aware that one does leave with
something besides a piece of paper that
says you have completed your bachelor

No Free Rides
Mario Garcia
work and now have a degree in whatever.
Having worked at the Office of Admissions and Records for over three years, I
saw many of my cohorts graduate every
fall and spring. Watching them as they
took part in the graduation ceremony,
(and don't forget the baby palm tree you
also receive) I've always wondered what
would become of them, now that this was
probably their last time on the campus.
This same situation is upon me now.
Come August, I will be another student on
the list for the December graduation ceremony. What a ride it has been.
The past year and a half has been an
interesting experience at the Student Publications. I want to thank everyone there
at the paper and magazine for giving this
San Benito boy an opportunity to get

some practical skills in journalism. I'll
miss the zaniness.
fl were to leave any advice behind,
it would be one of thankfulness.
Whatever you get .accomplished or
do here, be it getting an "A" on an
exam or just getting through the day... don't
forget to thank the main man upstairs
(Thanks God).
What else can one person say about
five years at this University, besides .. .it's
about time. Preparing themselves for what
is out there now should be on students'
minds. Don't let opportunities get by you.
Be aggressive ... do this, do that...OK. that's
enough lecturing from me.
To end this column I want to quote -·
_.,,
some lyrics from Queensryche that sum
up my time here: Long ago there was a
dream/Had to make a choice or two/
Leaving all I left behind/ For one nobody
knew/ Stepped out on the stage of life/
Under lights and judging eyes/ And now
the applause has died and I can dream
again.

I

And the fat lady sings ...

Live well; know what to enjoy
eath's grasp can reach us at any
moment and at any place and
like a puff of air we are gone.
This is a fact of life we must
deal with at some point in our lives if we
get to live long enough. Some people
never do. That is sad.
If we are the lucky ones to live past
early childhood and see our teens then it
becomes clear as we start to reach 19 or
20 that we our not immortal. We can die
as quickly as the wind can blow a cool
breeze. Life takes on a new twist for us at
this juncture. It asks, "what does it mean
to be alive?"
As this question hounds us, we try to
push it away by getting drunk, stoned, or
laid At least that is what some do. Others
come to school and try to get lost in
homework saying, 'I am headed
somewhere,' without every thinking of
where.
We also think we are going to get a
good paying job upon graduation, but
graduation never comes. And what does
it mean to have a good paying job? Is this
living?
If we are going to live well, we first must
start by understanding that for humans to
live well, we have to create values to

D

From the Corner
Trinidad Gonzales
define what living well is. College gives
us a chance at this but some take a tenyear degree plan to figure out what they
want to do. Why? Are these people
choosing to lose themselves in school like
a child does at a play ground?
At some point we must face the fact
that we, as humans, have to create and
believe in ourselves. This process begins
when death blows near us, touching so
lightly, that we cringe with this new
understanding of ourselves.
This cringing leads us or me to believe
that living ·is not valued by how much
money I can spend but what I spend it on.
A good job is not one with big bucks but
one that !enjoy. (Ah, I guess that is the
key to life-do what I enjoy.)
I enjoy listening to children playing
during recess. The sound of their laughter
rises and falls meshed in the sound of cars
on their way to work. There seems to be
a genuine feeling of happiness in their
laughter. No pretense.

I enjoy the way girls smell-the
freshness and cleanness I feel when a girl
walks into a room. I lose all sense of the
fact that I live in a room that smells like a
locker.
I also enjoy sunsets. I enjoy the fact that
I can see them and that my one good eye
can see the many shades the sun makes as
it falls and I think that is something
wonderful. I am lucky.
I enjoy cool breezes in the shade on hot
days.
ust as I begin to sweat, a cool steady wind
blows and I relax and have a sense of
calmness in me. There are no
sad thoughts or happy thoughts,
but a sense that nothing holds
me or controls me. In a world
that tries to make sense of everything, I
am lost.
I can enjoy things and understand
that making sense of everything takes
some of the magic of life away. But I
understand that death cannot beat me
because I will never waste my time
complaining about things but try to fix the
ones I can and enjoy the things I like.

J

Letters to the Editor
Parking violators
lack respect
I direct this to UTPA students who
continuously choose to park in handicap
parking zones when they have no business in these spaces. These spaces have
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must one primary purpose which is to provide
be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed, An address and easy accessibility to students, faculty and
phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages, staff with a disability. By parking in these
double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than three pages, double spaced
and typed. Those that are too long will not_ run. Letter~ a~d guest_columns ~a_n be ~dited for areas, it shows a lack of respect and
style length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but wnter s meaning or opm,on w,11 not be courtesy to our fellow peers. Handicap
changed. Letters can be b_roug~t to Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hal I, Room 100 or mailed to The parking is not there for your convenience.
Pan American at 1201 University Dnve, ESRH 100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

Letters Policy

(

The handicap parking zones are designed to eliminate environmental barriers that many people with disabilities
encounter everyday. The person with a
disability is often temporarily or permanently immobile due to their disability,
which can result in many limitations in
their freedom of transportation from place
to place. The handicap parking zone,
allows the person with a disability the
ability to move freely. When a person
parks in these areas, they could be taking
away a person's right to be as fully functional and equally mobile as any other
individual.

Again we need to respect the right of
our peers, not just on the UTPA campus,
but also off campus where there is also a
problem with unauthorized parking. I
would like to add one last note to our
~o_lice department on campus. Although
tt 1s the student's primary responsibility
not to park in these spaces, it is your
responsibility to penalize these individuals for their actions. People need to
realize that these are state laws that need
to be obeyed by everyone.
Lett Rodriguez

Psycbology Junior
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Deadline approaches

Bulletin Board
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Payment for summer classes due. May 13 .
Aurelio M. Tamayo
Staff
Students who are going to attend
summer classes need to pay for the
firstsessionbeforetheMay13deadline.
Students who registered early can
make schedule changes from 9 a.m.
to 12 p.m. Friday, May 29. Registration by appointment will also be
conducted on this day. Classes

begin Monday, June 1. Late registration will begin on this day and
will continue through June 3. June
10 is the last day to drop or withdra~ without having a grade recorded.
Students filing for a master's degree by August 1992 must submit a
completed, signed thesis to their
respective deans by the June 15
deadline.
Finals for summer I will be July 3.

The last day to pay for Summer II
classes is June 26 for those students
who registered early.
Students who registered early for
Summer II will have a chance to
make schedule changes on July 7.
Late registration for Summer II will
begin July 9 and will continue
through July 13. Finals for Summer
II will be August 12.
New students planning to enroll
inFall 1992 must submit their appli-

cation, test scores & supporting
documents by July 17.
Eligible students can continue telephone registration through June 12
for Summer II, and through July 12
for Fall 1992.
There have been no major problems with registration this year and
the telephone process seems to be
going smoothly, David Zuniga, director of admissions and records,
said.

Police Reports
March
30 A student reported damages done to her 1985 Lincoln at Lot B.
Vehicle was scratched on the driver's side, estimated at $300.
31 A student's paints, valued at $150, were stolen from inside the
men's dressing room at the Fine Arts Complex.

April
1
A 1984 Pontiac, stolen Sept. 20, 1988, was recovered in Mexico
City.
•
A staff member reported some criminal mischief done to the
Chapel door. No suspects at this time.
•
A student reported art supplies worth $100 stolen from a locker
at the Fine Arts building.
•
A student reported two text books valued at$ 59 stolen from the
LA building.
2
A student was injured when she missed a step and fell on her
hip. The student was transported to Edinburg General Hospital by EMS.
6
A student reported his guitar and case stolen from the Fine Arts
buildirlg storage room. Value of the guitar and case was given at $100.
•
A student reported the rear brake lenses stolen from her 1987
Mercury. No dollar amount was given.
•
A student reported unknown person (s) scratched the driver's
side door and fender of her 1990 Mercury. Damages are estimated at
$350.
8
A staff member reported the rear license plate of his 1984
Dodge Van stolen. The value 0f the license plate was given at $51.86.
License plate was entered in the National Commission of Investigated
Crimes (NCIC) and the Texas Commission of Investigated Crimes
(fCIC).
•
A student reported her text book stolen from the Business
Building.
9
A student reported the rear license plate to his 1982 Datsun
stolen. No dollar value given. License plate was entered in the NCIC
and TCIC.
•
A staff member reported two water return line valves were
broken by unknown person(s). The value was given at $60 to repair.
10
A student reported his $80 Murray ten-speed bicycle stolen
from Lot I.
•
A student reported her purse lost at the LA Building. Value of
the purse was given at $20.
11
A student reported the rear license plate to her 1985 Pontiac

stolen. License plate was entered in the NCIC and TCIC.
13
A student reported two hub caps to her 1984 ford stolen. No
dollar value was given on hub caps.
•
A staff member reported some criminal mischief done to a
library book.
14 A student reported some criminal mischief done to the trunk of
his vehicle at Lot G.
lS A student reported the rear license tag to his 1982 Mazda stolen
at Lot I. No dollar value was given.
16 A student reported two hub caps stolen from her 1991 Ford at
Lot F. No dollar value was given.
•
A staff member reported that unknown person(s) stole four
university keys from inside her desk.
•
A vending machine was found with the back panel removed.
All items had been taken.
•
A student reported her books stolen from the fourth floor of the
LRC while books had been left unattended. Value of books was given
at$170.
18 A staff member reported someone trying to take a book from the
library without proper release of the book. Suspect was detained,
questioned and later released.
20 The university police received a call in reference to a bomb at the
Women's Residence Hall. The building was checked, but the officer was
unable to locate any suspicious objects.
•
A faculty member reported an art sculpture that had tipped
over, and broke. It is unknown at this time if sculpture accidentally fell
or was pushed. Case is under investigation.
21
A student reported some unknown person (s) had scratched the
left side of his vehicle at Lot J. There is a suspect in this case. Case is
under investigation.
•
A student reported his 1985 Cadillac stolen from campus at Lot
D. Vehicle was entered in the NCIC and TCIC. Vehicle was recovered
the followirlg day by San Juan Police Department.
•
A student reported some criminal mischief done to his 1987
Chevy pick-up ·at Lot J. No dollar amount was given on the damages
done.
22
A student reported her back-pack stolen from the locker room
at H & Pe II. Value of items in the back-pack was given at $155.
24 The university police received a call in reference to a bomb at
the Women's Residence Hall. The building was checked, but the officer
was unable to locate any suspicious objects.
•
A student reported a suspicious male in a vehicle exposing his
genitals at Lot C.
·
•
A student reported the driver's side hub cap stolen from her
vehicle at Lot H.

April
30 Attention all communications, art, or marketing majors, the
Valley Advertising Federation is offering scholarships for anyone
interested. Applications may be picked up at the Financial Aid Office.
The application deadline is May 15.
. •
Student exhibition W. DeanMcNallen and Robin Bullard,
through May 1 in the Fine Arts Complex Gallery.
•
Annual Student Art Exhibition opens at the CAS Gallery
through June 26.
·
o
"The Wind in the Willows," will be presented 8 p.m. at the
University Theater. Open for the general public. Two students may
enter free on one ID, space permitting. For more information call the
box office at 381-3581.
•
'lITPALockUp' for the Muscular Dystrophy Association
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the circle across from the Biology bldg. If your
group or organization is interested in sponsoring an MDA Lock Up or
other event to benefit the MDA call 969-0543, or Ralph Perez at 4643084, or Rosa Valerio 968-9840.

May
1
"The Wind in the Willows" will be presented to the general
public 8 p.m. at the University Theatre. Tickets are available at the box
office call 381-3581. Two students allowed with one ID, as space
permits.
2
"The Wind in the Willows,"will be presented 8 p.m. at the
University Theatre. For more information call 381-3581.
•
International night, a night of cultural dances, foods,
fashions, and much more sponsored by International Students
Association 7 p.m. at the UTPA Ballroom. Tickets are available at the
Women's Dorm from Marirla Salazar. For more information call Alex
Galindo 631-0526.
•
B.E.S.O., Bilingual Education Student Organization, will
meet 9 a.m. at the Western Sizzlin' on University Drive in Edinburg.
The organization is open for all education majors and bilirlgual
education minors.

3

"The Wind in the Willows" will be presented 2 p.m. at the
University Theatre.
5 AmericanAdvertisingFederation (advertising, marketing,
and art majors) will meet at noon in BA 121. For more information
call Sylvia Galvan at 787-4930.
°
Cinco de Mayo celebration noon to 2 p.m. at the UC circle
sponsored by UPB and El Sol. Music will be played for your
enjoyment.
6 Students Against Alcohol and Drug Abuse (SAADA)
meets every Wednesday at 3 p.m. at UC 306. The organization is open
to all students.

Deadline for submission is 3 p.m.
Tuesday at Emilia Hall 100.
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At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you '11 learn what
it takes to succeed - in college and in life. You '11 build
self-confidence and develop your leadership potential.
Plus you can also qualify to earn an Army Officer's
commission when you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be just what you
need to reach the top.

Deadline: April 30 (Today)

ARMY ROTC

TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact the Military Science Department at Southwick Hall
or call Major LaFevers at (5 12) 38 1-3600.
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UPB Spring Pool & Ping Pong
8,,, , ,. Trophies & cash prizes will _be
Tournament
awarded for first, second, and third
Friday, May 8,.1992
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
UC Second Floor
UT - Pan American

places in Pool.

Q.,. ._Plaques & cash prizes will be
awarded to first, second, and third in
beginner & advanced categories for Ping
Pong.

Deadline to sign up is Tuesday,
May 5, 1992 at Noon.

The Pan American
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'Wind· in the Willows,' funniest .production this season
Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertatnment Editor

"Wind in the Willows"
Starring: Danna Skipping, Johnny Llanes and Maricela Yvonne Perez
Place: University Theatre
Time: Tonight-Saturday 8 p.m. and Sunday 2 p.m.
Admission: $10, one free with valldated ID
Call 381-3581 for more Information

"The Wind in the Willows: The
Broadway Musical," based on
the novel by Kenneth Grahame
and ,adapted by Jane Iredale.
Stage Manager: Yolanda
Villarreal; Stage and Musical Direction: Doug Cummins; Scene
and Lighting Design: Tom
Grabowski; Costume Design:
Farideh Hatefi; piano accompaniment: Scott Pittman.
Starring: Danna Skipping,
Johnny Llanes, and Maricela
Yvonne Perez.
8 p.m. tonight-Saturday, and 2
p.m. April 3 in the University
Theatre. Tickets are $10. One
person free with validated ID.
"Fantasy, fun and frolic are three
concepts that I want to include in
this production," director Doug
Cummins said. That's just what he
does.
Hands down, "Wind in the Willows" is the funniest production this
season. Credit a talented cast, three
show-stopping songs and Maricela
Yvonne Perez who toad-ally steals
the show as she frolics about stage
in an inspired portrayal ofToad, the
affluent amphibian.
The plot involves Rat, Mole and
Toad, who decide to venture outside their comfortable Riverbank
home to the more ominous Wild
Wood, and eventually must cope
with the sinister Wide World. But
what does a simple plot matter
when song and dance make the
whole night a pleasant escape from
the real world.

Courtesy of The University Theatre

Danna Skipping as the homely Mole sets eyes on the Wild Wood as Johnny Llanes, who plays Rat,
points the way to a night of cute rabbits, high-speed chases and the ever-funny Toad in "Wind in the
Willows." The musical will run, tonight-Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Perez' frog-face smirk and energetic stage presence sparks up the
house with laughs that are guaranteed to last the run of the play.
There is also Daffy Duckuese's manner and ego and Toad's great slapstick.
Recalling his lineage from
"Michaelangetoad" to "George
Washingtoad," Perez is the highlight of the night.
The musical numbers to watch
for in this laugh-a-thon are "Evil
Weasel," "He'll Love It In Jail" and

the revealing "Brief Encounter." If
Perez cannot tickle your funnybone,
these hysterical numbers with their
sight gags and slapstick will.
The play is blessed with veterans,
but the success of this musical also
lies in the large talented cast. Danna
Skipping plays the part of an Encyclopedia-Britannica-quoting Mole,
excellently. Skipping's subtle quirkiness blends well with her melancholic songs to give her a wonderfully well-rounded role as Mole.
Johnny Llanes performs as Rat

with a pacifism and silent air of
intellectuality. The poetic water
rodent doesn't offer llanes much
action, but he makes up for it with
lovingly sung duets with Skipping.
Another star in this impeccable
production is Gil Villarreal-Guevara
who plays the Terminator-looking
Chief Weasel. His character opens
up with a mini-Elvis concert, screaming stoats and a pot-belly side-kick,
David Kotzur. As the ambitious
antagonist, Guevara seeks to "move
up in the world" by breaking all the

rules. Decorating Guevara's roughness is his chief stoat, Yanet Olesini.
Her savagely lithe body, air tickling
claws and hostile hissing gives a
naughtiness to the weasel gang that
is a heavy metal take-off of The Jets
from "West Side Story."
Other characters flow in and out
of the plot like well-delivered side
jokes. Carl Grantz and Tamra Cramer
get into the action with their constant bickering as Father and Mother
Rabbit. Grantz doubles as a human
judge and innocent by-stander during the big chase. Johnathan Montgomery returns with his heavy bass
voice as the ex-boxing champion,
Badger. Kotzur,J.P. Farris andJose
Luis Gonzalez all double as policemen and other peripheral roles.
Their Keystone Cop bit especially
satisfies the comedic stomach.
Actors which deserve much credit
for this production's success are:
Lucas Alexander Jinks, Megan
Donahue, Tonya Bailey, Aileen Corpus, Norma Cuellar, Debbie De
I.eon, Adam Donahue, Monique
James, Kyle Jones, Donna Petrocco
(jumpsuiting rabbits), Sandy Duke,
Priscilla Garza, Laura Mershon and
Stephani Sherman (sexy stoats).
The froggy, swampy set shows
flexibility by easily becoming a river
and Toad's Hall, the new Weasel
hideout. This gives way to inge-

nious little vehicles such as Rat's
boat (worn like suspenders) a nd
Toad's stolen car (all right, Toad is ·
a criminal).
The production staff headed by
stage manager, Yolanda Villarreal,
helped turn this into an excellent
performance with flawless sound,
make-up, props and cuddly rabbit
costumes. Scott Pittman played
unforgettable accompaniment on
piano.
"Wind in the Willows" is sponsored by Whataburger, and funded
in part by a grant from the Texas
Commission on the Arts.
Ending the spring season on anything but a sour note, the University
Theatre will resume business as
usual with the 20th anniversary of
the Pan American Summer Stock
(P.A.S.S.) this summer. "Side by
Side by Sondheim," "Our Lady of
the Tortilla" and The Miss Firecracker Contest" are scheduled to
be staged.
"Wind in the Willows" will run
until May 3. The musical will be
shown at 8 p.m. tonight until Saturday. A 2 p.m. matinee will be
shown Sunday. One person may
enter free of admission with one
validated ID.
For ticket and reservation information, call the box office at 3813581.
M

Student Art show presents award winners
Omar I. Rodriguez
Aris & Entertatnment Editor
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A gr~t ¥ariet~of art is waiting tb be experienced right on campus. As
a matter of fact, award winning art.
Maritza Gonzalez, a senior art major, won the Best of Show Award and
a $100 Jones Office Supply Art Material Award for her chair-like metal
sculpture, "Marc's Girl," at the Student Art Show (S.A.S.) Tuesday in the
CAS Gallery.
· With over 100 works on display, the exhibit showed "variety and a lot
of creativity," according to art professor Dr. Philip Field. He said the
exhibit was not only a show but an art sale of sort with pieces priced from
$20-$800.
In the opening minutes of the noon time exhibit, Dr. Edward E. Nichols,
art oepartment professor, declared, "The mind that creates is the same
mind that recognizes his creation."
This statement comes in light of some criticism sparked by fluctuating
CAS Gallery hours which hinder people from viewing the exhibited art.
Dr. Richard P. Hyslin, art department chair said, "it is a problem."
"It's unfortunate the (CAS) Gallery hours are based on workstudy
availability," Hyslin continued. "The real problem is budgeting, we don't
have enough (funds)."
Over 20 awards were given for the arduous efforts of the show's
participants.
The winners of the S.A.S. 1992 Excellence Awards were (by category):
Ceramics-Luis Valderas; Sculpture-Manuel Padilla; Drawing-Evelyn
The Pan American/Omar I. Rodriguez
Gillum; Watercolor-Mateo Acosta; Biological Drawing-Trisha Quintanilla;
Maritza Gonzalez, sitting on her winning sculpture, "Marc's Girl," Oil
Painting-Noel Palmenez; Mix Media-Jerry Saenz; Photography-Jules;
won Best of Show Award at Tuesday's Student Art Show in the CAS Jewelry-Caron Davis; Graphic Design-Lois Prukop; Citations of RecogniGallery.
tion went to Daniel Padilla, Stephen Franklin, Tanya Guerra, Gloria
J

I

...

Wheat, Jaime Morgan, Terry Miller and Manuel Padilla.
Gonzalez, the show winner, also won a Rembrandt printmaker's award
of $50 for her lithograph titled "Madonna." Graduating in December, the
26 year. old Gonzalez
plans to,. graduate ytjth.
a lJ.,Jl
de,gcee5in
Studio
Art.
•·
Jt- '
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Other winners were given awards and purcnase pnzes by private
businesses and individuals. Louie Cortinas received the John Marin
Watercolor award for $100 by an anonymous donor. Local entrepreneur,
Joe Osment donated $ 50 to Daniel Padilla for his plaster work, "Dancing
Lady." Another $50 was awarded to Ede Garcia by an anonymous donor.
Sylvia Arcos won a purchase prize of $200 from First National Bank of
Edinburg for her self-portrait oil painting. Graduating senior, Chris
Longoria won free calligraphy lessons. His patron was Marie Canales.
The Matisse Award in Drawing went to Betty Dufur. Her patron, GablePrince Gallery, will donate a framing job for her work. Trisha Quintanilla
won the Da Vinci Award for Scientific Illustration worth $100 from First
City-McAllen. Dowell's Jewelry Award went to Caron Davis. She will
receive $100 in merchandise.
The Vivian Eggleston Art Scholarship, worth $100, was to be presented
to the entrant with the highest G.P A., but the award has yet to be
presented. The UTPA Art Club was to present an award, but the
presentation has been postponed until the judging of artwork has been
made.
The S.A.S. exhibit will be shown till June 26. Call 381-3480 for CAS
Gallery hours.
:lll
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TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE I
Roommates Will Delight In Thcz Savingsl
Our one bedroom apartments are
spacious enough for two! (Of course we
also have two bedroom floorplans.)
• Walking Distance To UTPA

Buy one get one free*
Come and celebrate with us.
Saturday, May 9, 1992
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
102 S. 2nd St. Edinburg, Tx.
(Across from UTPA on 107.)
•380-2625•
.:, •.• ::tt' · Offer'goodaf Edinburg iocatiori only~ ·==•=·:)M~!(

.No!~~,~~~h:bJi!~b!! 'IJ!l JII

Offer expires M~y 9~ J 992 at ? p.f!l,

• Two Pools, Lush Landscaping
• On-Site Management

TONIGHT

M.C. LUSCIOUS

• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
• On-Site Courtesy Officer

THE BOOM TOUR

#1 DANCE HIT

BOOM!

Ask Our Leasing Staff To Show Yoo How
Yoo Can Sharcz Thcz Space And The Savings.

I Got Your Boyfriend
ALL AGES WELCOME
SPECIAL NON-ALCOHOLIC SECTION

EL BOSQUE
APARTMENTS
1609 West Schonior
(512) 383-6162
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Student Publications wins at TIPA
Student Publications and the student literary-arts magazine, Gallery,
received a total of 19 awards recently at the 201st Texas
Intercollegiate Press Association
CT1PA) Conference in Arlington.
To complement the awards Diana
Ybanez, sophmore and a~sistant
editor of "Rio," was elected President of TIPA for the 1992-93 year.
Gilbert D. Martinez, editor of the
l_ne Pan American, held the position for the 1991-92 term. This is the
first time a school holds the
president's office in consecutive
terms.
In live competition Ybanez won
third in layout design while the rest
of the awards were won in the
"canned" competition, in which
published work from the 1990-91

year was submitted.
"Gallery 91" won third overall for
best literary magazine. Among the
contributors to Gallery, Christopher
Nichols won first in magazine illustration; Andres Esquivel, Jr. won an
honorable mention in short story;
Judy Turrill placed second in magazine essay and Eduardo Garcia got
an honorable mention in literary
magazine cover design.
"Rio" came away with nine awards
including second in overall general
magazine. "Rio" editor, David
Gonzalez, won first and second for
magazine feature writing. He also
tied for first in the general magazine
cover competition. Laura Kay
Kertesz won first in magazine action photo and third in magazine
feature photo (color).

"What's up Doc?' How about $7,000?

Honorable mention went to Joseph Kertesz, Kertesz, Tony Mercado
and Robin Bullard, for picture story.
Ybanez clinched first in magazine
layout and design.
Gonzalez, Ybanez, Phillip Lozano,
both Kerteszs, Robin Bullard and
Mercado won second in magazine
story package.
The Pan American Newspaper
had its share of awards with David
Hinojosa winning an honorable
mention in newspaper sports writing and in newspaper sports feature
writing.
Lozano also won an honorable
mention for newspaper critical review.
Mercado won first in newspaper
intern writing, which Student Publications also won last year.

School of Business Administration
reaccredited by AACSB
Gilbert D. Martinez

placed the School of Business Administration on one year of continuing review to address "several conThe School of Business Ad.minis- cerns/disconformities."
The university was then required
tration received reaccreditation by
an assembly of collegiate schools of to respond to the questions by the
business two weeks ago after one AACSB and submit a report to the
year of continuing review.
assembly headquarters by Feb.1,
F.J -Brewerton, dean of SOBA, 1992.
confirmed recently that the AmeriSome of the areas which the
can Assembly of Collegiate Schools AACSB said the school needed to
of Business recommended reaffir- work on were increasing the intelmation of the school's accredita- lectual climate, providing students
lion.
with more access to the doctoral
The recommendation grants full staff and increasing the level of
accreditation to the undergraduate faculty research. In all, the letter
and graduate business programs cited 11 areas of concern.
here.
After reviewing the response, the
"Our programs are fully accred- AACSB granted reaccreditation to
ited for the next review cycle," Dr. the school at the annual meeting
Vern Vincent, professor of business this month.
and director of the master of busiIn a letter from Richard Lewis,
ness administration program, said. AACSB president, stated, "While not
The review cycle lasts nine years requiring additional follow-up, the
unless the university adds a new Continuing Accreditation Commitdegree program to the department. tee noted the need for (1) further
In that case, the program has five development of an appropriate
years, from the . time the degree is record of scholarly productivity for
addea ;?/ecel~e-'rel_,,~~editatiott~:, I thos~.faa:Hty:!"tto... ndt possess a
On Apnl 22, 1991, the AACSf3 doctoraldegreecongruentwiththeir
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current area of teaching responsibility; and (2) further development
of research and publication efforts
with the... expectations that 'a reasonable cross-section of the faculty
should be regularly engaged in research and publication that is subject to peer review,' and 'the scholarly productivity of a faculty offering a graduate program should exceed that of a faculty offering only
an undergraduate program.'"
In a letter addressed to all business faculty and staff, Brewerton
stated, "I wish to formally thank you
for your contributions toward
achieving reaffirmation of our
school's accreditations. This
achievement is the product of group
effort and is another milestone in
our school's progress toward excellence."
According to Brewerton, the
AACSB is made up of about 800
member schools and some private
sector organizations. An accreditation council is comprised of deans
from accredited schools of business, so it serves as a 'peer review,'
the dean said.

Ake selected by Phi Kappa Phi for fellowship
Ake felt compelled to thank his "mentor," Dr.
Paul Mitchell, English professor, and proudly
Arts & Entertainment Editor
admitted Mitchell was an inspiration.
"He took me under his wing." Ake explained,
All mothers want their sons to grow up to be
"He taught me how to register while I was taking
doctors, but sometimes sons just want to be
summer session courses here; I was still in high
firemen or fighter pilots. One student here,
school at the time."
however, not only shares the universal mom's
The 21-year-old Ake has always wanted to
dream, he's getting the money to chase down
become a doctor. He remembers when he
that dream.
broke his leg and had to go through physical
Lindbherg Daniel Ake is the recipient of the
therapy. That experience combined with other
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship, a $7,000 scholarship
family medical histories have given Ake a rewhich will go to his graduate studies.
spect for medical professionIn an April 1 letter, George
als. He recently went up state
L. Robertson, executive directo work in a summer worktorof the Phi Kappa Phi Honor
shop for interns and doctors
Society, congratulated a very
just to "get a feel for the job."
surprised Ake.
Ake continued taking
"I was very pleased to hear
classes here at UTPAsustainI was chosen. I was ecstatic."
ing a perfect GPA of 4.0. He
Ake, a member of the Phi
will graduate this May with
Chapter (No. 239) since his
Phi Kappa Phi Society Honjunior year, said.
ors. He hopes to use his
"I am a Christian and my
scholarship at the University
father is a pastor at the Iglesia
of Texas Health Science CenBautista Central, here in
ter at San Antonio and then
Edinburg,• Ake added, "so I
work towards a pediatric or
believe God had a hand in my
family practice degree.
selection.n
"I'll be helping out at my
According to Dr. Patricia De
Dad's church this summer
La Fuente, English professor,
with summer school, and I'll
the UTPA chapter chooses five
J '
entries to send to the Phi Kappa Lindbherg
Daniel Ake, recipient hopefully start San Antonio
in August."
Phi National Office in Louisiof a $7,000 Phi Kappa Phi FelRight now, Ake is worried
ana. Entrants were judged on
about acing his finals, which
academic skill, extra-curricular lowship.
he admits is kind of hard
participation, involvement with
because his last exam is on May 14, his birthday.
school organizations and community and an
Following in Ake's footsteps are his brother
essay in which entrants discuss what they plan
David, a junior here, and a younger sister who
to do in their academic future. At that level, Ake
attends South Texas High School for Health
was one of 50 from a group of 182 to be chosen
Professions. Both hope to become doctors
for the scholarship.
themselves.
The fellowship was awarded with the "underPhi Kappa Phi members from different chapstanding that (the recipient) will pursue full-time
ters and schools, whether students or faculty,
graduate study during the (1992) academic year
are encouraged by De la Fuente to join chapter
at (the recipient's) first choice institution," ac239. Please contact her or Dr. Rudolph Gomez,
cording to the congratulatory letter from Phi
Vice-president
for academic affairs, at 381-2111.
Kappa Phi.

Omar I. Rodriguez
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SHS reports chicken pox, measles cases

·o,s6B

Arminda Mun.oz
Staff
Ten cases of chicken pox and one
confirmed case of measles have
been reported during the last two
months, according to the Student
Health Services; however, Dora
Castillo, SHS Director said students
should not be alarmed.
Students who have had the
chicken pox are not at risk because
people usually become immune to
the disease once they have had it,
Castillo said. But a measles vaccine
must be administered during early
childhood because this is the only

means of preventing this disease.
"Recently there have been outbreaks in children and adults that
have been immunized," Castillo
said. The best thing to do is to get
another vaccine, she said.
While there is no vaccine for
chicken pox, free measle vaccinations are available at SHS. These
vaccines will be limited to those
who have been exposed to measles
or have never had the vaccine, she
said.
Symptoms for chicken pox include a fever and a blister-like rash.
Its incubation period is 10-21days.

Symptoms for measles are blotchY.
red rashes, fever, watery eyes, cough
and a runny nose which require a 714 day incubation period.
Castillo said the only treatment
during the chicken pox infection is
Caladryl lotion for the skin. For
measles, Tylenol is recomme nded
for the high fever.
SHS will be open at regular hours
(8 a.m.-5 p.m.) until May 14.
No students will be treated between the spring and summer semesters since students are not officially enrolled at this time, however
prescriptions will be filled.
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Turn those old -3
L textbooks into ~
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cash NOW!
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South Texas Book & Supply

1516 W. University
{behind Pizza Hut)

Edinburg

380-0345

Serve in UTPA
Student Government!
Vacancies exist for:
✓ Student Senators
✓ Student Court Justices
✓ University Communities.
Applications are available now in
UC 205 or UC 314. For more information call 381-2260.
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Sun Belt Conference Tennis Tournament

Men defeat UALR for 3rd;
Women lose to ASU for 6th
Christine Diaz
Sta.ff

History was made this
past weekend as the men's
tennis team participated for
the first time in a conference tournament. Making
the
accomplishment
sweeter for them is the
men who captured third in
the three-day Sun Belt Conference Tournament in Little
Rock, Ark. Meanwhile, the women finished sixth
against 11 other teams.
In the quarterfinals,the men faced Jacksonville winning the dual 5-2. Victories came from Michel Fabry as
he defeated Sam Ridlun, 6-4, 6-2. Richard Mainella
beat Luis Cornejo 6-2, 6-4. Other wins for UTPA
included LaurentJacqumin's 5-7, 6-2, 6-4 victory over
Steve Kruis and Steve Jarrett's 6-2 7-5 defeat of Matt
Franzeu. The lone win for the Broncs in doubles was
Michel Fabry and Mainella narrowly defeating Ridlun
and Harald Heinz 6-2 7-6 and 7-5.
The semifinals were a bit harder as Southwestern
Louisiana blanked UTPA 5-0. AU loses came in singles
matches. Patrick Minnis defeated Mainella 6-2, 6-4
~ and Greg Wood beat Morse 6-3, 6-1. Jacquemin lost
• J to Mike Abendroth 7-5, 6-2. Alain Fabry lost 6-3, 6-3
to John Phillips and Jarrett was shelled by Shaun

\.

/I'~

1/

Heivchon 6-1, 6-1.
In the consolation round, UTPA defeated Arkansas-Little Rock , 5-2 to capture third. Michel Fabry
wiped out Kevin Arias, younger brother of professional Jimmy Arias, 7-5, 6-3 and Jacquemin beat Danny
Gonzalez 7-6, 6-4. Alain Fabry defeated Heath Marshall
6-3, 6-3. Jarrett was stretched to three sets before
disposing of Rich Rocchid 7-6, 4-6, 6-3. The clinching
win came from the doubles duo of Michel Fabry and
Mainella. They defeated Nelson and Paul Brown 7-6,
6-2.
In the quarterfinals for the women, Lamar's 5-2
victory over UTPA left the Lady Broncs shy of their
predicted fourth place finish. Ellen Nelissen scored a
victory overJennifer Alexander 6-3, 6-1. Laura Gonzalez
beat My Land 6-3, 6-1 and Rachel Rodriguez defeated
Etany Sandell 6-2, 5-7, 6-1.
The Lady Broncs then moved into the consolation
bracket, and won a duel over Western Kentucky 5-3.
Michelle Hardiman beat Wendy Gunter 6-1, 7-5.
Tanya Bates lost to Kim Butler 7-5, 6-3 and Rodriguez
defeated Anne Crafton 6-2, 6-2. The final wins came
in double matches as Gigi Estacio and Rodriguez beat
Gunter and Bates 3-6, 6-2, 6-4. Also, Butler and ·
Hardiman beat Jennifer Miller. and Young 6-2, 6-3.
Arkansas State beat UTPA 5-3 leaving the Lady
Broncs with a sixth place finish. The three wins came
from Nelissen who defeated Jo Iddles 6-3, 6-3. The
final wins came from Hardiman over Monica McLin 62, 6-3 and Rodriguez' third victory came against Kerrin
Cross 6-4, 3-6, 7-5.

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Michel Fabry was named to the Sun Belt Conference men's singles tennis team prior to the
conference's tournament last week in Little Rock, Ark. Fabry also joined teammate Richard Mainella
on the league's doubles team. The Sun Belt also honored Lady Bronc Ellen Nelissen by placing her
on the women's singles team.

Versatile Pruitt receives athlete-of-week honors at Monterrey Tech Relays
David Hunter
Sta.ff

J.B. Pruitt showed his versatility
as a track athlete last weekend by
.gaining the athlete-of-the-week
honor at the Monterrey Tech Relays
in Monterrey, Mexico.
Pruitt placed first in the men's
400-meter dash, second in the 400
hurdles, third in the 200 and ran on
both the 400- and 1600-relays.
UTPA finished third in both the
men's and women's divisions.
Monterrey Tech took the gold in
both divisions. Second place men's
team honors went to Texas A&I,

Sweet 'Temptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches _/,
. •Quiche
• ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

.
··~)
\-

who edged the Broncs by a few
points. The University of Mexico at
Tamaulipas nabbed the silver in the
women's competition.
"It was a great place for team
competition," Head Coach Reid
Harter said. "We had a lot of excellent individual performances. J.B.
was amazing in his events."
In the 1600 relay, the men's team
of Pruitt, Lamar Hunter, Felix Zavala
and Martin Arteaga placed second.

Thewomen's 16oorelayofVeronica
Vasquez, Elizabeth Ortega, Lori
Garcia and Anthelma Vasquez also
placed second.
In the sprint relays, problems
with exchanges plagued both teams.
In the men's relay, the exchange
between Pruitt and Zavala ended in
disaster.
The women's team was equally
unlucky with a fall in the exchange
from Elizabeth Onega to Veronica

Vasquez.
Ortega enjoyed the competition
with the Mexican athletes.
"The competition in Mexico was
pretty good," she said. "People
usually think that they don't have
good sprinters or good runners, but
it was pretty tough. It's kind of
different because to them, competition is really important. They take
it more serious. Here we just say
'Track meet? Oh, okay,' and run.
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ATTITUDES
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Open Mon.
Fri. 8-8 • Sat 8-5
1406 W. University
Edinburg

318-3572

Walk-ins are welcome!

THE AUSTIN FIRE DEPARTMENT will be accepting applications for the
position of firefighter May 4 - May 29, 1992.
Qualifications:
•
19-29 yeara old on June 17, 199,
I ~~-1
High School Diploma or G.E.D.
.I
Valid Driver's License
Ability to perform essential job functions
of firefighting.
Applications should be returned in person.
Entrance Examination: June 17, 1992 • Starting Salary: $1,600/mo.
For Information: (512) 495-1457
E.O.E. (M/F) /AD.A.Compliance info: (512) 477-5784

GIVE YOUR DARK EYES
A SECOND LOOK

Open: Mon. - Fri. 11 ·8 • Sat. 11 ·5

FOR JUST

$99rer Pair

With beautiful DuraSoft® 2
Colors contact lenses, you can
change even the darkest eyes
to beautiful new shades of
blue, green, grQ.'i or hazel priced now at just $99 a pair.

Christ Jesus, who had the
toughest/·ob in history, didn't try
to go it a one. He looked to his
Father constantly. In fact, he
said, 'The Son can do nothing of
himself, but what he seeth the
Father do.■
Like Jesus, you can rely on
God's love and power.
The Christian Science Reading
Room is a place where you can
learn about God.
You're invited to explore this.
community resource. Open Mon.-Fri. • 11 a.m.-3p.m
911 N. Main St.• McAllen, Texas
686-4241

Or get two pairs of DuraSoft 2
Colors for Light Eyes for $99.
So call now for an appointment and save on DuraSoft
Colors. With prices this low,
you may decide to purchase
severd! But hurry - this offer
definitely ends May 16, 1992.

Edinburg
Vision Center
Dr. Gary L. Ahlman
& Associates
171S W. University• Edinburg
381-0904
2301 S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg
383-5581

Martin Arteaga placed fourth in
the men's 1500 and third in· the 800
with his fastest time ever, 1:54.
Arteaga also ran second place in the
mile relay.
Damien Moreno kept his form,
winning the men's javelin.

This Is One fl
That'• NOT For You
Mail order preKriptiOl'I

5500 N. McCoB • McADen, Tx. • 512-630-0307

Trying to go it alone?

Over there they really get into it."
Ortega had a personal recordbreaking day with her best time in
the women's 800- running 2 minutes, 19 seconds. 0 rtega also placed
fourth in the 1500, and ran on the
400- and 1600-meter relay.s.

drugs are NO bargain

Mail Order Drugs May
Be Hazardous t\l Your Health!
Many consumers are being asked to·make a
When you buy drugs through the mail, you're
decision that can have serious consequences
Just a number, along with countless others
to their heatth. They are being asked, often
processedandshlppedfromhundredsofmlles
coerced, by their erll)loyer or Insurance plan
away. The potential for error In these assemto purchase their prescription drugs through . bly line mall order operations Is enormous.
the mall.
The United States Congress was concerned
enough to hold hearings on the matter. A
lt'a a decision that ~ould coat you
consurnerlrom Virginia Beach Virginiatestified
your health - even your llfe.
at those hearings that she was the victim of a
potentially deadly mall order drug mix-up. Her
Today's presc'l)tlon drugs are powerful
local pharmacist confirmed the mistake alter
medicines - carefully chosen by your physishe noticed that her pllls looked different.
cian and carefully dispensed by your pharma·
A 70-year old woman wasn~ lucky. She
clst. Personal contact with your pharmacist
died, reportedly alter taking several months
ensures that the potent medicines you are
the wrong prescription drugs sent to herthrough
taking do what your doctor Intends.
the mall. Involuntary manslaughter charges
Your neighborhood pharmacist Is avaJlable
have been filed against the mall order firm that
to make sure you understand how your drugs
sent her the medication.
should be used. He or she checks the doctor's
Even to cost savings mall order firms claim
pres<Jl)tlon for accuracy, dosage, and method
to achieve are Illusory. A recent yearlong na•
of administration, and alerts you to any potentlonal study showed mall order drug programs
tial side effects or Interactions.
to be five percent more expensive than neighMost patients go to more than one physician
borhood pharmacy services - and least cost
and are prescribed medications by different
doctors. Only your neighborhood pharmacist, ·effective among those for whom savings are
most Important. the elderly.
who keeps a profUe of all the medications you
are taking, Is In a position lo determine none
Your health Is much too Important to be
drug you are taking wlll Interact dangerously
placed at such risk. Your Independent phar•
with another prescribed by another doctor.
maclst offers you the personal, face-to-lace
Your pharmacist also generally offers home
service you have a right to expect when It
delivery and Is available to assist you In emercomes to your pharmaceutical care. How can
gencies - 24 hours a day.
mall order drug vendors possibly provide quality health care to patients they never even
With mall order, you sacrifice all these sersee?
vices, and you risk your health. You trade the
personal services of a drug expert, wtth five or
Thlnk about It for a minute, and you'll agree:
Mall order drugs are no bargain.
more yearspharmaceutlcal training, foran800
number operated by customer service representatives.
Ask yourself these questions before you buy drugs through the mall:
• What will I do until my medlcallon arrives?
• How long will my drug treatment be delayed nmy shipment Is lost or stolen?
How can I be sure the drugs I receive are still potent alter traveling through the mall?
• Who will make sure I'm not taking drugs that will Interact badly with one another?
If I'm forced to buy large quantities through the mall, what wlll I do with the wasted medicine?
• How will I know II I'm really using my medication property?
What do I do In an emergency?
The fact Is, your pharmacist knows you. Your pharmacist know your doctors. Your pharmacist
Is there In emergencies. Your pharmacy keeps a C0111>lete record of all the drugs you take_
alerting your pharmacist to potential drug Interactions. Your pharmacist Is an Integral rt f
commu nfty.
pa o your

UTPA Faculty, we fill PHS-CARD prescriptions.
You work hard for your benefits and you deseive the best!

511 S. Closner •Edinburg• 383-1239
"Open Late" • 6 to 1o p.m.
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Broncs split twinbill
with Cajuns Friday
Eiffert helps break losing streak
Mike Eiffert restored the smiles
to grim Bronc faces Friday when
he ended UTPA's nine-game losing streak by pitching a no-hitter
into the fifth inning and beating
Southwestern Louisiana, 8-3.
USL rode the pitching of unheated Javi DeJesus (10-0) to top the
Broncs in Friday's opener, 9-3.
The Broncs' single game scheduled for Saturday was rained out.
"I just felt like it was my job to go out there and pitch a good ball
game,• Eiffert, who was the last Bronc pitcher to win (a 5-2 victory
over New Orleans almost a month ago), said. "I knew we had to break
our losing streak--and I wanted to be the one to break it."

I just felt like it was my job to go out there and pitch
a good ball game. I knew we had to break our losing
streak--and I wanted to be the one to break it.
Mike Eiffert

Some Bron b b II I
.
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz
c ase a Payers look on during arecent game. UTPA closes its season this weekend against Louisiana Tech at Ruston, La.

~ring graduation

La Raza president to speak at commencement
Arminda Munoz
Sta.ff

Although 770 students are eligible to graduate this spring, the
graduation ceremonies on May 17
will be held at 3 p.m. and 6 p.m for
safety reasons.
"Due to structural problems with
the south bleachers, we are going
with two ceremonies at this time,"
Blina V. Torrez, assistant registar,
said
Raul Yzaguirre, president of the
National Council of La Raza, will
deliver the commencement address
for each ceremony.

The Division of Health Related
Professions and the College of Arts
and Sciences will hold their ceremony at 3 p.m. Candidates should
be at the PE complex by 2 p.m.
Sunday. Approximately 447 students are eligible to graduate.
The School of Business Administration and the School of Education
will hold their ceremony at 6 p.m.
with 323 prospective graduates who
should be at the complex at 5 p.m.
Raul Yzaguirre, president of La
Raza, will speak during the Presidential Reception honoring all
graduates after each ceremony.
La Raza is a private non-profit
organization that deals with issues

Reproductive
Services

613 Sesame Dr. West
Harlingen, Tx 78550

...In Association with Adoption Affiliates
... Providing Choices in Reproductive Health Care
• Pregnancy Testing
• Problem Pregnancy Counseling
• Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
• Morning After Treatment
• Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
• Speakers for Educational Programs
• Adoption Services

$25 .

~.... . ..,,., ...ft" ~

Engineering from p. 1 - - - - -

Western Division Standings
(As of April 27)

..,
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ALMA'S

. ~
S mcerely Yours

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Mary Ofivares

His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E- University

Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)

Owner/Operator

McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)
Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)

117A S. 13th St.
Edinburg

Pharr - 787-9431 . (108 N. Cage)

383-2491

Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)

383-9035

Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)

Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Helium Balloons
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

Locked Out?

.
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

Ready to move up to real
off-road action? Check out a
machine that leaves twowheelers, ATVs and four-by- ·
fours In the dust.
Get closer to nature, or get
away from it all. Move effortlessly through all three dimensions, not Just one or two. Rediscover the earth below as
you discover the freedom of
flight.
It all starts with your first lesson, at the introductory price
of just $25. You
might never want
to come down.

MCCREERY AVIATION CO., INC.
McALLEN tNTERNATlONAL AIRPORT
(512)186-1774
O I-Tho -

Sun Belt Conference

look at bringing the program to maturity."
Four instructors are presently employed with the engineering department: LeMaster, Dr. Fred Rolsten, Dr. Fred Hudson, and Mr. Nick Kiritsis.
Approximately 120 applicants have applied for the two available instructors' positions for the fall semester.
LeMaster said other long-range concerns for the program include:
• Construction of a separate engineering building.
• Procedure for degree plans and advising students.
• Procedures for granting tenure to faculty members who are working
on program development.
• Scholarship criteria for juniqr and senior students.
• Support programs such as tutoring for calculus, physics and
beginning engineering classes.
•Creation of students chapters of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers, and the
Society for Hispanic Professional Engineers.
The department already has the Euclidian Society of Engineering and
student chapters of the National Society of Professional Engine~rs and the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers.

Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Edinburg

Information on caps and gowns
can be obtained by contacting the
University Bookstore at 381- 2551.
Spring graduation ceremonies for
prospective graduates will be held
at 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. on May 17 at the
Physical Education Complex. Approximately 770 students will eligible to graduate this spring.

.,. aaeed ...
Do .,oa ..

For Information Call:
428-6242 - 428-6243

TEST
DRIVE THE
ULTIMATE
OFF-ROAD
VEHICLE.

concerning Hispanics, such as education, immigration, housing and
civil rights enforcement.
Specific inst:nv:tions have been
mailed to all May prospective graduates. Students who have not received a letter should contact the
Office of Admissions and Records
located at SS 108 or call 381-2206.

Eiffert raised his record to 6-4 with the win.
"It's kind of easy to win when they score eight runs for you,• he said.
"There were no highlights--just a good solid effort by everyone.
"It feels good to get it back on the winning track. Hopefully this will
be a positive feeling for everone to do well the rest of the way.•
The Broncs now stand 29-20 overall and 6-10 in the Sun Belt
Conference. With three games left against Louisiana Tech in Ruston
La. this weekend. The best the Broncs can finish would be 10-l O. The;
are mathematically elimated from qualifying for the conference
tournament.
Tech has secured one of the three spots from the West Division.
South Alabama, who heads into this week's action still ranked 21st by
Baseball America, owns the only spot in the East. There are four spots
left going into the final week of conference play.
South Alabama will host the tournament May 13-16 if it wins one
game this weekend against Western Kentucky.

,_,,._ To•ton». Inc. M Ad>• R.....,od

ENDYOURJOB
SEARCH NOW!

MAY SPECIAL
ONE CHALUPA, ONE ENCHILADA,
•.................•...• ,
SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO
·················--············
BEANS AND A 1602. COKE

.
....
H
.. WHITE FLOUR ONLY $2.99!!!
HPATOS
..
__.
HANDMADE FLOUR

_______

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

TORTILLAS, HOMEMEADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

{Pecan) .................................... 682-3176
687-8269

McALLEN
McALLEN Bue. 83) . ..................................
McALLEN N. 10th) •.••.•••..•.•.•.•.........•......•.
EDINBURG ••••.•••••.••••••••••.••••••••.•.••••.•.•.
BROWNSVILLE ••••••••••••.•••••••.•.•••••••..••••••
MISSION • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • •
WESLACO ••••••••••••••••.•.••••••••.••••••..•••.••

682-1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414

HARLINGEN ......................................... 428-6224

The Southwestern Company
needs articulate, enthusiastic, goal
oriented, and professional
students to join our team .
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valuable career experience
Sharpen communication skills
Excellent training provided
Earn approximately $5,600
Receive 3 hours college credit
Relocate out of state

Call 630-6980

t%trrrrr.~ -

;J~!]ti-~}&zywl
Mike's S
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381-9335
$25 to students w/UTPA I.D.
___j~

~J)onzr/s~,
ca1#J
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REGULAR H/C '6.
STUDENTS H/C $4.
Open Mon.• S■l 8:30 1.m. to 6:30 p.m.

c.3ao-2239
·1503 W. UNIVERSITY. SUITE F, EDINBURG
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The Pan American and Rio

Committee selects '92-'93 editors

professor of English; and Gil Guevara, communications junior.
Ex officio members included: Joyce Prock, Student Publications AssoManagaing Editor
ciation advisor; Cindie Powell, representing Public Information; and Elvie
The Student Publications Committee recently named editors for The Davis, in place of ex officio member Judy Vinson, dean of students.
Pan American newspaper and Rio magazine for th~ 1992-93 school year.
Gilbert D. Martinez was re-appointed editor of The Pan American
newspaper April 16.
After some controversy, Diana R. Ybanez, currently assistant editor for
Rio, was appointed editor of Rio Monday by unanimous vote.
Earn $500 - $1000 A Wecld Work
Cheap! FBI/U.S. Selz.eel:
The need for a second committee meeting this week resulted after
at
home. Perfect for college students.
89 Mercedes ............ $200
Martinez realized one member of the committee may not have been
$2 and address to: Home
Send
86 vw.......................$50
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It's quicker than you think! After you've finished your textbooks, convert
them to cash and make more books available for other students.
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